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Summary (in English) 
The Ph.D. project investigates different aspects of voltage stability in the power system of 
Eastern Denmark taking into account the large amount of wind power. In the project, a simple 
System Protection Scheme (SPS) against voltage instability in Eastern Denmark is developed. 
The SPS design is based on static and dynamic simulation analyses using a large-scale model1 
that considers a number of realistic power system conditions. The southern part of the 132-kV 
system is prone to voltage stability problems due to reactive power deficit in the area and the 
long distance to the large generating units. It was observed that the addition of large amounts 
of wind power to a relatively weak power system without reinforcements may cause voltage 
instability in the power system. The maximum power transfer in the heavily loaded system 
with two large off-shore wind farms is approached at about 70% of the wind generation ca-
pacity in Eastern Denmark. The restricted reactive power transfer from the 132-kV main sys-
tem is the key indicator of voltage instability. The high load situation with high wind genera-
tion is considered a worst-case scenario in relation to serious problems with reactive power. 
Line outages in the southern part of the 132-kV system introduce further stress in the power 
system, eventually leading to a voltage collapse.  
The local System Protection Scheme against voltage collapse is designed as a response-based 
scheme, which is dependent on local indication of reactive and active power flow in relevant 
132 kV lines, violation of SVC rating and low voltages at selected 132-kV buses. As supple-
mentary input, the SPS includes phase angle measurements from two separated locations in 
the 132-kV system. The phase angle recordings between the remote points can be used instead 
of measurement of active power in the tie-lines.  
The power transfer in the 132-kV system is improved by additional reactive power support in 
the system using voltage control devices and/or SPS control actions: adjustment of adequate 
SVC setpoint, switching of additional capacitive shunts, start-up of Masnedø gas turbine etc. 
Stigsnæs power plant could possibly improve the reactive power support in emergency situa-
tions, as it is the closest power plant in the southern part of the system. In general, reschedul-
ing power plants and voltage regulation at remote generators (MVAr adjustment) are not con-
sidered the most effective measures, because they are associated with large reactive power 
losses in the transmission system. Ordered reduction of wind generation is considered an ef-
fective measure to maintain voltage stability in the system. Reactive power in the system is 
released due to tripping of a significant amount of wind turbines based on induction genera-
tors. On the other hand, the wind turbine rejection is associated with loss of active power that 
has to be compensated using immediate reserves. To avoid unnecessary disconnection of wind 
turbines, fast fault clearance time is the main factor. 
Phasor Measurement Units placed at strategic points are evaluated as an efficient tool for 
power system monitoring of important 400 kV and 132 kV transmission corridors in Eastern 
Denmark. The first PMU is connected to a 400 kV bus near Asnæs power plant, the largest 
generating unit in Eastern Denmark. The PMU in Radsted (RAD) is connected to a central 
bus in the southern part of the 132-kV system, which is close to a large concentration of wind 
turbines. The third PMU at Hovegård (HVE) is selected, because the bus terminates the inter-
connection to Sweden. Hovegård is geographically located near a number of power plants and 
the load centre in the Copenhagen area. The PMU at HVE is considered as a reference for the 
recorded phase angles at Asnæs and Radsted. 
                                                   
1  Power system with 700 buses 
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Real-time phasor measurements are utilized for tracking power system dynamics during a 
number of severe power system disturbances that are characteristic for the Eastern Danish 
power system, such as wind farm rejection, cascading line outages and power oscillations. 
E.g. Nordic inter-area oscillation modes and damping were easily detected from phasor data 
during the outage of the 400 kV tie-line between Eastern Denmark and Sweden. It is con-
cluded that recording of power oscillation frequencies is more convenient than computation of 
eigenvalues using a detailed dynamic model for the Nordic power system. One case study 
demonstrates that the recorded power system response is consistent with the simulation re-
sults. The application of synchronized phasor measurements for, e.g., validation of power sys-
tem models used in stability studies, is seen as having a great potential in the future. 
It was evaluated that PMU applications are mostly suitable in large interconnected networks, 
where abnormal dynamic changes in phase angles, power flows, frequency etc. can be easily 
observed. Great potential in the future is seen in advanced System Protection Schemes (SPS), 
where PMUs give precise input about the actual system state. In the future, the PMU units 
could enable the system operator to detect catastrophic events in due time and issue remedial 
orders in the power system. In that way, the power system capability could be extended be-
yond normal limits.  
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Resumé (in Danish) 
Dette Ph.d. projekt undersøger forskellige aspekter af spændingsstabilitet i det østdanske el-
system med særlig fokus på vindkraftens påvirkning heraf. I projektet er der udviklet et kon-
cept for systembeskyttelse (den såkaldte System Protection Scheme) mod truende spændings-
kollaps i det østdanske elsystem. Design af systembeskyttelsen er baseret på statiske og dy-
namiske analyser af elsystemet2 under realistiske forhold. Den sydlige del af 132 kV systemet 
er specielt udsat for problemer med spændingsstabilitet pga. mangel af reaktiv effekt og den 
store afstand til de store kraftværker. Det fremgår af simuleringen, at store mængder vindkraft 
medfører spændingsustabilitet i elsystemet uden forstærkninger. Den maksimale effekt over-
ført i systemet med højlast og to offshore vindparker svarer til ca. 70 % af den installerede 
vindproduktion i Østdanmark. Begrænsninger i 132 kV reaktiv effektoverførsel giver den 
bedste indikation for spændingskollaps. Den værste situation i relation til største problemer 
med reaktiv effekt forekommer ved højlast og højvind. Linieudfald i den sydlige del af 132-
kV nettet svækker elsystemet yderligere med henblik på spændingsstabilitet. 
Den foreslåede beskyttelse er et respons-baseret koncept, der er afhængig af lokale målinger 
af reaktiv/aktiv effekt i 132 kV linier, SVC kapacitet og lave 132 kV spændinger i udvalgte 
buser. Fasor målinger kan indgå som supplerende input i beskyttelsen, da fasen mellem to 
PMU (Phasor Measurement Unit) målepunkter giver indirekte information om aktivt effekt-
flow i 132 kV linjerne mellem Radsted og Sjælland.  
Effektoverførsel i systemet bliver forbedret ved brug af kontrol som nedregulering af vind-
produktion, ændringer i SVC kapacitet, opstart af gasturbinen i Masnedø osv. Som følge af 
store reaktive tab ved reaktiv effektoverførsel er spændingsstyring på kraftværker ikke den 
bedste løsning for reaktiv effektstøtte i den sydlige del af 132 kV systemet. Stigsnæsværket 
kan muligvis bidrage gunstigt med reaktiv effekt i nødsituationer pga. den korteste elektriske 
afstand til Radsted. På den anden side er nedregulering af vindparker et godt alternativ for 
forbedring af spændingsforholdene i nettet. Dette skyldes, at en stor mængde reaktiv effekt 
bliver frigivet, efter at mange vindmøller kobler ud. Udfald af vindmøller medfører tab af ak-
tiv effekt i nettet, som skal dækkes af reserver for aktiv effekt. Hurtig bortkobling af fejl i net-
tet spiller den største rolle, hvis større udfald af vindmøller skal undgås.  
Tre PMU enheder placeret i strategiske punkter i nettet er udnyttet til overvågning af 400 kV 
og 132 kV transmissionskorridorer i Østdanmark. Den ene PMU er tilsluttet på 400 kV siden 
af Asnæsværket (ASV), det største kraftværk i Østdanmark. Den anden PMU i Radsted 
(RAD) ligger centralt i forhold til vindmølleproduktion i 132 kV nettet. Den tredje PMU sid-
der både på 400 kV og 132 kV skinnen i Hovegård (HVE), som er endepunkt på 400 kV for-
bindelsen til Sverige. PMUen i Hovegård betragtes som reference for vinkelmålinger fra de 
øvrige PMUer i nettet.  
Realtids fasormålinger bruges til at analysere karakteristiske hændelser såsom udfald af 
vindmøller, kaskadeudkobling af linier og pendlinger i det østdanske system. F.eks. giver fa-
sor datainformation om egenfrekvenser og dæmpning i forbindelse med karakteristiske ef-
fektpendlinger fremkaldt af udfald af 400 kV forbindelsen mellem Sverige og Østdanmark. 
Simuleringsresultater fra dette scenario er i overensstemmelse med de gennemførte PMU må-
linger. Der konkluderes, at måling af pendlingsfrekvenser ved hjælp af PMUer er mere prak-
tisk end at beregne disse vha. detaljerede dynamiske modeller for det Nordiske elsystem.   
                                                   
2 Realistisk model af elsystemet med 700 buser 
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Et stort fremtidigt potentiale ses i anvendelse af synkroniserede fasormålinger for verificering 
af stabilitetsmodeller for elsystemer. Det er vurderet, at PMU applikationer er mest egnede til 
brug i store elsystemer, hvor relevante dynamiske ændringer i fasevinkel, flow, frekvens etc. 
kan observeres. Fremtiden bringer nye muligheder for avancerede beskyttelseskoncepter, hvor 
PMUer giver nøjagtige input vedr. systemets tilstand. PMU enheder kan i fremtiden hjælpe 
netoperatører med i god tid at detektere kritiske hændelser for at beordre kontrol i elsystemet 
og udvide systemets muligheder ud over de normale stabilitets grænser.  
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1 Introduction  
1.1 Background for the project 
The secure and reliable transmission of energy demands accurate and up-to date knowledge of 
the operational status of the transmission network. In many utilities, the operative safety mar-
gins are reduced due to restrained opportunities for network expansion caused by environ-
mental, economic or political reasons. Such economic and regulatory changes may lead to less 
robust transmission system. Electric power utilities are forced to utilize more optimally the 
existing transmission capacity as well as to restrain their investments in network development. 
In relation to this trend in the electricity industry system protection schemes are seen as means 
for operating power systems closer to limits of safe operation. If the power system is to be 
operated close to the conventional stability limits, additional equipment and control measures 
and/or especially dedicated system protection schemes become necessary. System protection 
schemes can be related to manual operator instructions in the control centre or on-line auto-
matic applications.  
Automatic system protection schemes (SPS) are on-line applications that protect the power 
system against severe disturbances and preserve the capability and integrity of the entire sys-
tem. Until now, system protection schemes have been implemented in many utilities, e.g. 
automatic load shedding schemes and generator tripping schemes. The SPS concept using 
classical relay technique may not be sufficient in the future, where the operational conditions 
in the network will come closer to the limits of safe operation. E.g. the classical relays used in 
well-known System Protection Schemes for under voltage and under frequency load shedding 
are dependent on local measurements. Local measurements may not be sufficient input in 
some of the advanced SPS applications. Remote measurements from widely separated points 
in the power system become often necessary as SPS input. The recent advances in synchro-
nized phasor measurements open new opportunities in relation to system-wide System Protec-
tion Schemes.  
  
Fig. 1 Concept of System Protection Scheme, adapted from [1] 
Fig. 1 illustrates a System Protection Scheme that relies on input from selected electric vari-
ables or direct detection of predefined events in the power system. The decision process is an 
automatic process that issues remedial control actions to counteract instability or insecure op-
eration of the power system. 
Electrical variables 
Direct detection 
 
 Decision process Input Action 
Power system 
Disturbance
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Increased security and wind power perspective:   
The key issue in SPS applications for improved power system security is to counteract power 
system instability. SPS are typically applied to avoid wide-area disturbances and prevent (par-
tial or total) blackouts in the power system. The large number of power system blackouts ex-
perienced world-wide puts an emphasis on system protection solutions as means to prevent 
future blackouts and to increase the level of security in the power system. This can be done by 
integrating power system monitoring, analysis and control in an automatic SPS platform for 
system-wide protection. System protection schemes can be designed to counteract a number 
of different power system instability phenomena (e.g. transient instability, frequency instabil-
ity, voltage instability and cascading outages).  
The Transmission System Operator of Eastern Denmark is concerned in investigation and ap-
plication of System Protection Schemes as a means to increase the security in the Eastern 
Danish system. The main motivation for the Ph.D. project is to mitigate a number of problems 
related to large-scale integration of wind power. The increasing amount of wind power is a 
topic of immediate interest in many countries, where the wind turbines displace production 
from conventional power plants. Consequently, the TSOs have to handle a changing pattern of 
electric energy production. Furthermore, the deregulation of the electric energy market makes 
the power flow less predictable. The introduction of independent /dispersed generation in 
power systems contributes to continuously changing operating conditions.  
The problem is currently highly relevant both in the eastern and the western parts of Den-
mark. During the last 15 years, the amount of wind production in Denmark has increased rap-
idly. The amount of wind power in Eastern Denmark took a further step upwards when a 150 
MW offshore wind farm near Nysted south of Sealand was commissioned in 2003. This wind 
farm together with the majority of the existing wind turbines is placed in the sparsely popu-
lated areas, where the transmission system is significantly weak. System protection in Eastern 
Denmark becomes more complicated as a result of the following challenges in relation to the 
large share of installed wind power:  
• Limited thermal capacity in parts of the system (weak transmission network); 
• Significant amount of dispersed units are not dispatched in the Control Operational Cen-
tre; 
• Difficulties in adequate voltage control (due to uncertain and unpredictable pattern of 
wind production); 
• Difficulties in active power control (determine and control the power flow direction). 
The issues of voltage stability, reactive power compensation and transient stability of wind 
turbines are extremely important for large-scale integration of wind power in areas distant 
from the main transmission system in Eastern Denmark. From an analysis point of view, the 
study of wind turbine generator performance during grid faults can be characterised as a tran-
sient stability problem. In case of induction generators, this problem is also related to the de-
gree of reactive power support in order to magnetize and stabilize the generators after fault 
clearing. Detailed simulations using the PSS/E program are supposed to determine potential 
problems with voltage stability as well as transient stability of wind turbines considering a 
time scale up to ten seconds.  
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Nordic perspective: The power system security in Eastern Denmark is to a great extent de-
pendent on the overall security of power supply in the interconnected Nordic system that en-
compasses transmission system of Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland. In the Nordic 
countries, there is an increased interest in utilizing the transfer capacity of the transmission 
network in the most efficient and economical manner. This was the main topic of a joint R&D 
project “Increased utilization of the Nordic power system” that was initiated by the Transmis-
sion System Operators in the Nordic countries. One of the benefits in this project is strategic 
coordination and utilization of phasor measurements in the Nordic countries.  
1.2 Objective of the Ph.D. project  
Objective 1: Design of system protection scheme against voltage instability 
The main focus in the Ph.D. project is to develop a concept for system protection schemes 
(SPS) against voltage instability in the power system of Eastern Denmark taking into account 
the large amount of wind power. The project aims at evaluating general voltage stability crite-
ria for the power system under normal operation and subjected to relevant contingencies. 
Static and transient voltage stability analyses are used to access the power system behaviour 
as well as the impact of wind generation. 
The main task of the Ph.D. project is to design a system protection scheme against voltage 
instability of the large-scale power system in Eastern Denmark. The SPS design is especially 
dedicated to detect abnormal system conditions in due time and, if necessary, to give warning 
and/or launch corrective actions to counteract voltage instability. The system protection 
scheme is supposed to detect voltage instability and preserve the power system capability with 
respect to wind generation. Hereby, the project aims to illustrate the main principles for volt-
age stability, derive indicators and criteria (based on simulations and phasor measurements), 
to determine the voltage stability limits and constraints as well as to evaluate the feasibility of 
different indicators and different remedial control actions in the SPS system. The investiga-
tions in the project deal in particular with the following challenges: 
A) Detect voltage instability  
Large-scale wind power is integrated in a weak part of the Eastern Danish 132 kV network 
with a long distance to the main 400 kV transmission system, where the majority of central 
power plants (spinning generation) are located. Voltage stability and reactive power compen-
sation are important issues for large-scale integration of wind power in areas distant from the 
main transmission system in Eastern Denmark. When adding large amounts of wind power, 
the system may become voltage unstable if it is operated too close to its stability limit. Fur-
thermore, this may turn into a voltage collapse problem if after contingencies the network be-
comes too weak to maintain stable operation of a large share of wind farms without active 
voltage control. Thus it is necessary to know how closely the network can be operated to its 
voltage stability limits with respect to wind power constraints.  
As shown in Fig.1, the detection of voltage instability is closely associated to identification of 
relevant indicators in the System Protection Scheme input and derivation of relevant criteria 
and setting values for the SPS decision process. In fact, the project searches the solution of the 
following problems: 
SPS input: 
• What are the best indicators for a System Protection Scheme against voltage collapse 
(where and what to measure?)  
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• What are the advantages of using phase angle monitors in system protection schemes 
against voltage stability? This subject is closely related to the general utilization of phasor 
measurements in Eastern Denmark. 
SPS decision process: 
• What maximum wind power can be transferred in a weak 132 kV intact network and in a 
network with transmission line outage(s)?  
• How is the reactive power demand influenced by a variable degree of wind power in the 
system? 
• What is the most significant impact of wind turbines with respect to voltage stability in 
the system?  
• What is the dynamic impact of wind turbines on the power system transient stability? 
• What are the main factors in ride-through capability of wind turbines?  
• What is the impact of wind turbine rejection for preserving the voltage stability (tripping 
of on-land wind turbines in the power system)? 
In order to design the SPS decision process, both static and short-term voltage stability is 
studied with special focus on wind generation. The impact of large generating units is not ap-
proached in detail. Long-term voltage stability (effects on tap-changers, field current limiters 
etc.) was not in the scope of studies. 
B) Evaluate remedial controls for voltage stability 
The SPS output acts when voltage instability is detected by the System Protection Scheme 
shown in Fig.1. In this context, the project evaluates general applicability of different control 
actions that are able to counteract voltage instability in Eastern Denmark. Time-domain simu-
lations are performed in the Ph.D. project in order to illustrate the effect of different remedial 
control actions such as wind turbine rejection, application of reactive power support from ad-
ditional generation units and a Static Var Compensator. The investigations here focus on cen-
tral aspects for ride-through capability of wind turbines in Eastern Denmark. Some time-
domain simulations are used to analyse possible feedback actions in the power system, but not 
all relevant remedial control actions are analysed in detail. For the system studies, the follow-
ing limitations are valid: Determination of setting values and time delays for different controls 
was out of the scope of the analysis. Coordination of different control actions in the SPS 
scheme was not taken into account. Related problems with voltage collapse in Sweden are not 
considered. 
The main challenge in unit protection of wind turbines today is the conflicting requirements 
for on-land and off-shore wind turbines. On one hand it is desired to keep large wind farms in 
operation under faults in the transmission system and thus benefit from the active power bal-
ance in the power system. The consequence of wind turbine rejection is loss of active power 
that has to be compensated by immediate reserve in the system. On the other hand tripping of 
wind turbines on-land is beneficial in case of problems with power system voltage stability, 
because significant reactive power is released in the system. The challenge of avoiding un-
necessary disconnection of wind turbines can be solved using dedicated System Protection 
Schemes.  
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Objective 2: Utilize phasor measurements  
The focus on increased power system security is closely related to improved methods for 
monitoring the system, where utilization of synchronized phasor measurements plays an im-
portant role. For this purpose the Ph.D. project aims to: 
C)  Investigate the potential of phasor measurements for detection and analysis of power sys-
tem events in Eastern Denmark. The investigations are based on off-line analysis of 
phasor measurements in case of known severe disturbances or planned revisions; 
D) Evaluate the potential for application of phase angles4 in the suggested SPS against volt-
age instability due to large wind power penetration in Eastern Denmark; 
E)  Evaluate the future perspectives for system protection schemes using PMU input. 
1.3 Project organization  
The Industrial Ph.D. project is carried out at the Technical University of Denmark (Ør-
sted•DTU, power engineering section) in close cooperation with the Danish transmission sys-
tem operator Energinet.dk (previously Elkraft System which is now merged with Eltra and 
Gastra). The research activities in Joana Rasmussen’s Ph.D. project are primarily related to 
investigation of System Protection Scheme design against voltage instability in the power sys-
tem of Eastern Denmark. The project has a special focus on the impact of wind power impact 
on the power system of interest. Fig. 2 shows the organisational diagram for the Ph.D. project 
and its interface to other related projects. 
 
Fig. 2 Organisational diagram of the Ph.D. project 
In parallel with the Ph.D. project, the research project “Complex voltage & current measure-
ments in the transmission system” is initiated as a joint project among Energinet.dk, DTU and 
Lund University (LtH). The PMU project activities were related to practical problems con-
cerning: 
• Development of hardware for synchronized phasor measurements; 
• Establishment of three PMUs with communication to a central location; 
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• Installation of the PMUs at widely separated points in the transmission system; 
• Data acquisition and methods for advanced data analysis. 
In the frame of the Ph.D. project, Joana Rasmussen was engaged in a number of activities in 
relation to phasor measurements. She focused on planning of the PMU network in Eastern 
Denmark, identification and analysis of relevant power system events using PMU recordings. 
Joana Rasmussen was also involved in planning and coordination of PMU activities in East-
ern Denmark and Sweden. In relation to the PMU project at DTU, Joana Rasmussen prepared 
a number of scientific publications in the field of phasor measurements. 
The Ph.D. project ”System protection schemes in Eastern Denmark” is a part of the joint Nor-
dic R&D project “Increased utilization of the Nordic transmission system”. The Nordic pro-
ject was carried out by the Transmission System Operators (TSOs) in cooperation with Nordic 
universities and research institutions i.e. SINTEF Energy Research. In the frame of the Nordic 
cooperation, a dynamic wind turbine model was developed at Sintef, Energy Research with 
the affiliation of Joana Rasmussen from Energinet.dk. Sintef Energy Research was involved 
in development and verification of the wind turbine model. In the Ph.D. project, Joana Ras-
mussen implemented this model for investigation of the dynamic impact of wind turbines in 
the Eastern Danish system.  
Results from the Ph.D. project should enable system planners and operators at Energinet.dk to 
evaluate recent possibilities of using system protection schemes in the Eastern Danish power 
system. The SPS schemes are expected to enable better utilization of the existing transmission 
network as well as to contribute to increased power transfer in the Nordic region. The eco-
nomic benefits related to practical implementation of SPS are referred to savings due to ex-
tended operational security and reduced risk for system instability. Detailed description of the 
commercial benefits for the Ph.D. project is enclosed in a separate business report [82]. The 
contents in the business report are based on a business-targeted course in technology man-
agement organized by The Danish Academy for Technical Sciences (ATV). 
1.4 List of publications 
1. Rasmussen J., Jørgensen P., “Synchronized Phasor Measurements of a Power System 
Event in Eastern Denmark”, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, Vol.21, No.1, pg. 
278-284, February 2006. 
2. Rasmussen J., Jørgensen P., “Synchronized Phasor Measurements of a Power System 
Event in Eastern Denmark”, Conference proceedings for IEEE Bologna Power Tech 
2003, 23-26. June 2003, Bologna, Italy. 
3. Rasmussen J., Jørgensen P., Palsson M.T., Uhlen K., “Wind Power Impact to Transient 
and Voltage Stability of the Power System in Eastern Denmark”, published in IASTED 
PES 2005 Conference proceedings, 8th IASTED International Conference on Power and 
Energy Systems , October 23-26, 2005 
4. Samuelsson O., Hemmingsson M., Nielsen A.H., Pedersen K.O.H., Rasmussen J., 
“Monitoring of power system events at transmission and distribution level”, accepted for 
publication in IEEE Transaction on Power Systems. 
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5. Nielsen A.H., Pedersen K.O.H., Jørgensen P., Havsager, J., Olsen S.K., Rasmussen J., 
“Phasor measurement units in the Eastern Danish power system”, expected for publica-
tion at CIGRE general conference 2006. 
Re. 1 and 2. The first and the second papers present synchronized phasor measurements of a 
power system event in April 2002. Joana Rasmussen initiated the overall planning of a tempo-
rary installation of ABB’s Phasor Measurement Unit prototypes in Denmark and Sweden. In 
the paper, she emphasizes the advantages of using phasor measurements in monitoring of 
power oscillations between Eastern Denmark and Sweden. Besides phasor data analyses, she 
carried out a simulation analysis of the power system event using a large-scale power system 
model of Eastern Denmark. Joana Rasmussen stands for the complete preparation of the paper 
for the IEEE Trans. on Power Systems, which in fact is an upgrade of the conference paper 
with the same title previously presented at the Bologna Power Tech conference 2003.  
Re. 3.  In this paper, Joana Rasmussen demonstrates the dynamic impact of wind power 
integration in Eastern Denmark using an advanced wind turbine model in the large-scale 
power system model of Eastern Denmark. The dynamic wind turbine model was developed at 
Sintef, Energy Research in close cooperation with Elkraft System (the former Transmission 
System Operator in Eastern Denmark). The paper was presented at IASTED International 
Conference on Power and Energy Systems, 2005. 
Re. 4. The publication is closely related to the joint PMU project between Ør-
sted•DTU, The Technical University of Denmark and Institute for Industrial Automation, 
Lund University on phasor measurements and development of a prototype for phasor meas-
urement unit (PMU). One PMU prototype is connected to the 400 V mains in a laboratory at 
the Danish Technical University (DTU), and few PMU monitors are implemented at 400 and 
132 kV busbars in the transmission system in Eastern Denmark. The paper deals with ad-
vanced monitoring of real-time power system disturbances using phasor measurements.      
The concept developed in the paper supports the advantages of using PMUs at low voltage 
level (400 V) for events that take place in the transmission system (400 kV). Ph.D. student 
Joana Rasmussen was involved in data acquisition and analysis of the PMU recordings at 400 
kV level, interpretation of results and comments on the final manuscript. 
Re. 5  The final manuscript of this paper is accepted for the upcoming CIGRE 2006 
general conference in Paris. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
The Ph.D. thesis is divided in the following main chapters: 
• Introduction 
• Theory  
- Conventional unit protection  
- Fundamentals of power system stability  
- Fundamentals of System Protection Schemes (SPS) 
- Voltage stability analysis  
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• Models 
• Simulations studies 
- Static voltage stability analysis 
- Design of SPS against voltage instability 
- Transient stability analysis 
• Phasor measurements 
• Conclusion 
• Future work. 
The theoretical part introduces concepts for conventional unit protection and system protec-
tion, including general principles and methods for power system stability. The next chapter 
deals with modelling issues for the Eastern Danish power system, where special attention is 
given to models of devices that have impact on voltage stability limits in the system of inter-
est. Simulation models of power plants, loads, wind turbines and reactive power compensa-
tion devices are presented. 
The simulation chapter describes extensive simulation studies performed in the PSS/E pro-
gram. Steady-state and to some extent dynamic analyses are used to investigate voltage and 
transient stability limits in the Eastern Danish system. Special attention is paid to design of 
voltage stability criteria and requirements for a System Protection Scheme against voltage in-
stability. The response of wind turbines systems to selected critical contingencies is analyzed 
with respect to transient and voltage stability of the power system.  
The Phasor Measurements chapter involves fundamentals of synchronized phasor measure-
ment and a number of case studies concerning different applications of synchronized phasor 
measurements for enhanced power system monitoring in Eastern Denmark.  
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2 Theory 
The conventional relay methods may not be a sufficient practice, when the operational condi-
tions in the power system come closer to the overall limits of safe operation. The aim of con-
ventional unit protection is namely to detect faults and abnormal states in power system com-
ponents and initiate trip of associated circuit breakers in order to prevent damage of the units. 
In contrary to unit protection system protection schemes are system-wide applications involv-
ing different units.  
2.1 Conventional unit protection  
Unit protection detects faults and abnormal states in power system components and prevents 
hazardous currents and/or over- or undervoltage from damaging equipment such as MV and 
LV distribution feeders, distribution and network transformers, busbars, circuit breakers, gen-
erators, HV transmission lines etc. Protective relays are designed to detect abnormal condi-
tions in the network and, if necessary, activate disconnection of a particular circuit giving 
commands to circuit breakers/disconnectors. Unit protection is supposed to be stable, fast and 
sensitive enough in order to isolate efficiently faults in the network. Possible failure in the 
main protection is covered by means of back-up protection. Some relaying principles for pro-
tection of lines and transformers in transmission networks are previewed without going into 
details about functions of different relays [57].  
2.1.1 Line protection 
Combination of different relaying principles can be used for protection of lines and busbars in 
power systems. In the following section, special attention is paid to main principles for dis-
tance relays and the selectivity of distance protection. 
Distance relays are commonly used for protection of 132 and 400 kV transmission lines in 
Eastern Denmark. The operating principle is based on detection of distance to the fault, which 
is proportional to the measured impedance5 to the fault location. The majority of system faults 
occur as single-phase-to-ground faults, where the clearance time is highly dependent upon the 
neutral grounding and the required sensitivity of the zero-sequence detection used. As a mat-
ter of fact, the same fault type occurring in different sections of a network would result in dif-
ferent fault currents, and thus different impedance magnitudes would be measured between 
the power source and the fault. Selectivity in distance protection means that only circuit 
breakers nearest to the fault are supposed to trip, leaving the other circuit breakers to supply 
the healthy sections of the network. Fig. 3 illustrates a simple stepped characteristic, where A, 
B, and C represent the location of substations linked by feeders AB and BC. A fault occurring 
on the BC feeder introduces a fault current that activates the distance protection at substation 
C on the right side and substations A and B on the left side of the circuit. 
In the last case zone-2 and zone-3 are activated. If the fault is correctly cleared by the nearest re-
lay (e.g. B) then the faulted current through relay A and C is stopped. Relay A and C reset, as they 
are not needed as back-up protection. Crucial element for relay selectivity is the composition of 
different protection zones and the operating time of the corresponding relays. A fault in the first 
zone-1 extends for 80 % of the feeder AB in order to avoid possible discrimination with relay B. 
The second zone-2 covers about 120 % of AB feeder.  
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Fig. 3 Principle for distance relay operation [6] 
2.1.2 Transformer protection 
Protection of high-voltage transformers is commonly done using overcurrent and differential 
relays, detectors for severe internal faults etc. 
Overcurrent relays operate when the feed current exceeds a preset value at a time determined 
by the relay characteristic. Hence, the relay initiates tripping of the associate circuit breaker 
after a time delay, which in many cases is inversely dependent on the value of overcurrent. 
The relay reacts at two levels: rapid operation in case of short circuit and delayed activation 
time in case of smaller currents. 
Differential relays cover a single unit (a transformer or line) in the power system if a fault 
occurs within the protected zone. The protection scheme is based on the equality between the 
entering and the leaving currents in the circuit under normal conditions. The protection is ac-
tivated when induced voltages on the primary and secondary side of the transformer attain 
different values as a result of different current values at each unit terminal. 
2.1.3 Generator protection  
The unit protection of large power plants in Eastern Denmark is designed according to the 
Nordic recommendations for operational performance of the generation units [15]. The rec-
ommendations specify operational and power control equipment characteristics, as well as the 
power unit’s response capability to normal and contingency situations. The reference provides 
details about e.g. undervoltage, overcurrent, and frequency limitations for the power units in 
the Nordic system. 
2.1.4 Wind turbine protection  
The protection of wind turbines in Denmark is divided into two categories. The wind turbines 
on-land have relay protection that detects abnormal voltage, current and frequency variations 
and trips the wind turbine unit in case of violated thresholds in case of disturbances. From the 
other side, the requirements for ride-through capability of large off-shore wind farms are 
sharpened, because they have to withstand the majority of faults in the transmission system. 
The off-shore wind farms are considered to be wind power plants, as they are expected to 
some extent to take part in the voltage and frequency control in the power system. The Danish 
Transmission System Operator has well-defined technical regulations for the properties and 
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the control of wind turbines. The first set of recommendations is related to wind turbines con-
nected to grids below 100 kV [36], while the second set is related to large wind farms con-
nected to grids above 100 kV [37]. The regulations describe the active and reactive power 
control features and dynamic properties of wind turbines needed for operation of the power 
system with respect to short- and long-term stability and power quality. 
The main challenge in the unit protection of wind turbines in Eastern Denmark is seen in the 
conflicting requirements for on-land and off-shore wind turbines. The benefit of using the 
present protection principle for wind turbines on-land is that they help to maintain voltage 
stability in the system. After a fault in the transmission system, a significant amount of on-
land wind turbines would trip, and the released reactive power contributes to voltage recovery 
at system buses. The drawback of wind turbine protection on-land is the loss of active power, 
as a large number of wind turbines trip after a fault in the transmission system. The situation 
is opposite for off-shore wind turbines, as they are designed to remain in operation in spite of 
faults that occur in the transmission system. The drawback here is that the large off-shore 
wind farms are associated with increasing reactive power demand in case of faults in the 
transmission system. The need for additional reactive power support is thus more pronounced 
when off-shore wind farms are present in the system.  
2.2 Fundamentals of power system stability 
According to [41], power system stability is defined as “the ability of an electric power sys-
tem, for a given initial operating condition, to regain a state of operating equilibrium after be-
ing subjected to a physical disturbance, with most system variables bounded so that practi-
cally the entire power system remains intact”. Different types of SPS can be used to minimize 
or reduce the severity of power system phenomena such as angle instability (transient and 
small signal), frequency instability and voltage instability (Fig. 4). 
The first two phenomena are mainly related to active power control, while voltage stability is 
influenced by reactive power control in the power system. Angle stability can be understood 
as generator stability, and it deals with aspects such as small signal stability and transient sta-
bility. The phenomenon of transient stability is closely connected to the ability of synchro-
nous machines to withstand large disturbances and remain in synchronism. From the other 
side, small-signal stability is related to the power system oscillatory or non-oscillatory re-
sponse to small disturbances, such as change in scheduled generation or small increase in sys-
tem load. Reactive and active power balance as well as constant frequency and acceptable 
voltage levels are crucial for secure and stable power system operation. Voltage stability is 
related to the power system ability to maintain reactive power balance and acceptable voltages 
in all system buses. In general, voltage stability can be viewed as load stability that covers 
stationary and transient stability phenomena. Voltage stability and reactive power control are 
important issues in power systems with significant wind generation. From an analysis point of 
view, the wind turbine injections are considered as negative loads in the system. The ride-
through capability of wind turbines based on induction generators is here considered as a spe-
cial kind of transient voltage stability phenomena, as it is closely related to voltage recovery 
and wind turbines response after disturbances in the system.  
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Fig. 4 Classification of power system stability phenomena, adapted from [41] 
In the following section, some fundamentals of power system stability are approached using 
the simple transmission system shown in Fig. 5.  
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                                               (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5 Simple radial network 
The radial network in Fig. 5 transfers power from a generator to a constant load via a trans-
mission line with impedance Z=R+jX, where the assumption X>>R is valid. The sending 
node has complex voltage (magnitude US and phase angle δ), while the receiving bus has real 
voltage magnitude UR. The transmitted active and reactive power from the sending to the re-
ceiving node is calculated in (1) taking into account a number of approximations.  
 (2) 
The relation (2) describes the proportionality between active power and angle difference in 
steady-state operation, which is associated with constant frequency and small angle changes. 
During major disturbances, the steady-state description (1) of power transmission is no more 
valid, since the power system frequency can deviate significantly. Large frequency deviations 
and severe upsets in power systems have to be sustained in order to maintain stable frequency. 
In general, frequency stability is determined by active power balance and control in the sys-
tem. Large frequency deviations are controlled by adjusting active power generation. Equa-
tion (3) reveals the close relation between reactive power and voltage control.  
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 (3) 
The physically weak coupling between active power PR and voltage difference (US-UR), and 
between the reactive power QR and δ is valid only in case of normal power system operation. 
E.g. the fast decoupled load flow method [44] takes advantage of this weak coupling and 
solves the load flow algorithm using a decoupled set of P-δ / Q-U equations. In case of immi-
nent voltage instability, the coupling between PR and (US-UR) as well as between QR and δ 
can not be neglected. 
2.3 Fundamentals of System Protection Schemes 
According to [1], “System Protection Schemes6 are designed to detect abnormal system con-
ditions and take predetermined corrective action to preserve system integrity and provide ac-
ceptable system performance”. System protection schemes are related to the capability of the 
entire power system to remain in stable operation and do not coincide with unit protection of 
power system equipment illustrated previously. A typical structure of an on-line system pro-
tection scheme is shown on Fig. 6. The central part of a system protection scheme is the deci-
sion process, which is based on input criteria and indicators for power system stability. The 
remedial control actions are issued as output, which in most cases is predetermined using the 
decision process logic. The time range of SPS actions associated with different power system 
phenomena is related to the time needed to mitigate the system-wide consequences.  
            
Fig. 6 Concept for automatic System Protection Schemes, adapted from [1] 
As illustrated in Fig. 6, a System Protection Scheme is a complex application capable to re-
ceive a great amount of measurements, process them in order to select the correct solution 
(action) from variety of possible solutions of an impeding system-oriented problem and if 
necessary send appropriate orders to the proper power system equipment.  
System Protection Schemes refer typically to various schemes for load shedding, generator 
tripping and network separation based on local or/and system remote signals or through fast 
continuous control of OLTC7, HVDC8 or FACT9s devices [2]. The purpose of these system 
                                                   
6 Known also as Remedial Action Scheme (earlier acronym Special Protection Scheme) 
7 On-Load Tap Changers 
8 High Voltage Direct Circuit 
9 Flexible AC transmission 
Electrical variables 
Direct detection 
 
 Decision process Input Action 
Power system 
Disturbance
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protection functions is to avoid or reduce adverse consequences of contingencies (such as se-
vere line or generator outages) that would lead to overload or voltage/frequency excursions 
beyond acceptable limits. The control actions can be initiated by a local detection system in a 
region of the network, where all measurements are available at the same location where the 
control action is performed.  
On the other hand, the protection scheme can rely on a wide area detection system, where 
complex and large disturbances can be detected by means of SCADA10 or/and WAMS11 data 
from Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) and Voltage Instability Predictors (VIP), which are 
connected at widely separated points via telecommunication channels, see Fig. 7. System pro-
tection schemes are expected to become more important in future transmission systems as 
means to operate the systems closer to their physical limits [7]. Wide area control and moni-
toring facilities would enable enhanced and more flexible use of system protection [9], [10].  
According to input variables, the System Protection Schemes are classified in event –based 
SPS and response-based SPS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 On-line concept for system protection scheme 
                                                   
10 Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition System (SCADA) 
11 Wide Area Measurement System (WAMS) 
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Event-based SPS (feed-forward schemes) react fast upon recognised limited number of criti-
cal events or a particular combination of events in the power system, which are easy to iden-
tify and detect. Event-based protection is required as mandatory in applications where: 
• The severity of the event exceeds the system robustness; 
• The speed of the control action is crucial; 
• The monitored system parameters evolve slower than the desired time delay of action.  
E.g. this type of protection is efficient in case of transient angle instability, which requires 
emergency control within a second. This SPS type is rule-based, with rules derived from off-
line simulation and analytical studies of relevant phenomena. The predetermined control ac-
tions can be local or remote. A drawback of this approach is that it is difficult to predict all 
multiple contingency events that cause major incidents. For events omitted from the contin-
gency list, the corresponding SPS would disoperate. The event-based SPS are characterised as 
open-loop type (a predefined event is followed by a predefined control action taken). The re-
medial actions are designed and evaluated using off-line simulation studies of the power sys-
tem performance and system response to events and contingencies. Depending on the system 
response, the power system attains an acceptable state or successive SPS action(s) have to be 
executed as a new “remedial event“ in the contingency list.  
Response-based SPS (feed-back schemes) are based on a power system response to a specific 
contingency, where measured electrical values (power, voltage, frequency etc.) are used as 
input to the SPS. Specific input variables are selected according to the type and severity of the 
system-wide disturbances. The SPS triggers proper protection action(s) after the disturbance 
has caused the measured variables to significantly deviate from “normal” values. This SPS 
type can be applied even for events that are not explicitly identified in the power system. The 
operation of this SPS type is considered as the most dependable (upon local measurements) 
and in the same time most secure, since the effect of unintended SPS operation is minimal due 
to restricted and localised actions. The reaction time of the system protection can be rather 
slow, because they have to wait for the system response e.g. frequency or voltage drop under 
a certain setting. As examples of response-based SPS undervoltage or underfrequency load 
shedding can be mentioned.  
There are two potential problems with dedicated system protection schemes that should be 
addressed in the future. One is that system protection can trip when it is not supposed to, re-
sulting in unnecessary tripping of generators or unwanted interruptions of power supply.  
Secondly, unexpected conditions and system changes can lead to critical operating situations, 
where the system protection does not trip when it ideally should, and thus contributes to a 
more serious system collapse. Thus the ultimate system protection should be a scheme which 
adapts to the changing conditions and provides a balance between the following contradictory 
requirements on reliability: 
• Dependability –certainty that SPS will operate when required 
A protection scheme should always act when it is supposed to; 
• Security - certainty that SPS will not operate when not required 
A protection scheme should never act when it is not supposed to;  
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• Selectivity - ability to activate minimum amount of control action 
A SPS should not act excessively, i.e. it should be able to shed the appropriate amount of 
load or generation in order to keep the system as much as possible intact;  
• Robustness - ability to operate properly over the entire range of steady-state and dynamic 
system conditions. 
The following table summarizes the general requirements for a System Protection Scheme 
against power system voltage instability in Eastern Denmark.  
 
Response –based SPS 
 
Input signals 
 
 
- Local voltage level 
- Generator output ( reactive power, excitation 
current) 
- Power flow data  (pre- & post disturbance) 
 
 
Output signals 
 
 
- Trip signal to shunt devices: capacitors & reactors 
- Trip signal to wind turbine circuit-breaker 
- Change of voltage setpoint (for power plants,SVC) 
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Control action speed 
& type 
 
 
- Short term voltage stability  
- Fixed pre-determined control 
- Control sensitive to system conditions 
- Control optimised for minimum switching action 
 
Dependability 
 
 
- Critical, complete design redundancy required 
- Prohibited coincided failure of more than 2 SPS 
components  
 
Security 
 
 
- Very high security 
 
Robustness  
 
 
- Proper function under all system conditions 
 
 
Selectivity 
 
 
- SPS should operate only for design conditions 
- SPS should be disarmed if operation is not needed  
- Minimize inappropriate operation and human error 
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Coordination with 
other control actions  
 
- Capacitor & shunt reactor switching  
- Overfrequency generator tripping  
- Transmission overload protection 
  
Table 1 Requirements for SPS against voltage instability, adapted from [1] 
2.3.1 Examples of System Protection Schemes  
The state-of-art for existing System Protection Schemes is summarized in a comprehensive 
technical report [1]. The report approaches general considerations about SPS implementation 
and includes a number of examples of different existing System Protection Schemes world-
wide. At the end, the report views future needs for new System Protection Schemes, including 
application of phasor measurements for system protection. 
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The Ph.D. thesis is especially treating investigation of conventional and advanced concepts 
for system protection that are applied in the Nordic countries. In the Nordic power system 
consisting of Eastern Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway, a number of System Protection 
Schemes are used in case of extreme contingencies causing generation loss greater than the 
largest unit in operation. These SP Schemes consists of active power control by HVDC links, 
automatic start of gas turbines, load shedding etc. 
The transmission system in Sweden has a generator disconnection SPS in operation that acts 
in case of outage of an important 400 kV transmission corridor. The total generation is re-
duced by automatic disconnection of generators in order to avoid a major system-wide distur-
bance. The loss of generation is compensated by the spinning reserve. Another protection 
scheme was introduced against voltage collapse in South Sweden. This SPS intends to in-
crease the power transfer limits from the north to south in Sweden and/or to increase the sys-
tem security in case of a severe system fault [3]. 
The Transmission System Operator in Norway has implemented across the country a large 
number of different system protection schemes, which demand a significant effort for coordi-
nation and supervision in the Operational Control Centre. Reference [5] deals with experi-
ences related to System Protection Schemes in Norway as well as PSS/E user models for SPS 
design and test. It describes many Norwegian protection schemes in operation, e.g. SPS for 
generation tripping or regulation downwards (in relation to angle stability, overload, and volt-
age collapse), load shedding (in relation to line overload and voltage collapse) and SPS for 
automatic grid separation in relation to power oscillations.  
Voltage Instability Predictor (VIP)  
A Voltage Instability Predictor is installed at the Hasle transmission corridor between Norway 
and Sweden. It is a special monitoring system or an adaptive relay for tracking the distance to 
voltage instability, which is closely related to the notion of maximum loadability limit of a 
transmission network. As seen in Fig. 8, the VIP measures the apparent impedance of the load 
ZL=U/I, as the ratio between the local voltage U and current I phasors at a particular bus and 
simultaneously estimates the network (Thevenin) equivalent impedance (Zth). When the sys-
tem loading is normal, the load impedance exceeds significantly the net impedance, i.e. 
⎢ZL⎢>> ⎢Zth⎢. When maximum power transfer occurs at the inception of voltage stability, the 
difference between the two impedances approaches zero. The main idea in the VIP is to track 
the distance between ⎢ZL⎢and ⎢Zth ⎢and by comparing the time varying impedances to track 
the proximity to voltage instability. The main problem with the device is that Zth is not a fixed 
quantity, because it is being continuously updated. It represents a lumped equivalent of the 
total network consisting of many components that can change operating status at a given time. 
More likely during typical voltage instability problems, the network impedance Zth increases 
(as the network gets weakened) and ⎢ZL⎢decreases (loads become heavier). In real environ-
ment, the measurements are not precise, and the Thevenin parameters drift due to the chang-
ing conditions in the network. Thus, it is more appropriate to achieve a more accurate repre-
sentation of ⎢Zth⎢e.g. using input from PMUs. Further description, simulation studies and field 
test of the VIP unit are available in references [48] and [49].  
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Fig. 8 Thevenin equivalent representation for VIP approach 
In principle, the VIP application can be used as an input to a System Protection Scheme to 
issue proper preventive or corrective control actions to avoid the danger of voltage collapse. 
Generally, the VIP unit(s) can be integrated together with PMUs in a more powerful system-
wide voltage stability monitoring scheme. Unfortunately, the potential for VIP application at 
e.g. the tie-line between Eastern Denmark and Sweden is limited, because of the changing di-
rection of power flow (import/export) between the interconnected power systems. 
2.3.1.1 System Protection Schemes in Eastern Denmark 
The motivation for use of system protection in Eastern Denmark is to improve the transfer 
capacity in the transmission grid without jeopardising the security of supply. The present sys-
tem protection schemes in Eastern Denmark are based on automatic process of remote signal 
monitoring from one spot in the electricity system to another. When a contingency occurs in 
the electricity system, system protection can be activated by intervening somewhere else in 
the system [16]. Different system protection schemes can be applied according to the operat-
ing situation. The following section illustrates major features and field experiences of in-
stalled SPS in the transmission network of Eastern Denmark. 
Scheme 1:  HVDC emergency control 
The trading capacity between Eastern Denmark and Sweden is strongly dependent on the 
transfer capacity in the Swedish transmission grid. The transmission capacity in the Swedish 
transmission system can be increased by using a System Protection Scheme that will benefit 
the trading capacity between Eastern Denmark and Sweden. The activation of emergency con-
trol of the HVDC interconnection to Germany (Kontek) is highly dependent on the operating 
situation and the configuration of the interconnected system. In case of large imports from 
Sweden to Eastern Denmark, the trading capacity is often determined by the transfer capacity 
in the southbound direction via the transmission grid in Southern Sweden. When the voltage 
level in Southern Sweden is too low, the system protection will be activated to reduce the 
power flow on the Kontek HVDC link12. The lowered southward flow from Sweden to East-
ern Denmark will lead to an almost instantaneous increase in voltage (due to the reduced volt-
age drop). The system protection scheme makes it possible to utilize better the capacity in the 
South Swedish system by exporting 500 MW13, of which some 170 MW benefit the trading 
capacity from Sweden to Eastern Denmark. A precondition is that a number of operating con-
ditions have been met, i.e. most importantly: Barsebäck unit 2 is in operation, consumption in 
Southern Sweden is less than 4500 MW, and the bottleneck is in the South Swedish transmis-
sion grid and not in the northern part of the Swedish transmission system. 
In case of large exports from Eastern Denmark to Sweden, the trading capacity is often de-
termined by the transmission capacity in the northbound direction via the transmission grid 
                                                   
12 In the same time the generation from local power plants in Eastern Denmark is increased. 
13 This was otherwise reserved for contingencies. 
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along the Swedish west coast, “West Coast Corridor”. System protection will be activated at 
two generating facilities in Eastern Denmark if one of the connections in the Swedish trans-
mission grid near Gothenburg trips. The capacity at the generating facilities will then be re-
duced almost instantaneously by full or partial disconnection of the facilities. Alternatively, 
the signal from Sweden can be used for almost instantaneous reduction to zero import from 
Germany to Eastern Denmark via the Kontek HVDC Link. However, this latter function re-
quires manual switching activation at a substation in Sweden. A similar system protection 
scheme has been established on the Kontiscan 2 interconnection between Sweden and West-
ern Denmark. These system protection schemes contribute to increased trading capacity in the 
West Swedish system. This normally means that Eastern Denmark gets 1700 MW for export 
to Sweden (full trading capacity) provided that a number of operating conditions are fulfilled.  
Scheme 2: Generation control   
The System Protection Scheme for the power plants of Asnæs and Avedøre in Eastern Den-
mark will be activated, if one of the 400 kV interconnections across Øresund trips in case of 
an extremely stressed power system. The generation control is designed as ordered reduction 
of active power (fast valving) at the affected generation unit. I.e. at Avedøre power plant the 
active power reduction is either done by tripping of a gas turbine or by decreasing the output 
from the steam turbine.  
Scheme 3: Underfrequency load shedding  
The underfrequency load shedding scheme in the Eastern Danish power system consists of the 
following elements: load shedding (at 10 kV substations), tripping of 50 kV capacitor banks 
and automatic power system separation (at 132 kV and 400 kV level). The underfrequency 
load shedding is performed in accordance to the Nordic regulations for acceptable frequency 
deviations. 
2.4 Voltage stability analysis in power systems 
2.4.1 Introduction to voltage stability in power systems  
“Voltage stability is defined as the ability of a power system to maintain acceptable voltages 
at all system buses under normal operation and after being subjected to a severe disturbance” 
[41].  
Voltage instability is manifested in progressive and uncontrollable drops in voltage after a 
power system disturbance, e.g. increase in load demand, outage of equipment (generation 
unit, transmission line, transformer etc.) and/or weakening of voltage control. The main cause 
for voltage instability is the inability of a power system to meet the reactive power demand in 
a heavily stressed system. Problems with voltage stability occur typically in power systems 
with large electrical distance between generation and load centres. As a matter of fact, voltage 
instability is a local phenomenon, but its consequences can have a wide-spread impact on the 
entire power system. Voltage collapse is the catastrophic result of a sequence of events sud-
denly leading to an unacceptable low voltage profile in a significant part of the system. 
In general, voltage stability is related to the ability of the power system to maintain steady ac-
ceptable voltage and reactive power balance. In reference [42], voltage stability is referred to 
as “load stability”. Voltage instability problems are typically related to “ordinary” loads in 
power systems that are not able to meet the reactive power demand in case of heavy system 
loading and system faults. The essence of the voltage stability problem is the voltage drop 
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across inductive reactance(s) associated with active and reactive flow in transmission net-
work. The reactive characteristics of AC transmission lines, transformers and loads restrict the 
maximum power transfers in the system. Generation plants are often placed far away from 
load centres, and increasing an amount of electricity is being imported (exported) in the power 
system. The central issue is power system impact on large disturbances such as loss of main 
transmission lines (mainly between load and generation centres), loss of crucial generation 
(mainly generator units supporting the voltage in the vicinity of loads).  
The power system lacks the capability of transferring reactive power over long distances or 
through high reactances due to the requirement of a large amount of reactive power when a 
critical value of distance/power is exceeded. Transfer of reactive power over long distances is 
connected to extremely high reactive losses (due to high voltage gradients). The intention is, 
thus, to provide and consume reactive power for voltage control in a local area.   
In the present work, the voltage stability problems seem mainly to be connected to the charac-
teristics of the wind turbine (induction) generators rather than the ordinary loads in the sys-
tem. On the other hand, generation can be viewed as a complex load with a negative sign con-
trary to “ordinary” loads representing power consumption. Using this assumption, the voltage 
stability definition can be extended to encounter both induction motors and generators. The 
main principles for voltage stability are theoretically illustrated using a simple network with 
wind power injection [34].  
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Fig. 9 Simple equivalent network with wind generation 
The network equivalent shown at Fig. 9 shows a wind turbine (without any load or shunt ele-
ments installed) against a reference bus (stiff network with constant voltage). The complex 
voltage at the sending U  end is dependent on the wind power injected in the bus (S=P+jQ) 
and the network short circuit impedance Z. The difference in voltage between the reference 
node (U0) and the wind turbine terminal (U) in the simple network can be calculated as: 
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The complex expression for the voltage at the sending end is: 
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The relation for the sending voltage is further derived as: 
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The imaginary part of the above equation is isolated yielding to: 
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The achieved value for UI  is inserted in the last expression: 
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The real part of the sending end voltage is calculated assuming U0=1.p.u. 
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The complex value of the sending end voltage becomes: 
 ( ) IRIIR jHHHjUUU +−−±=+= 24121  (11) 
The possible mathematical solution of U is given by: 
 4/1)( 2 −>− IR HH  No physical solution  
 ( ) 4/12 −=− IR HH  The collapse point is reached 
 ( ) 4/12 −<− IR HH  Double solution (stable and unstable) 
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The solutions of the equation (11) can be presented as a characteristic P-U curve that illus-
trates the relation between the voltage (U) at sending bus and the wind power transferred in 
the simple system. The set of stable solutions are placed at the upper part of the P-U curve and 
the unstable solutions are at the lower part of the curve. The tip of the P-U curve determines 
the maximum power transfer to the receiving bus. This is very interesting as a critical point, 
where the stationary voltage stability limit is achieved [33]. 
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  (12) 
The following factors influence the voltage stability in the power system of Eastern Denmark: 
1) Transmission system 
a) System short circuit capacity 
b) Special concern for long distance between generation and wind power penetration  
2) Lack of reactive power support14  
3) High power transfers 
4) Wind turbines based on induction machine 
5) Load characteristics  
6) Voltage control devices 
7) Underload tap-changers (OLTC) 
8) Generator reactive power capability 
The system characteristics voltage vs. wind power generation is plotted in Fig. 10 for a realis-
tic case in Eastern Denmark [23]. The wind generation is increased linearly (from nominal 
production) until the voltage collapse occurs at the tip of the curve. The upper part of the P-U 
curve is related to stable power system operation.  
                                                   
14 Insufficient reactive power from generators (fast reserve) and capacitors (slower reserve) 
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Fig. 10 Voltage vs. wind power characteristics [23] 
According to the time frame of load restoration, voltage stability can be classified in short-
term and long-term stability. Fig. 11 considers a number of factors that have impact on short- 
and long-term voltage stability with different duration time on the time scale. 
 
Fig. 11 Classification of voltage stability phenomena in time-domain [42] 
I.e. induction machines restore their load within a second (short-term), while thermostatically 
controlled loads and loads fed via OLTC (on-load tap changers) restore over the time of one 
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to several minutes (long-term). The long-term scale is also characteristic for field current lim-
iters, which protect generators from thermal stress by removing the voltage support.  
The short-term voltage stability is particularly important in power systems with large-scale 
wind power integration, since the majority of wind turbines in Eastern Denmark are based on 
induction generators. The power output of such wind turbine generators varies significantly 
within a timeframe of tens of seconds reflecting the incoming speed variations at the wind 
turbine or the wind turbine response to severe faults in the transmission network.  
The following section approaches methods and tools for voltage stability analysis and evalu-
ates their applicability for the investigations in the Eastern Danish power system. 
2.4.2 Stationary voltage stability analysis 
2.4.2.1 Theory about Q-U stability curves  
Since voltage stability is closely related to reactive (rather than active) power it would be ap-
propriate to depict Q-U curves (together with P-U curves) for the power system of interest.  
In a simple radial system (Fig. 5) with a single load, Q-U curves can be generated as voltage 
at a critical bus vs. reactive power in the same bus, where a fictitious synchronous condenser 
injects reactive power to maintain a certain voltage [42]. Series of power flow computer simu-
lations can be used to obtain the Q-U curves at the critical bus, represented as a generation 
(PV) bus without reactive power limits. The steeper the Q-U curve is, the more reactive power 
is required to raise the voltage at the busbar.  
In addition to the Q-U curve for the system, a Q-U curve for a capacitor (with reactive power 
rating corresponding to the system consumption at 1 p.u. voltage) can be generated. If the 
steepness (dQ/dU) for the system is higher than for the capacitor, the system will consume 
less reactive power than the capacitor delivers for voltages below 1 p.u. and vice versa.  
Another method is considered more suitable for the large-scale simulations. The Q-U curves 
can namely be mapped from the corresponding P -U curves as follows: for each value of P the 
values of U and Q (two pairs) are replotted. A power system at a given operating condition is 
voltage stable if every system bus experiences increase in voltage magnitude as the reactive 
power injection at the same bus is increased. On the other hand, a system is voltage unstable if 
at least one bus in the system is associated with voltage magnitude decrease, while the reac-
tive power injection in the same bus is increased.  
• Stable situation: positive U-Q sensitivity (∆U/∆Q)>0 for every system bus; 
• Unstable situation: negative U-Q sensitivity (∆U/∆Q)<0 is valid for at least one bus; 
• Voltage stability limit reached: zero sensitivity (∆U/∆Q) =0, bottom of the U- Q curve. 
This method is applied in the project investigations rather than conventional Q-U curves, be-
cause the transfer of active power changes direction (e.g. between the main 132 kV system 
and the southern part of the system) and can not be isolated from the injection of Q from/ to 
the southern part of the 132 kV system.  
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2.4.2.2 Q-U sensitivity analysis 
In this section, the basic equations of sensitivity analysis for voltage stability evaluation [41] 
are derived and explained. Because the branch impedances in high-voltage systems are pre-
dominantly reactive, voltage magnitudes depend primarily on reactive power injections in the 
system and the voltage angles on active power injections. For analysing the voltage controlla-
bility of a power system, voltage variations (∂U) due to small variations in reactive power in-
jections (∂Q) are examined.  
Linearizing the load flow equations around the actual operating point leads to the following 
set of equations: 
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The matrix equation (13) shows that sensitivities of the type ∂U/∂Q can directly be calculated 
from the load flow Jacobian matrix 
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the vector of voltage angles can be eliminated. 
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The inverse of the matrix 
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 is equivalent to the matrix of sensitivities ∂U/∂Q. 
QJU QU ∂⋅=∂ −1~  = QSUQ∂   (16) 
The variation of the voltage magnitude at each bus can hence be described as a linear combi-
nation of reactive power variations: 
 
niniiiii QSQSQSU ∂++∂++∂=∂ .......11  (17) 
where the diagonal elements  iiS  from the S matrix describe the voltage variation at bus i due 
to variation of reactive power in the same bus and the diagonal element 
 ijS  describes the volt-
age variation at bus i due to reactive power variation at another bus in the system. Hence, a 
high sensitivity ∂U/∂Q at a load bus explains that even a small increase of reactive power 
leads to high-voltage gradients, which cause significant decrease in the bus voltage. When the 
limit of voltage stability is approached, the sensitivity ∂U/∂Q increases drastically. High-
voltage sensitivities indicate therefore weak areas in the network. This main idea behind the 
method is applied to interpret simulation results based on voltage vs. reactive power curves 
for the large-scale model of Eastern Denmark. 
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2.4.2.3 Simulation tool 
The PTI Power System Simulator© (PSS/E) is a commercial program applied for computer 
analysis of the large-scale power system of Eastern Denmark. The program is utilized at many 
Transmission System Operators as well as other utilities world-wide. The PTI Power System 
Simulator (PSS/E) is a package of programs for studies of power system transmission network 
and generation performance in both steady-state and dynamic conditions. PSS/E handles load 
flow, fault analysis (balanced and unbalanced), network equivalent construction and dynamic 
simulation. The PSS/E load flow calculation is the common tool for simulation of balanced 
power systems. The objective of the load flow calculation is described in the following state-
ment: "Given the load consumption at all buses of the power system and the generator power 
production at each power plant, find the power flow in each line and transformer in the net-
work." 
In steady-state operation, the power system must operate without overloading transmission 
lines or transformers, stay within acceptable voltage limits at all buses, and maintain generator 
reactive power outputs between acceptable limits. Dynamic simulation of the power system 
behaviour in case of contingencies is relevant for time-domain studies. 
PSS/E is evaluated as a valuable tool for voltage stability analysis. Besides, the data for the 
Eastern Danish power system are easily accessed in PSS/E. The PSS/E program is used in 
load flow and dynamic simulation studies of a large-scale power system model of Eastern 
Denmark.  
2.4.2.4 Continuation power-flow analysis 
The advantage of the Continuation Power Flow method is that it can generate P-U and Q-U 
curves beyond the maximum loadability point without any divergence problems. The con-
tinuation Power Flow method and tools for voltage stability analysis are evaluated in refer-
ence [53]. The free-share research tool UWPflow15 is a continuation power flow program tai-
lored for IEEE or WSCE/BPA/EPRI input formats [54]. The program calculates local bifurca-
tions related to system stability limits and non-singularities in the system Jacobian. This pro-
gram can not be used for commercial applications, and it presupposes that it is possible to 
convert the PTI input data for the large-scale model used in the PSS/E simulation program. 
 
                                                   
15 Developed by Canizarez C.A. (University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) and Alvarado F.A.(University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, USA) 
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3 Models 
3.1 Power system model 
The large-scale simulation model of the power system in Eastern Denmark comprises 700 
buses at transmission and distribution level, from which 200 buses are associated with the 400 
kV and 132 kV transmission system. The transmission system in Eastern Denmark encom-
passes overhead lines and cables at 132 kV and 400 kV level, as well as interconnections to 
Sweden and Germany. The tie-line to Sweden consists of two 400 kV cables and two 132 kV 
cables, which serve as AC interconnection to the Nordic system. Fig. 12 shows the 400 kV16 
and 132 kV17 transmission system together with the interconnection to Sweden and the south-
ern 400 kV DC link to Germany18. The maximum load in Eastern Denmark is about 2870 
MW, and the total installed capacity is 4360 MW. The power system incorporates wind power 
capacity of approx. 600 MW, which is connected on-land to local distribution networks, either 
as single installations or as few wind turbines in clusters. Additionally, the off-shore wind 
farm Nysted in southern Lolland is AC-connected to the southern part of the 132 kV transmis-
sion system. The Nysted offshore wind farm has 72 active stall wind turbines with maximum 
installed power of 2.3 MW each.  
Installed capacity Generation units in total (central plants)  4360  MW 
Wind power units  
(incl. Nysted Wind Farm 1) 
 700  MW Embedded generation 
Cogeneration units 500  MW 
Transmission capacity of 
interconnections 
Sweden (400 & 132 kV lines) 
Germany (HVDC link Kontek) 
1900  MW 
600  MW 
Load Maximum system load   2870  MW 
Slow reserve units:   300  MW 
Operational reserve:   625  MW 
Frequency regulating reserve:   65  MW 
Spinning disturbance reserve 60  MW 
Reserve 
 
Fast reserve units 300  MW 
Table 2 Key numbers for the power system of Eastern Denmark [17] 
During the last fifteen years, the amount of wind production has increased rapidly. The 
amount of wind power took a further step upwards when a 150 MW offshore wind farm at 
Nysted was commissioned in the autumn 2003. This wind farm together with majority of the 
existing wind turbines is placed in the sparsely populated areas, where the transmission sys-
tem is significantly weak. The wind generation is intended to displace some production from 
conventional power plants in the power system. The wind turbines on-land are connected to 
                                                   
16 Red lines 
17 Black lines 
18 Blue line 
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the distribution system either to supply the consumption in the local area (positive direction of 
power flowing from wind turbines to loads) or to inject power in the main transmission sys-
tem (negative direction of power flowing from wind turbines upwards in the main system). 
Thus the power flow can vary between positive and negative values, all dependent upon the 
size of the wind turbine units, their location in the system and the seasonal load demand in the 
same area.  
 
 
Fig. 12 The 400-kV and 132-kV transmission system in Eastern Denmark 
For voltage stability studies, it is crucial to establish an appropriate system model and compo-
nent models for wind turbines, load models, voltage control devices etc. 
3.2 Load model 
For simplicity, the constant power load model is used in all simulation studies in the Ph.D. 
project. In case of constant load, the maximum loadability limit and the voltage collapse point 
coincide with the tip of the Power-Voltage stability curve used as system characteristic. This 
is not the case if the load characteristic is modelled in the stability studies. The accurate mod-
elling of loads is essential in voltage stability analysis. For future static analysis of voltage 
stability, it is important especially to account for the voltage dependence of loads. The voltage 
dependence is usually modelled using an exponential or a polynominal model. The impact of 
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load models to the power system voltage stability is documented in a large number of refer-
ences [41], [42], [47], [51] and [52].  
The dynamic behaviour of loads in long-term voltage stability studies includes the operation 
of on-load tap changers (OLTC), thermostatic loads, operation of compensation devices in the 
distribution network etc. Dynamic load models can be based on field measurements [51]. This 
approach requires time-consuming measurements of load and voltage at different substations 
during different seasons, weather conditions, days of the week, time of the day etc. In prac-
tice, the voltage dependence of loads can be estimated using component-based approach [47], 
which represents different combinations of load classes (industrial, residential, commercial, 
agricultural etc.).  
3.3 Generation models 
Synchronous generators are the primary source for voltage and reactive power control in 
power systems. In general for voltage stability studies, active (P) and reactive power (Q) gen-
erator capability need to be considered in order to achieve accurate results [43]. The limiting 
P and Q of generator power capability are commonly depicted in P-Q diagrams. In the simula-
tion studies the generator P-Q diagrams were not included in the analysis due to lack of accu-
rate generator data. 
The active power limit of a generating unit is constant, because it is determined by the design 
of the turbine and the boiler. The reactive power limit of a generator has circular form. Repre-
sentation of the voltage dependence of generator reactive power limit is important in analysis 
of the generator impact to voltage stability. The reactive power limitation is caused by the 
generator stator currents as well as its field current (over-excitation and under-excitation lim-
its). Here it is relevant to mention that fast increase in generator voltages can be used as re-
medial action in System Protection Schemes. This control action uses set point change in the 
Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVR), which are able to increase their reactive power output 
until they reach their heating limit. Automatic Voltage Regulators are independent of the sys-
tem voltage and can efficiently raise the low voltage the system buses.  
The reactive power support from the large generators does not have a high priority in the pre-
sent project, because the area of reactive power deficit (southern part of the 132 kV systems) 
is not located near significant generation units.  
3.4 Dynamic wind turbine model  
3.4.1 Introduction on wind turbine technology  
The wind system model shown in Fig. 13 consists of a wind characteristic describing the 
variation in the incoming wind speed, and a wind turbine model which consists of a mechani-
cal and an electrical part. The mechanical part includes an aerodynamic rotor and a mechani-
cal transmission system. A typical electrical system consists of a generator, which is con-
nected to a power grid via a step-up transformer. The generator is normally equipped with a 
reactive power compensation unit. 
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Fig. 13 Concept for wind generation in wind turbines based on induction generator 
The wind energy arriving at the rotor blades of the wind turbine is transformed to a rotational 
torque Tm at the mechanical drive train. The mechanical power Pm arising at the wind turbine 
shaft is determined by the following expression [40]: 
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where ρ is the air density (kg/m3), r is the rotor radius (m), A=r2π is the affected rotational 
area (m2), ωr is the rotational speed (rad/s) of the rotor and Cp is aerodynamic power coeffi-
cient.  
In general, the power coefficient Cp (λ) is a function of the tip speed ratio λ, which is defined 
as a function between blade tip speed and the wind speed as follows: 
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The mechanical torque at the generator shaft is thus: 
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Different wind turbine concepts 
Each wind turbine is capable to control the mechanical power either by stall control (fixed 
blade position, where stall of the wind appears along the blade at higher wind speed), active 
stall (the blade angle is adjusted to create stall along the blades) or pitch control (the blades 
are turned out of the wind at higher wind speed) [39]. The fixed speed wind turbine is typi-
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cally associated with stall control. The wind turbine stalls when it loses the possibility to ob-
tain energy from the wind due to increasing wind speed.  
The variable speed wind turbine is usually equipped with pitch control, where the blades can 
be turned to increase or decrease lift forces on the blade profile and thereby continuously con-
trol energy absorption from the wind. The active pitch control is designed to optimize the 
power obtained from the wind by changing the rotational speed of the rotor and the pitch an-
gle and thus gain an optimum current flow around the blades.  
In variable speed machines, the generator is connected to the grid via a power converter, or a 
generator field is fed by a power converter. Then the rotational speed of the generator rotor is 
decoupled from the frequency of the grid, and the rotor speed can be adjusted to the wind 
speed by an appropriate control.  
The wind turbines are commonly classified in two major categories of “fixed speed turbines” 
and “variable speed turbines”. A thorough discussion of a these concepts can be found in ref-
erences [20], [38]. In fixed-speed machines, the generator is directly connected to the AC grid 
whose frequency, along with the number of the machine’s poles, determines the rotational 
speed of the generator rotor. The wind turbine voltage and reactive power consumption vary 
as the generated real power output varies. Thus power factor capacitors or other reactive com-
pensation is employed in the wind system. The different wind turbine concepts are summa-
rized in Fig 14.  
Concept 1 a) Fixed-speed wind turbines equipped with induction generators directly con-
nected to the grid is one of the oldest and simplest concepts which was first used in Denmark, 
and therefore known as the “Danish concept”. The turbine is connected to an induction gen-
erator through a gearbox. The speed of the generator may differ from the power system fre-
quency due to the slip variation of the generator, which typically is up to 1%.  
Variable speed turbines with induction or synchronous generator, directly or indirectly con-
nected to the power system (concepts b) – f)) have become more important in recent years. 
The more efficient energy production, due to intelligent control strategies, and the possibility 
to independently control the speed decoupled from the grid, make these concepts a beneficial 
economic solution. Furthermore, these types are better grid compliant compared to the fixed 
speed turbines. The converter integrated in variable-speed wind turbines gives the possibility 
to actively control the power output of the wind turbine, which is increasingly important for 
the integration of wind turbines into the network. 
Concept b) Induction generator connected to grid network through a step-up transformer and 
power converter. In this kind of wind turbines, the terminal voltage and/or power factor can 
be controlled. Reactive power consumption depends on the applied control method.   
Concept c) In this concept, the induction generator is equipped with dynamic slip control us-
ing slip rings, which actually is a variant between the fixed-speed turbine and a variable-speed 
turbine. The so-called OptiSlip© wind turbine is based on the concept of speed or torque con-
trol while using variable impedance at the rotor of the induction machine. The advantage of 
the slip control is the possibility to achieve a speed variation of 10%. 
Concept d) and e) The synchronous machine can not be directly coupled to the power system. 
To enable an efficient power production at a huge range of different wind speeds, it is neces-
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sary to decouple the mechanical speed from the power system frequencies. This is done by 
using a full-scale power converter between the generator and the power system.  
Concept f) The doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is a variable-speed wind turbine using 
a back-to-back voltage source converter. The wind turbine is able to perform speed and pitch 
angle control as well as full real and reactive power control. The terminal voltage and genera-
tor power factor can be regulated using reactive power variation. Wind turbines equipped with 
DFIG have become more and more common during the last years, because they combine the 
advantages of pitch control with an efficient transmission of the power to the grid and the 
possibility of dynamic control of active and reactive power.  
 
  
 
 
  
 
Fig. 14 Overview of wind turbine concepts 
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3.4.2 Dynamic wind turbine model in PSS/E 
A dynamic model for passive stall wind turbines was developed in the PSS/E program19. It 
consists of a mechanical module [21] that incorporates the incoming wind speed characteris-
tics with the mechanical representation of the wind turbine, and a standard induction genera-
tor model in PSS/E. The dynamic wind turbine model in PSS/E can be applied to investigate 
performance of single wind turbines as well as equivalent wind farms (aggregated model) in a 
power system. Wind farms are modelled as a large, single wind turbine equivalent that clus-
ters a number of individual turbines. The wind farm representation assumes that the power 
fluctuations from all wind turbines coincide. The dynamical model of a single wind turbine 
describes the main features of the mechanical and the electrical part of the wind turbine sys-
tem. A detailed model of a mechanical drive train takes into account the turbine shaft and 
gearbox. Fig. 15 shows a schematic diagram of the mechanical part of the model. The me-
chanical output PMECH is introduced at the generator shaft as an active power interface to the 
existing induction generator model (CIMTR3) in PSS/E.  
3.4.3 Mechanical system modelling 
The mechanical part of the two-mass model describes the aerodynamic rotor of the wind tur-
bine and a mechanical drive train represented by a shaft system with a low-speed and high-
speed shafts coupled by a gearbox. The wind energy arriving at the rotor blades of a single 
fixed-speed passive stall wind turbine is transformed to a rotational torque TTURB at the me-
chanical drive train. The mechanical output PMECH from the wind turbine is introduced as in-
put to the 3rd order induction generator model (CIMTR3) in the PSS/E program.  
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Fig. 15 Dynamic wind turbine model in PSS/E© 
As illustrated in Fig. 15, the model may be initiated either by using fixed-torque input or vari-
able wind speed / wind speed time series that introduce fluctuations in the wind power output. 
The following input options are available in the model initiation: 
0)  constant wind speed i.e. constant turbine torque (TTURB) as direct input 
1)  wind speed with variance 
2)  wind speed series (from actual recordings) 
                                                   
19  Power System Simulator for Engineering® from Power Technologies, Inc. (PTI).  
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The fixed-torque mode is a suitable input for short-term transient analysis as well as for volt-
age stability analysis [22]. In this mode, the constant turbine torque TTURB corresponds to the 
mechanical power needed to produce electrical power specified from the load flow calcula-
tion. The wind turbine model enables representation of wind farms as a single large aggre-
gated wind turbine, assuming that the wind speed fluctuations in each turbine are uncorrelated 
[25]. The model represents the mechanical system of wind turbine(s) with sufficient degree of 
detail and has a direct interface to a 3.order induction generator model20 (CIMTR3) in PSS/E. 
The wind turbine model was verified using three input options: constant mechanical torque, 
constant wind speed and measured wind speed series.  
3.4.4 Induction generator modelling 
The PSS/E model of a squirrel cage induction generator (CIMTR3) represents the generator 
internal voltage E´ behind a transient reactance X´s. The induction machine equivalent [41] is 
determined as follows: 
( )[ ] EsjIXXjE
Tdt
Ed
ss ′⋅+′−+⋅′−=
′
0'
1 ω    (21) 
In equation (21) Xs  is stator reactance, X´s  is transient stator reactance, I is stator current and 
the slip s is denoted from the generator speed ωG (rad/s) and synchronous speed ω0 (rad/s) as 
s=(ωG -ω0)/ω0. The rotor transient time constant T´(s) characterizes the decay of the rotor 
transients when the stator is open-circuited. The terminal voltage at the wind turbine generator 
E´ is determined by the load flow initial conditions of the grid. Besides the network imped-
ances, the generator terminal voltage is strongly dependent on induction machine parameters 
such as slip s as well as active power production and reactive power consumption [30]. An 
iterative calculation of initial conditions for the dynamic wind turbine model was performed 
in PSS/E in order to initialize correctly the reactive power consumption at wind turbines. In 
PSS/E small and medium wind turbines (P<0.66 MW) are modelled with no-load compensa-
tion, while large wind turbines (P>0.66 MW) are simulated with full-load reactive power 
compensation.  
3.4.5 Wind turbine protection model  
The on-land wind turbines are protected by relays, whose settings are determined to match the 
actual network configuration and the wind turbine model used. The relay protection model in 
PSS/E detected abnormal voltage and frequency and trips the wind turbine unit in case of vio-
lated thresholds [35]. Wind turbine relays are included in the simulations (see Appendix data) 
in order to trip wind turbines affected by a severe fault in the power system. They are de-
signed on one hand to protect the power system against internal faults in the wind turbine and 
on the other hand to protect the wind turbine against power system disturbances. The last task 
is fulfilled by disconnecting the wind turbine in case of exceeding a speed threshold and/or 
overcurrent (typically twice the rated current) and/or frequency and voltage at the wind tur-
bine terminals are outside of the permitted interval. If the relay settings (Fig. 16) are violated 
after corresponding predefined time delays, a circuit breaker is activated to disconnect the 
wind turbine and its reactive compensation unit from the system. The capacitor shunts for re-
active power compensation of the wind turbine are supposed to trip shortly after the wind tur-
bine to avoid resonance and overvoltage problems. 
                                                   
20 Stator transients are not taken in account 
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Fig. 16 Relay model for wind turbines 
Large off-shore wind farms like Nysted (150 MW capacity) are supposed to withstand the 
majority of faults and remain in operation [36].  
3.5 Dynamic sources for reactive power  
A Static VAr Compensator (SVC) is a combination of shunt capacitor and reactor, which is 
able to control the voltage at a bus. The effect of controlled firing of the SVC thyristors is to 
control the effective fundamental frequency admittance of the thyristor-reactor unit as seen 
from its high-voltage terminals.  
  
Fig. 17 SVC characteristics  
With the reactor is turned off, the SVC installation is a shunt capacitor that will supply reac-
tive power to the system. The reactor may be turned on to absorb reactive power, giving the 
flat section of the characteristic until it is fully on. Once the reactor is fully on, the characteris-
tic is that of the reactor, which may saturate extensively at high voltages, in parallel with the 
capacitor. The characteristic shown in Fig. 17 is achieved by turning the reactor on in propor-
tion to bus voltage. Virtually, any static and dynamic characteristic can be obtained within the 
range offered by the rating of the reactor and capacitor [55]. 
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4 Simulations 
The simulations use a large-scale power system model of Eastern Denmark. The 700-bus 
model includes a number of wind turbines on-land and two off-shore wind farms, i.e. the ex-
isting wind farm Nysted 1 and Nysted 2, which is planned in the near future. The main idea of 
the static analysis in the project is to detect imminent voltage instability in the system and to 
illustrate the main mechanisms that lead to voltage collapse in Eastern Denmark. The load 
flow module in the PSS/E program21 is used to determine reactive power support require-
ments and transfer capability of wind generation in the power system of interest. The simu-
lated voltage stability limits are used as setting values for design of a System Protection 
Schemes against voltage collapse.  
The static analysis of voltage stability is not sufficient when the dynamic behaviour of wind 
turbines based on induction generators is to be accounted. The problems with short-term volt-
age stability of wind turbines require time-domain simulations in PSS/E in order to investigate 
aspects of wind generation and possible solutions in terms of additional voltage and reactive 
power support.  
4.1 Static simulation analysis 
 
 
Fig. 18 The southern part of the132 kV 
system 
 
In the project, the voltage stability limits are 
defined using static stability curves. The total 
wind power in the system is gradually in-
creased until the maximum transfer is 
reached near the point of voltage collapse. At 
this point, there is no real steady-state solu-
tion to the load flow problem, and the system 
Jacobian becomes singular.  
This approach is analogous to the method 
illustrated in Fig. 9, where wind power is in-
jected in a simple radial network with one 
wind turbine connected to a reference bus. In 
this case, the set of convergent load flow so-
lutions illustrate the relation between voltage 
(U) at the sending bus and the power flow (P, 
Q) transferred in the simple system. The last 
point plotted at the respective simulation 
curves is associated with the last convergent 
load flow solution. 
 
Both (Q-U) and (P-U) stability curves are used to determine the maximum wind power trans-
fer to the receiving bus. In the large-scale power system model, Radsted substation corre-
sponds to the sending bus with wind power injection, while Hovegård substation in Sealand is 
                                                   
21 Power System Simulator for Electrical Engineering 
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assumed as a reference bus in the main 132-kV system. Fig. 18 shows the 132 kV tie-line 
from Radsted to Sealand, which consists of three north-going lines Radsted-Orehoved (RAD-
ORH), Radsted-Blangslev (RAD-BLA) and Radsted- Eskildstrup (RAD-ESK). The objective 
of the stability analysis is to determine the maximum power transfer in the tie-lines connect-
ing Radsted to the main transmission system. The limiting factor here is the active and reac-
tive power flow due to large wind generation in the region around Radsted. The challenge in 
the power system simulation is that a large number of parameter variations have to be consid-
ered in the load flow22calculations. The procedure for static simulations shown in Fig. 19 is 
summarized as follows: 
1. Four initial cases are analysed for intact network with particular system loading (100%, 
75%, 50% and 35% of total system load) and generation scheduling from power plants23. 
Initially, zero wind generation is assumed. For each particular initial case, the total wind 
generation is increased in steps. A large number of load flow simulations are run for dif-
ferent operating conditions, where the wind power is increased in steps 0%, 20%, 70% 
and 100% of total installed wind capacity. The generation at all wind turbines in the sys-
tem is increased simultaneously. 
2. For each operating condition24, the reactive power balance is tuned in the network adjust-
ing i.e. switched shunts, generator reactive power output and wind turbine reactive com-
pensation. The objective is to obtain acceptable voltages at 132 kV buses within the range 
0.95<U<1,05 p.u.  
3. For each system loading, a large number of load flow simulations are performed increas-
ing the wind generation in the system. For each convergent load flow solution (% of wind 
power and load), the voltage magnitude at 132 kV buses and phase angle difference (be-
tween Radsted and Hovegård) as well as active and reactive power flow in relevant 132 
kV lines are registered. The relevant pairs of convergent solutions for voltage magnitude 
U, relative phase angles as well as active and reactive power in the tie-lines (Ptie-line, Qtie-
line) are plotted until a non-convergent solution is reached. The characteristic stability 
curves are thus generated for relevant buses in the transmission corridor connecting Rad-
sted to the main 132 kV system.  
4. A global picture of the system and its limits with regard to voltage stability is gained. 
Critical reactive power flows and buses with greatest gradients in voltage are pointed out. 
The limits for maximum active and reactive power flow in the tie-lines and maximum 
wind power transfer in the system are determined. 
5. One of the 132 kV tie-lines from Radsted to Sealand is disconnected, and the procedure 
for plotting stability curves and determination of limits is repeated in case of the contin-
gency (e.g. single outage RAD-ORH). 
                                                   
22  Based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
23  In all cases Stigsnæs power plant is not initially operated. 
24  Total load and generation (incl. wind power)  
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Fig. 19 Flow-chart for static simulations 
4.1.1 Intact network with SVC  
The direction of the power flow in the 132-kV system as well as the amount of injected power 
from wind turbines depend on the operational condition (total load vs. total generation) in the 
local area. The studied network is characterized with inadequate reactive power support and 
particular generator scheduling, see Table 2A in Appendix 2. The special interest is to find out 
the worst-case operating conditions with respect to voltage collapse in the system. For sta-
tionary simulations, a Static VAr Compensator (SVC) with 65 MVAr rating is introduced at 
132 kV bus Radsted. The winter peak load in the southern part of the 132-kV system is 159 
MW. Besides the maximum 350 MW wind production at Nysted 1 and Nysted 2 wind farms, 
wind power is produced on-land across the area adjacent to Radsted. E.g. wind turbines in-
stalled in the distribution network under the 132/50 kV substations of Vestlolland, Rødby and 
Eskildstrup can feed wind power in the transmission system. The load flow simulations in 
PSS/E use a detailed model of the power system in Eastern Denmark connected to a simple 
Swedish equivalent.  
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Fig. 20 shows the southern part of the 132 kV system, where the maximum wind power from 
on-land wind turbines is 470 MW and off-shore 406 MW arise from wind farm Nysted 1 (150 
MW in operation), Nysted 2 (200 MW planned in the future) and Middelgrund (40 MW). All 
wind farms are modelled as a large, single wind turbine equivalent in PSS/E. The wind tur-
bines on-land are connected to the grid via 10/0.69 kV step-up transformers, which have di-
rect connection to 50/10 kV substations. The “local load” at Radsted 132/50 kV substation 
represents the flow in the 132/50 kV transformer, and the power flow size and direction de-
pend upon the total system loading as well as the amount of local wind power generation25. 
E.g. the “local load” in case of high load (100% system loading) and no wind generation ( 0% 
wind) means that 32 MW are supplied from the 132 kV to the 50 kV grid via the 132/50 kV 
Radsted transformer. A typical condition of low system load and high wind at Radsted is 
characterized by backwards injection of wind power from the 50 kV to the 132 kV system.  
 
Fig. 20 Network with two off-shore wind farms Nysted 1 and Nysted 2  
As shown in Fig. 20, the equivalent off-shore wind turbines at Nysted are connected via 
30/0.69 kV and 132/30 kV transformers and a 132 kV line connecting the main 132 kV sys-
tem to Radsted substation (RAD). This substation is the point of common connection, i.e. the 
first point in the system the wind farm shares with other customers. The wind turbine genera-
tors at Nysted 1 and Nysted 2 wind farm are modelled with full reactive compensation from 
capacitors shunts, and both wind farms are designed to be MVAr neutral at the 30 kV point at 
the 132/30 kV transformer connection. The key numbers for load and generation in the power 
system are submitted in Appendix 2. The accounted wind power on-land is actually 90% from 
the maximum installed capacity on-land, because it is most likely that the geographically 
spread wind turbines do not produce at the same time. Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 illustrate the flow 
of active and reactive power from/to Radsted substation. The black lines represent active and 
reactive power flow in the respective lines, while the red lines stand for total active and reac-
tive power transfer from / to Sealand as well as the wind generation from the two Nysted wind 
farms (NHP1 and NHP2). The positive values denote power flow away from the bus bar 
(RAD) and negative values denote flows towards the bus.  
 
                                                   
25  From on-land wind turbines connected to the 10 kV network under the Radsted 50/10 kV substation 
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Fig. 21 Power flows in intact network  
(35% total system load / 100% 
wind) 
 
Fig. 22 Power flows in intact network 
(100% total system load / 70% 
wind) 
 
Power flows from Radsted to the adjacent buses have positive sign. Here, the positive power 
flows are from Radsted in the northern direction to ESK132, BLA132 and ORH132. On the 
other hand the power flows from the adjacent buses to Radsted have negative sign. Here the 
negative power flows to Radsted from the large-scale wind farms e.g. off-shore: Nysted 1 and 
Nysted 2, on-land: VLO132 (Vestlolland), RBY132 (Rødby).  
Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 show that in case of high wind, the active power transfer is from Radsted 
to Sealand, while a significant MVAr amount flows in the opposite direction (from Sealand to 
Radsted.). This situation occurs, because the SVC voltage set point at Radsted is set at a con-
stant value of Vrad=1,01 p.u. (133,32 kV), regardless of low/high system loading. This is de-
liberately adjusted lower than the voltage at Sealand (e.g. VHVE is adjusted in the interval 134 
kV-136kV) in order to allow MVAr flow in the southern direction. The significant MVAr 
flow to Radsted is needed to supply local loads as well as to compensate for the reactive 
power losses in the 132 kV system e.g. 132 kV lines and 132/30 kV transformers near the 
wind farms. The negative power flow (-13,8 MVAr) is defined with regards to the reference 
direction from RAD132 to the SVC, which here means that the SVC delivers MVAr to the 
grid. The power flows in Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 can not be compared directly, because the two 
cases are related to different voltage profiles in the network. This is caused by the different 
reactive power balance conditions in the network due to a number of parameter variations as 
to changing settings for 50 kV capacitor shunts and reactive power output for central power 
plants and wind turbine compensation.  
In low-load situation, the voltage magnitudes in Sealand are generally higher than in the 
southern system and MVAr flow from Sealand to Radsted. The difference in magnitudes be-
tween the southern part and the main 132 kV system at Sealand is flattened due to generally 
lower voltages in case of high load situation. Thus the reactive power flow from Sealand to 
Radsted is significantly reduced and local reactive power support is especially needed in the 
southern part of the heavily loaded system. The change of direction for the MVAr flow 
to/from Sealand is visualized for different loading conditions in Fig. 23. Here the x-axis pre-
sents the sum of active power flows in the three 132 kV tie-lines (RAD-ORH, RAD-BLA, 
RAD-ESK) that connect Radsted with Sealand. The positive values on the x-axis mean that 
the active power from Radsted is directed up north to the main system (typically when the 
wind power exceeds 20 % of the maximum capacity). The negative values are associated with 
active power flow from Sealand to Radsted, where the transferred wind power is rather small. 
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Fig. 23 illustrates clearly that the reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted26 is increased 
as the system loading decreases. E.g. the maximum reactive power flow from Sealand to Rad-
sted is limited to approx. 60 MVAr in case of low load (35% of peak load), while the respec-
tive flow reaches approx. 40 MVAr in case of 75 % of peak load. In case of 100% winter peak 
load the 10 MVAr supplied from the main system to Radsted are not sufficient to maintain 
reactive power balance, which introduces voltage stability problems in the power system.  
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Fig. 23 Active vs. reactive power flow in the 132 kV tie-lines 
The load flow calculation becomes non-convergent in case of heavily loaded system (100% 
load) with high wind penetration, which corresponds to total wind generation above 660 MW 
and 300 MW active power flow in the tie-lines. Here the 132-kV system is not able to transfer 
the increasing amount of wind power and the system becomes voltage unstable. Besides the 
high load/ high wind condition, convergent load flow solutions (stable system operation) are 
found for all other loading conditions.  
The next figure depicts the flow from Radsted to the SVC (QRAD-SVC) as a function of the total 
tie-line flow. The x-axis in Fig. 24 represents the sum of line flows in the 132 kV tie-lines 
RAD-ORH, RAD-ESK and RAD-BLA. The y-axis in Fig. 24 represents the MVAr flow from 
Radsted to the SVC according to: 
QRAD-SVC >0  MVAr flow from Radsted to the SVC  
QRAD-SVC <0  MVAr flow from the SVC to Radsted  
In fact, the positive values at the y-axis (QRAD-SVC>0) in Fig. 24 reveal that the SVC absorbs 
reactive power from RAD (coming from the main 132 kV grid). E.g. in case of 75% total load 
(pink curve), the increase of wind from 0% to approx. 50% of total wind generation in the 
system introduces greater reactive power flow from the main 132 kV system and thus greater 
MVAr flow from RAD to the SVC. For wind generation exceeding approx. 50% of the total 
wind power, the reactive power flow from RAD to the SVC decreases due to limited reactive 
                                                   
26 Negative values on the y-axis  
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power transfer from the main 132 kV grid (shown in Fig. 23). The sign of QRAD-SVC in Fig. 24 
changes as the reactive power is supplied locally from the SVC to RAD. Problems with insuf-
ficient reactive power support especially in the heavily loaded system with high wind genera-
tion are caused by the limitation of the SVC rating. The above formulation should be adapted 
to the convention for reactive power flow to/from the SVC device. The negative part of the y-
axis QRAD-SVC in Fig. 24 is associated with reactive power flow from the SVC to RAD substa-
tion (SVC pumps MVAr in the 132 kV system). In case of 100% total load, the flow QRAD-SVC 
flow becomes negative when the tie-line flow from Radsted to Sealand exceeds 200 MW. 
The power flow directions for QRAD-SVC in case of high wind/low load and high wind /high 
load are given in Fig. 22. The output in Fig. 24 reveals that in case of no wind, the 132 kV tie-
line transfers active power from Sealand to Radsted (negative values on the x-axis). E.g. in 
case of 75% and 35% of the total system load the SVC absorbs the excessive reactive power 
from the main 132 kV system as the wind power increases from 0% to 50% of the total wind 
generation in the system. 
The reactive power flow QRAD-SVC begins to decrease after the total wind power generation 
exceeds approx. 440 MW (50% of the maximum wind power). This situation is seen in Fig. 
24 for different system loading, where the total tie-line flow exceeds 150-200 MW. In case of 
high wind penetration, the sign of QRAD-SVC changes, so that reactive power flows from the 
SVC to Radsted. For 100% load and wind generation higher than 70% of the maximum, it is 
not possible to obtain a convergent load flow solution. In this case, the SVC is not able to 
meet the high reactive power demand for the local load in the southern part of the 132 kV sys-
tem. The simulation analysis confirms that adequate design of reactive power rating for the 
SVC is the crucial factor for maintaining reactive power balance when the wind generation is 
significantly increased in the system. 
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Fig. 24 Reactive power flow QRAD-SVC vs. active power flow in tie-lines 
Series of conventional load flow simulations are used to plot P-U, Q-U and P-Angle system 
characteristics for the intact network. The static system characteristics are calculated for in-
creasing active power transfer in the tie-lines, which correspond to uniform increasing in wind 
generation at all wind turbines. The amount of wind power in the system is scaled up until a 
non-convergent load flow solution is reached, where problems with voltage stability become 
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obvious. The point of voltage instability for the case 100% load and high wind generation is 
not determined precisely, because the wind generation is varied in too large steps. The differ-
ent stability curves are plotted for few 132 kV system buses in case of an intact network with 
SVC and the network subjected to a single line contingency. Different system loading is used 
as parameter variation. 
In the simulation study, Orehoved (ORH) is identified as a weak 132 kV bus without voltage 
control, where the voltage variations are mostly pronounced. The low-load situation is related 
to the largest voltage decrease at Orehoved due to high wind penetration.  
Fig. 25 presents the voltage magnitude at Orehoved as a function of total active power flow in 
the three tie-lines RAD-ESK, RAD-BLA and RAD-ORH. The curve is plotted for different 
loading scenarios. The dotted curve in Fig. 25 connects approximately the locus of respective 
points related to about 50% of maximum wind power in the system. 
The same figure shows that higher level of voltage magnitude at Orehoved is associated with 
decreasing system loading. For all load levels it is observed that the voltage decreases signifi-
cantly, when the total wind generation in the system exceeds the limiting 50% of the maxi-
mum wind power capability. This is though considered critical only for the case of high load/ 
high wind. The other loading conditions appear to be stable. 
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Fig. 25 Voltage at Orehoved vs. active power flow in 132 kV tie-lines 
Since voltage stability is closely related to reactive (rather than active) power, it is most ap-
propriate to depict voltage vs. reactive power (Q-U) curves for the system. The Q-U curves 
for the Eastern Danish system are generated by monitoring voltages at bus Orehoved (Fig. 26) 
as a function of the total reactive power flow in the 132 kV tie-lines. Under normal operation, 
the reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted tends to support the voltage at ORH inside a 
predefined voltage range of (0.95-1.05) p.u. The voltage begins to decrease significantly when 
the wind generation exceeds 50% of the total wind capacity. This is a result the decreasing 
reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted. 
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Fig. 26 Voltage at Orehoved vs. reactive power flow in tie-lines 
Beyond the tip of the Q-U curve, the reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted is reduced 
in the same time as ORH bus voltage decreases. The locus for points related to 50% of wind 
generation connects the tip of the curves for different system loading in Fig. 26.  
This situation emphasizes once again the need for appropriate design of reactive power sup-
port in the area with two off-shore wind farms. Fig. 26 shows that the heavily loaded system 
with a large amount of wind power is pushed beyond its static voltage stability limit due to 
inappropriate reactive power support in the area [41], which arises from the insufficient reac-
tive power flow from the main 132 kV system as well as the insufficient rating of the existing 
SVC device. It is suggested to apply an upgraded SVC rating (minimum 110 MVAr) or to use 
the existing SVC (65MVAr) and add capacitors banks of at least 45 MVAr at e.g. Radsted 
substation. E.g. the intact network using a 110 MVAr SVC has improved its reactive power 
balance, and the wind power transfer in the area is increased. Besides the upgraded SVC at 
Radsted, different remedial control actions in a dedicated System Protection Scheme open up 
for the possibility to be utilized in emergency situations in case of stressed or weakened net-
work due to contingencies. 
4.1.2 Single line outage  
The outage of the 132 kV line Radsted-Orehoved introduces significant changes in the reac-
tive power flow in the 132 kV tie-lines from Sealand to Radsted. As expected, the total active 
power flow in the northern direction is only slightly affected by the line outage. Relevant line 
flows for the contingency network in case of low load/ high wind are given in Fig. 27, while 
Fig. 28 illustrates the high load/ high wind situation in the network with a single 132 kV line 
outage. 
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Fig. 27 Power flows in contingency net-
work (35% total system load / 
100% wind) 
 
Fig. 28 Power flows in contingency net-
work (100% total system load / 
70% wind) 
 
A number of characteristics, e.g. P-U, Angle-P and Q-U curves, are plotted in order to illus-
trate relevant changes in voltages, phase angles and reactive power flows due to the line out-
age. The bus voltage at Hovegård is depicted as a function of reactive power in the remaining 
tie-lines from Radsted to Sealand (RAD-ESK, RAD-BLA). The voltage profile at HVE (Fig. 
29) is almost unaffected as far as the reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted is in-
creased until the limit of maximum transfer of reactive power. The bus voltage at Hovegård is 
less sensitive to reactive power changes in the tie-lines, because it is located in a stronger part 
of the 132-kV system close to large generating units. 
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Fig. 29 Voltage at Hovegård vs. reactive power flow in tie-lines 
The lower part of the Q-U curves at Orehoved is seen beyond the point of maximum reactive 
power transfer from the main 132 kV system. It is associated with a sudden decrease in both 
bus voltage and reactive power flow from the main system, because the flow QRAD-SVC is re-
duced and becomes negative. It means that the reactive power flowing from the SVC towards 
Radsted is not sufficient to avoid decrease in the respective bus voltages. Fig. 30 illustrates 
that in case of contingency network, the voltage at bus Orehoved is much more sensitive to 
reactive power changes than Hovegård. 
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Voltage ORH vs. Reactive power flow
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Fig. 30 Voltage at Orehoved vs. reactive power flow in tie-lines 
The critical active power transfer from Radsted to Sealand27 is significantly decreased as the 
system loading increases from low to high system loading. The main reason for this is the de-
creasing reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted, which in turn constrains the tie-line 
active power.  
The voltage profiles for bus Orehoved are enclosed in Fig. 31 in case of 100% load in intact 
network and 100% load in the network with a single line outage (Radsted-Orehoved). The 
figure illustrates that the voltage shifts down to lower values due to the tripping of a tie-line 
between Radsted and Sealand. This is explained by the increased equivalent impedance in the 
transmission corridor between Radsted and Sealand after the line outage. As expected, the 
contingency curve for wind generation above 50% of the maximum wind power capacity is 
associated with greater voltage decrease than the base case.  
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Fig. 31 Voltage at Orehoved vs. active power flow in 132 kV tie-lines 
                                                   
27 In case of high wind power transfer in the northern direction 
50 %of Pmax,wind 
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The uncontrolled voltage decrease can be avoided if remedial control actions e.g. using a Sys-
tem Protection Scheme are performed. E.g. wind generation shedding can be used to reduce 
the active and the reactive power transfer in the 132 kV tie-lines as a remedial control action 
to prevent voltage instability. The shedding of wind generation can be done either by down-
wards regulation of the power output from off-shore wind farm(s) or by tripping of a signifi-
cant amount of wind turbines on-land.  
Fig. 32 illustrates a non-linear shape of the phase angle difference between the 132 kV bus-
bars Radsted and Hovegård as a function of the reactive power flow in the tie-lines connecting 
Radsted to Sealand in case of intact and contingency network. The angle RAD-HVE increases 
almost linearly as the reactive power flow from Sealand to Radsted increases concurrently 
with the increase of wind penetration up to 50% of maximum wind capacity. For wind pene-
trations of 70% and 100% of the maximum wind capacity, the relative voltage angle RAD-
HVE is still increasing, but the reactive power flows from the main 132 kV system are re-
duced. This is explained by the fact that in case of high wind penetration, the reactive power 
in the southern part of the system is mainly supplied from the SVC to Radsted. The reactive 
power transfer in the tie-lines is mainly governed by the reactive power demand from wind 
turbine generators in the area and the reactive power flow between Radsted and the SVC at 
the same bus. The active power flow in the 132 kV tie-lines and the difference in voltage an-
gle between Radsted and Hovegård are seen as secondary factors that influence the reactive 
power flow in the tie-lines that connect Radsted with the main 132 kV transmission system.  
The outage of the 132 kV line RAD-ORH weakens the system, because the reactive power 
transfer in the network is significantly reduced in comparison to the intact network. As ex-
pected, the relative phase angle δRAD-HVEpostfault in case of a line outage is increased in com-
parison to the corresponding prefault value δRAD-HVEprefault. Hence, the tip of the angle–reactive 
power curve is shifted as a result of the line outage. The increase in critical voltage angle 
δRAD-HVE after the line outage is explained by the increase in equivalent reactance between 
busbar Radsted and Hovegård, see equations (22), (23). 
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Fig. 32 Angle difference vs. tie-line reactive power flow for intact and contingency network 
The relation between the angle difference (δRAD-HVE) and active power flow between Radsted 
and Sealand is shown in Fig. 33. The simulated angle difference vs. active power flow charac-
teristics can be approximated with a linear function. 
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Fig. 33 Angle difference vs. active power flow in 132 kV tie-lines 
The angle difference between RAD and HVE in case of intact network (prefault) and line out-
age (postfault) are theoretically described by the following relation: 
 (22) 
 (23) 
Pprefault and Ppostfault in equations (22) and (23) denote the power flow in the tie-lines from 
Radsted to Sealand before and after a transmission line outage. URAD, UHVE, δRAD and δHVE 
are the voltage magnitudes and phase angles at the 132 kV buses Radsted and Hovegård, 
while Xeq,pre and Xeq,post are the respective equivalent reactances between RAD and HVE be-
fore and after the line outage. The relations for the prefault and postfault phase angle differ-
ence are derived from equations (24) and (25) respectively. 
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Phase angle information could possibly be applied to improve the performance of system pro-
tection scheme in case of impeding voltage instability. The most important benefit of using 
PMUs in the suggested SPS against voltage instability is to detect severe disturbances (line 
outages, wind turbine rejections) in terms of severe phase shifts.  
50 % wind power 
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4.1.3 Conclusion on static simulations 
The static simulations show that voltage instability occurs in Eastern Denmark, if two large 
off-shore wind farms near Nysted are to be integrated in the existing transmission system with 
high loading and high wind power generation without any reinforcements. The studied 132-
kV transmission system is rather weak and prone to voltage stability problems because of its 
limited reactive power control capability and the long distance to the large generating units. 
The voltage stability limit in the heavily loaded system (100% load) is approached when the 
total wind generation in the system is increased above 70% of the maximum capacity. The 
problems with voltage stability appear due to the characteristic of wind turbine generation as 
well as the inability of the power system to meet the reactive power demand in the southern 
132 kV system.  
The permissible active power transfer from Radsted to the main 132 kV system is mainly con-
strained by the degree of wind generation and the system loading conditions (high load). In 
the proximity of voltage collapse, the system is associated with high reactive power losses in 
the affected area eventually followed by low voltage at critical buses. In case of a 132 kV tie-
line outage, the limiting transfer of reactive power between Radsted and Sealand is signifi-
cantly reduced, which indicates problems with voltage stability in the heavily loaded power 
system.  
The calculated reactive power losses for intact ∆Qprefault and contingency network ∆Qpostfault 
are compared in Table 3A in Appendix 2. It is illustrated that the largest voltage gradients and 
the largest reactive power losses are associated with largest power flows in relevant 132 kV 
lines that typically occur in case of low load and high wind. The losses are further increased if 
a tie-line outage occurs in the network. On the other hand, the increase in the total system 
loading (100% load) in case of relatively small wind power generation28 also raises the total 
system losses. 
The outage of a single 132 kV tie-line leads to a greater voltage angle difference between 
Radsted and Hovegård and lower limit of wind power transfer in comparison to the base case 
(intact network). After contingencies, the heavily loaded network becomes even weaker, be-
cause the stress is associated with decreasing margins to voltage instability. The wind power 
transfer in the 132 kV network is improved by application of additional voltage control de-
vices (e.g. dynamic reactive power compensation from SVC and Masnedø gas turbine) or SPS 
remedial control measures (e.g. change of SVC set-point etc.). 
In practice, phase angle differences can be easily monitored using Phasor Measurement Units 
(PMUs) at a number of system buses. In general, PMUs can be applied for disturbance detec-
tion and warning about severe phase shifts that are identified in case of outage of lines, gener-
ating units or significant load rejection. The static analysis clarifies the following points: 
• The worst-case scenario with respect to reactive power deficit in the southern part of the 
132 kV system is the situation with high system loading and high wind generation. It was 
not possible to achieve a convergent load flow solution for the situation 100% load and 
100% wind generation due to the insufficient SVC rating as well as the limited flow of 
reactive power from the main system. The operating scenario related to high load (100% 
load) and wind generation above 70% threatens the system voltage stability. The critical 
situation can be avoided by using a more powerful SVC e.g. with rating of minimum 110 
MVAr and/or activation of System Protection Scheme control actions. 
                                                   
28  Up to 20% of Pmax,wind 
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• The largest voltage and reactive power gradients are seen in case of 35% load and 100% 
wind generation. This situation is caused by the large 132 kV line flows in the intact and 
in the contingency network.  
• In general, it is difficult to derive simple voltage stability limits that are valid for a large 
range of operating conditions, where many parameter variations are present. Good 
knowledge of the network behaviour is crucial. 
• It is difficult to determine precisely the voltage stability limits for the heavily loaded sys-
tem using Q-U (and P-U) curves with a limited number of points. The simulated wind 
power is scaled in relatively large steps of 0%, 20%, 50%, 70% and 100% of the total 
wind generation in the system. For more accurate determination of the voltage stability 
constraints and generation of smoother stability curves, it is recommended to use a more 
appropriate wind power scaling (e.g. with increments smaller than 5%). This is especially 
important for correct identification of voltage stability sensitivities related to proximity to 
voltage collapse. On the other hand, the increased amount of data will require an im-
proved procedure for data management and better tools for data mining.  
• The used method for voltage stability analysis illustrates a typical mechanism of voltage 
instability in systems with significant wind generation. Advanced studies using voltage 
stability indices [53] can be used in future off-line or on-line applications to help the 
power system operator determine how close the system is to voltage collapse. Different 
performance indices to predict the proximity to voltage collapse can be defined as scalar 
magnitudes, which are easy to monitor as critical parameters that change in the power 
system (such as total wind power generation, reactive power flows etc.). 
• The conventional load flow methods (Newton-Raphson or Fast Decoupled) provide solu-
tions up to the critical point [46]. The continuation power flow method becomes neces-
sary only if solutions exactly at and past the critical point are required. For this purpose, 
reference [54] suggests application of a continuation power flow tool.   
• The approach using static P-U and Q-U curves is not persistent when a large number of 
wind turbines are introduced in the power system. The wind turbine performance is 
strongly dependent on the wind speed and voltage variations in the power system. Thus 
dynamic P-U and Q-U characteristics (rather than the respective steady-state curves) are 
acquired for more adequate representation of the wind generation impact [23]. 
4.2 System Protection Scheme design  
In practice, SPS is designed as a system-wide solution that incorporates monitoring, analysis 
and control on an automatic platform. SPS relies on monitoring input from the power system, 
which initiates an on-line decision-making process about the security status of the power sys-
tem. The characteristics incorporated in the suggested SPS decision process are unique and 
dependent upon the specific power system and its operational practices. SPS can be armed or 
disarmed depending upon the network operating conditions. If necessary, the SPS output is-
sues remedial control action(s) to improve the security of the power system.  
Both event- and/or response-based SPS can be used as concept for a protection scheme 
against voltage instability. E.g. reference [1] proposes implementation of event-based SPS as 
a primary control with response-based SPS acting as a backup in case of failure of the event-
based SPS. In the particular case, the SPS against voltage stability is designed as an open-loop 
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response-based scheme that enables the power system to preserve its capability with respect 
to wind generation. The simplified concept for SPS design illustrated in Fig. 34 does not take 
into account the impact of feedback control(s). The SPS is designed as a simple response-
based scheme that is able to react with respect to critical system contingencies whatever the 
cause of the disturbance.  
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Fig. 34 Concept for System Protection Scheme design 
Accordingly, the response-based system protection scheme is considered efficient for distur-
bances that are not explicitly identified or foreseen, because its reliability depends mainly on 
the selection of variables and their behaviour. The main challenge in the particular SPS design 
is associated with the input considerations (detect abnormal system conditions) and output 
considerations (give warning in case of imminent voltage instability).  
Input considerations: For design purposes, it is necessary to access information about the 
system configuration and power flow (input parameters from the off-line simulation analy-
sis). Each load flow case study is related to a single operating point characterized by a particu-
lar system configuration, total generation and total load and load flow solution in terms of 
power flows, bus voltages (magnitude U and phase angle δ), reactive power generation etc. 
For operational purposes, the key input to the SPS is based on indicators of voltage instabil-
ity in relation to conventional input (from the SCADA system) and to supplementary input 
from Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). Besides, it is crucial to know the system topology 
(circuit breaker status from the SCADA system) that is especially used for identification of 
disturbances. 
The decision process is based on off-line simulation analyses in PSS/E of a wide range of 
predetermined system conditions and contingencies for the large-scale power system model. 
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A considerable number of case studies are analyzed in order to determine SPS settings for 
relevant operating conditions.  
Output considerations: As illustrated in Fig. 34, the output of the scheme can give the con-
trol centre information about the security status of the network. The green lamp is given in 
case of normal operation. The yellow lamp issues warning if the power system is approaching 
a security margin for safe operation; while the red lamp gives an alarm that the system is 
close to voltage instability. A control action can be executed after the yellow or the red lamp 
gives warning. The alarms for critical conditions can automatically activate remedial con-
trol(s) in the system, such as reduction of wind power, additional reactive power support in 
the system or emergency start of a gas turbine.  
Additional investigations are not performed to determine more precisely security margins and 
control action(s) that are most appropriate for particular operating conditions. In the future, a 
separate protection scheme should be designed for each control action, and the different 
schemes have to be coordinated. 
The design objective for the system protection is to avoid a voltage collapse after a very se-
vere disturbance in the power system of Eastern Denmark. The following requirements are 
relevant: 
• Maintain balance of reactive power generation and demand;  
• Avoid uncontrollable voltage decrease at any part of the power system; 
• Avoid uncontrollable voltage increase (reactive power overshoot from switched capaci-
tors and SVC); 
• Attain acceptable voltage recovery at load centres and at wind turbine terminals in post- 
disturbance state;  
• Avoid load shedding requirements. 
4.2.1 Identification of indicators for voltage stability 
Reactive power flow  
Reactive power imbalance is the most important indicator of potential voltage stability prob-
lems. It is primarily relevant to monitor the reactive power demand Q (MVAr) in the southern 
part of the 132 kV system. Secondly it is relevant to monitor the reactive power compensation 
of wind turbines and the reactive output of generating units electrically close to the southern 
132 kV system. The reactive power demand is divided in the local reactive power consump-
tion and reactive power losses in transmission lines and transformers. The reactive power loss 
∆Qi arises from voltage drop ∆Ui across a transmission line i. In transmission grids, the line 
reactance exceeds the line resistance (Xi >>Ri), and thus reactive losses due to Ri are ne-
glected in equation (26). The losses in the transmission system ∆Qsystem can be calculated as a 
sum of ∆Qi for each line, where Pi and Qi denote the active and reactive power line flow. 
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The reactive power losses are used to classify scenarios with regard to largest reactive power 
losses, due to largest voltage gradients in transmission lines. For each particular case of inter-
est, a load flow calculation is performed for the initial operating situation and following a 
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contingency. Severe voltage depressions during a contingency are often associated with defi-
cient reactive power Q in the system. The reactive power deficiency can be attributed to in-
crease in reactive power losses in transmission circuits due to increased line loading. E.g. 
maximum power flows from Lolland-Falster to Sealand and maximum power losses are ex-
perienced in case of low system loading and high wind generation. Table 3A (Appendix 2) 
summarizes reactive power losses in the southern region for different operating conditions in 
the respective cases of intact network with SVC (with 65 MVAr rating) as well as for the net-
work with outage of a single 132 kV line ( RAD-ORH) and double outage of 132 kV lines 
(RAD-ESK, RAD-BLA). 
Voltage magnitude is not the best indicator of voltage stability due to: 
• Stiff voltage regulation in transmission systems and voltage control at power plants, 
where generator units attempt to keep constant voltage at their terminals; 
• Large voltage variations are not necessarily related to voltage stability problems. Besides, 
sudden voltage changes are experienced due to shunt capacitors and reactors switching; 
• Inherent bias error on voltage transformers (measuring voltage transformers are inaccu-
rate due to aging and faults in capacitors); 
• Under normal operation, the voltage at Radsted is insensitive to system loading condi-
tions, because it is held constant using SVC.  
Phase angle  
Phase angle difference between buses in distant areas of the power system can vary signifi-
cantly according to the network loading and generation conditions. Shift in phase angles can 
be caused by line outage, generator (power plants, wind turbines) tripping or load rejection, 
system stress or a combination of these. The SPS phase angle monitors focus on angle devia-
tions due to significant change in power flows P that can cause voltage stability problems. 
E.g. a simple radial system corresponding to the one in Fig.9 is associated with sending and 
receiving node parameters U1, δ1, U2, δ2 and active power flow P in the equivalent line im-
pedance X. As described in equation (27) the system operation is considered stable, if the 
phase angle difference between the sending and receiving node (δ12) does not exceed a critical 
value (δmax). 
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Fig. 35 Ideal power-angle characteristics of a generator 
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4.2.2 Criteria for voltage stability  
The system protection scheme suggested in Fig. 36 detects voltage instability as violation of 
relevant criteria from the SPS decision-making process. The scheme is designed to give an 
alarm for unstable operation if all three of the following criteria are fulfilled: 
• Q > Qmax     reactive power flow 
• U < Ulow       low local voltage ( associated with a voltage gradient ∆U ) 
• P > Pmax active power flow in tie-lines 
 (δ > δmax      supplementary indicator instead of active power flow in tie-lines). 
The suggested SPS settings such as active and reactive power flows and voltage gradients are 
enclosed in Table 3 in case of intact network and network with outage of a 132 kV tie-line for 
the critical case 100% load and 70% wind generation.  
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Fig. 36 Design of SPS against voltage instability in Eastern Denmark  
The SPS settings are determined from simulated static stability curves for the high load/ high 
wind operating scenario. 
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Table 3 Simulation results for SPS settings in intact vs. contingency network with high 
system loading and high wind generation  
The stationary voltage stability limit is reached when the wind power exceeds 70% of the total 
wind capacity in Eastern Denmark. This voltage stability limit is closely related to the maxi-
mum active Pmax and reactive power Qmax transfers from Radsted to the main 132 kV system 
and is strongly dependent on the system loading condition (high load).  
One of the SPS criteria is that the reactive power transfer in the 132 kV tie-lines exceeds a 
critical value Qtie-line. As to Fig.23 the critical threshold means that 10 MVAr flow from 
Sealand to Radsted. The reactive power flow from the main 132 kV system to Radsted is sig-
nificantly reduced in case of contingency network.  
The conventional SPS relies on measurement of active flow in the 132 kV tie-lines from Rad-
sted to Sealand, as it gives a very good indication of the system loading (e.g. high active 
power flow to Sealand is representative for low load and high wind generation, while active 
power flow from Sealand to Radsted is typical for no wind and high load situation). The sys-
tem protection scheme detects critical active power transfer when the 132 kV tie-lines exceed 
a critical value Ptie-line.  
It was considered crucial to focus on identification of simple criteria for the SPS decision 
process that are easy to implement in a TSO control centre. A large number of advanced rules 
will increase the level of complexity and requirements of the SPS. A remedial control action 
can be issued in the SPS, if the three criteria related to reactive and active power flows as well 
as low voltage are fulfilled at the same time. The SPS decision process is based on the follow-
ing logic:  
If    active power flow Ptie-line is critical29 and 
monitored reactive power flow is critical  
(Qtie-line or QRAD-SVC or QRAD-Nysted)30 and 
 monitored voltage is low (URAD or UORH or UHVE)31  
then  execute a remedial control action. 
Simple decision laws can be expressed for a network with high system loading and maximum 
wind generation in case of a single contingency (trip of the 132 kV tie-line Radsted-
Orehoved) and inadequate reactive power support: 
                                                   
29 1 out of 1 
30 1 out of 3 
31 1 out of 3 
 Base case with SVC Contingency case with SVC 
Total load (MW) 
(% of peak load) 
Critical active power 
transfer  
Critical reactive power 
 transfer 
Critical active power 
transfer 
Critical reactive power 
transfer 
2800 MW 
(100%) 
Ptie-line 
(MW) 
280 MW 
Wind power  
(% of total) 
70% 
Qtie-line (MVAr)        
          -10.0 MVAr 
 
Ptie-line 
(MW) 
155 MW 
Wind power  
(% of total) 
70% 
Qtie-line (MVAr)                  
-5.94 MVar 
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If (Ptie-line>280 MW) and (Qtie-line≈ -5 MVAr) and (VORH < 132.5 kV) and (VRAD<133.32 kV) 
and (Stigsnæs is out of operation) and (violated SVC rating) then activate control (e.g. pro-
vide additional reactive power support). 
These criteria are only representative for the studied data set for the Eastern Danish power 
system model. They are associated with a number of modelling assumptions and constraints 
for the particular network configuration. Thus the criteria can not be generalized to opera-
tional rules that are valid for arbitrary power system conditions related to different total sys-
tem loading and generation. Sophisticated methods of data mining and automatic learning 
techniques [14] can be used to advance the decision rules.  
If this investigation is to be extended to a real-time application, the design has to be refined 
taking into account a comprehensive set of simulation data that covers more systematically 
operating scenarios, contingencies and other system constraints [45]. If event-based SPS is 
chosen, it is rather time-consuming to identify credible contingencies and to prioritize relative 
impacts of all contingencies in a contingency list. As many as possible operating scenarios 
have to be covered systematically as events. For this purpose, a large number of time consum-
ing calculations for single and double contingencies are required.  
Alternatively, Phasor Measurement Units can be utilized in a wide-area system protection 
scheme. The voltage angle difference between Radsted (RAD) and Hovegård32 (HVE) can be 
used as one of the inputs in the SPS. This phase angle difference gives valuable indication of 
active power flow in the 132 kV tie-line Radsted to Sealand.  
With the two PMUs implemented in the 132 system, it is possible to gain significant input for 
the system protection scheme of interest (see Fig. 49). The PMUs at Radsted and Hovegård 
incorporate measurements of phase angle between Radsted and Hovegård, voltage magnitude 
at Radsted and Hovegård, active and reactive flow in outgoing lines from Radsted. Presently, 
the PMUs in Eastern Denmark do not record voltage at Orehoved and MVAr output from the 
SVC at Radsted. Besides the mentioned indicators in the SPS, it is necessary to have informa-
tion about the network topology (circuit breaker status for detection of tripped equipment). 
The additional information can be supplied either by PMUs or by the SCADA system. 
4.3 Transient analysis of power systems with wind turbines 
Transmission system operators (TSOs) are defining specific requirements for grid connection 
of wind farms in terms of performance and control e.g. during fault situations [26]. To fulfil 
these requirements, careful planning and design of control and system protection are needed. 
One of the objectives is to maintain transient stability of the power system, which is related to 
the ability of each machine in the system to sustain a severe disturbance.  
In this context, investigation of the “ride-through” capabilities of different wind turbine types 
(passive vs. active stall models, fixed speed vs. variable speed machines, etc.) plays an impor-
tant role in transient stability analysis in the Eastern Danish system [27], [28]. Thus, transient 
stability studies are carried out in PSS/E to investigate the impact of the wind turbines to the 
system and vice versa. The case studies demonstrate the close relation between the ride-
through capability of wind turbines and the power system impact to loss of wind generation or 
to reactive power imbalance under fault. 
                                                   
32 HVE is used as a reference point 
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In principle, the transient stability phenomenon of a two-mass wind turbine model is de-
scribed [31], [32] by a set of time-domain equations for motion of the wind turbine and the 
induction generator: 
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The set of equations (28) uses quantities such as turbine torque (TTURB), generator torque 
(TG), turbine rotor speed (ωT) and generator rotor speed (ωG), inertia constant for wind turbine 
(HT ) and generator (HG ), damping coefficient for wind turbine (Dm) and generator (DG) , 
shaft stiffness (KS) and torsional twist (θS). Two-mass wind turbine models are appropriate 
for transient stability studies, since they take into account the interaction between the wind 
turbine mechanical and electrical system [29].  
Among crucial parameters for the dynamic response of the model are the different sizes of 
inertia for the wind turbine and the generator as well as the degree of soft or stiff coupling be-
tween turbine and generator (shaft stiffness KS). For appropriate integration of the wind tur-
bine models in the dynamic simulation, correct initialization of the initial conditions is impor-
tant [24]. Thus, an iterative method was used for appropriate initialising of the induction gen-
erator model CIMTR3 with respect to reactive power compensation of wind turbines.  
The PSS/E simulation program uses a large-scale model of the 400 kV and 132 kV transmis-
sion systems in Eastern Denmark. The power plants are modelled with excitation and gover-
nor control, as they contribute to primary voltage and frequency control in the transmission 
system. Besides, the reactive power output from shunt capacitors and reactors was adjusted to 
the actual operating condition. Simple constant load is included in the model. The following 
limitations concern for the wind turbine model in the short-term transient stability study (up to 
10 seconds): 
• The dynamic wind turbine model uses fixed wind speed as input. Wind speed variations 
and power fluctuations using measured wind series are not considered to be relevant input 
to the wind turbine model in case of voltage stability analysis;  
• The wind farms are modelled by an aggregated model, which represents each farm as a 
large, single wind turbine equivalent in PSS/E; 
• In normal operating conditions, all wind turbines are assumed to be connected to the grid. 
Besides, it is assumed that all on-land and off-shore wind turbines trip in case of a fault in 
the transmission system. In the real operation, the off-shore wind farm Nysted 1 is de-
signed to withstand severe faults in the system.  
• Active stall control and emergency power reduction at Nysted 1 wind farm is not imple-
mented in the model, due to lack of data.  
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4.3.1 Case study with Nysted 1 off-shore wind farm  
In the case study, the large-scale power system model includes on-land wind turbines in the 
underlying distribution networks as well as the 150 MW large off-shore wind farm (Nysted 1) 
connected to the 132-kV system in Eastern Denmark. All wind turbines are represented by the 
fixed-speed passive stall wind turbine model. Steady-state and dynamic simulations are per-
formed for the power system operated in low load (1000 MW) and high wind power (490 
MW) generation on-land. The generated wind power covers about 50% of the total genera-
tion, and the rest is supplied by three central power plants (580 MW) in the main 400 kV sys-
tem. No production from local combined heat and power units is taken into account. As 
shown in Fig. 37, the equivalent wind turbine at Nysted is connected via 30/0.69 kV and 
132/30 kV transformers and a 132 kV line to the main 132 kV grid at Radsted substation 
(RAD). This substation is the point of common connection (PCC), i.e. the first point in the 
system that the wind farm shares with other customers. 
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Fig. 37 Equivalent for the southern part of the 132 kV system  
The power system was subjected to a three-phase short-circuit at the 132 kV busbar at Rad-
sted substation located in the southern part of Eastern Denmark, where the transmission sys-
tem is relatively weak in terms of short-circuit capacity. The impact of wind turbines on volt-
age stability of the Eastern Danish power system is analyzed for a base case (without stabilis-
ing control) as well as for cases with stabilising controls such as: wind turbine rejection and 
dynamic compensation of reactive power (application of Static VAr Compensators).  
The base case investigates transient stability in the power system, without any stabilizing 
measures applied in a time frame up to 10 seconds. The wind turbine response to the 132 kV 
fault is monitored for a single 0.3 MW turbine near the fault location (RAD) as well as for the 
equivalent wind turbine representing Nysted wind farm. The voltage stability of the power 
system is observed at the 132 kV busbar at Radsted substation and at the wind turbine termi-
nal at Nysted wind farm. The transient behaviour of the particular wind turbines is accessed 
with respect to relative speed deviation and active power output using variable fault clearance 
time.  
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Fig. 38 Electrical power at wind turbine near Rad-
sted, variable fault clearance time 
 
Fig. 39 Speed deviation at wind turbine near Radsted 
variable fault clearance time 
 
During the 132 kV busbar fault at Radsted, the active power reduces to zero immediately fol-
lowed by a large voltage decrease. If on-land wind turbines continue uninterrupted operation 
during and after a short-circuit fault, their induction generators will absorb reactive power 
from the electric system in attempt to re-establish the magnetic field between rotor and stator 
winding. The increase in reactive power consumption at wind turbines causes the postfault 
voltage at Radsted to depress further (see V_RAD curve in Fig. 42).  
The electrical output for a single wind turbine near Radsted is shown in Fig. 38 for fault 
clearance time 70 ms and 150 ms. As expected the fast fault clearance enables active power 
recovery at the wind turbine. When the induction generator is subjected to e.g. a fault with 
150 ms duration33, the rotor accelerates rapidly (Fig. 39), unless precautions are taken to trip 
the generator from the network. The short circuit initiates torsional oscillations between the 
turbine and the generator, because the turbine inertia HT is significantly larger than the gen-
erator inertia constant HG, see equation (28).  
The impact of these oscillations is observed in the postfault variation of generator speed (Fig. 
39) and electrical power for fault clearance time 150 ms (Fig. 38). In case of rapid34 fault 
clearance (70 ms), the speed deviation shown in Fig. 39 is limited to a postfault value that is 
slightly higher than the prefault value. The postfault value is caused by the weak 132 kV net-
work and the voltage dependence of the generator torque-slip characteristic.  
The simulations shown in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41 are performed in case of network without SVC 
and network with SVC (100 MVAr) installed at Radsted. In all cases Nysted wind farm is 
modelled as an equivalent passive stall wind turbine. Fig. 40 reveals the active power output 
from the 132 kV bus near Nysted prior and after a 100 ms fault at Radsted. In case of network 
without SVC, the active power at Nysted decreases to zero due to unsatisfactory voltage re-
covery after the fault. If no voltage control is applied immediately after the disturbance, the 
equivalent wind turbine generator will trip. The simulations show that the modelled Nysted 
wind farm is unable to withstand a temporary short-circuit due to insufficient amount of dy-
namic reactive power compensation in the area with large wind power penetration. This is be-
cause the power system lacks the capability to transfer reactive power from the main 132 kV 
system [19]. These simulations reveal that integrating 150 MW from the Nysted off-shore 
                                                   
33 Typical clearance time for old relays 
34 Typical clearance time for modern relays 
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wind farm, and using passive stall controlled wind turbines equipped with conventional induc-
tion generators without any extra reactive power compensation (apart from the no-load con-
sumption), are not viable due to voltage stability problems.  
Fig. 40 Active power output at Nysted with/without 
SVC 
 
Fig. 41 Reactive power flow to Nysted with/without 
SVC 
 
Fig. 41 shows that the reactive power demand to Nysted is extremely increased from 40 
MVAr in normal operation to 250 MVAr after the fault clearance. This may result in voltage 
collapse of the power system, unless the relay protection at Nysted orders disconnection of the 
farm shortly after the fault occurrence. The voltage collapse at Nysted leads also to problems 
with voltage recovery at Radsted substation (unless appropriate voltage control is activated). 
Tripping of Nysted does not comply with the TSO specifications [36] that recommend unin-
terrupted operation of large wind farms at grid faults. The subsequent loss of about 150 MW 
wind power requires activation of immediate power reserves in the power system. The situa-
tion is significantly improved when dynamic compensation of reactive power is supplied by 
the SVC together with disconnection of a large amount of wind turbines on-land. The rejec-
tion of on-land wind turbines protects the power system from increase in reactive power de-
mand. Fig. 41 illustrates that the additional reactive power released by the wind turbines as 
well as the MVAr contribution from the SVC device contributes to successful voltage and ac-
tive power recovery. The postfault active power output achieves the prefault level 2 seconds 
after the fault is cleared.  
The real off-shore farm is based on active stall wind turbines that can be ordered to reduce the 
active power supply to less than 20% of the rated power within 2 seconds. The accurate simu-
lation of the active-stall wind model at Nysted is out of the scope of the present study due to 
lack of modelling data. The extended control features for adjustment of active and reactive 
power at Nysted enable the farm to withstand transmission system faults and stabilise the ter-
minal voltage at the farm after a severe fault efficiently. Application of advanced model of 
Nysted wind farm is considered to be a subject of future investigations. 
Fig. 42 shows the voltage magnitude at Radsted prior to and after a 100ms fault at RAD in 
case of no wind turbine rejection (V_RAD) and in the case where wind turbine rejection is 
activated alone (V_RADgenrel) or together with the SVC (V_RAD_SVCmax). Wind turbine 
rejection is activated in the dynamic simulation, if any of the relay settings at the wind turbine 
terminal is violated. The wind turbine reactive compensation units are also automatically dis-
connected from the network after predefined time. Relay settings for the wind turbines are 
enclosed in Table 5A and Table 6A, Appendix 2.  
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Fig. 42 Voltage at Radsted 132 kV busbar after fault 
at Radsted near Stigsnæs 
 
Fig. 43 Voltage at Radsted and Nysted after 132 
faul  near Stigsnæs 
 
The majority of on-land wind turbines in the southern part of the 132 kV system trip when 
their undervoltage threshold is reached about 1.1s after the system fault is cleared (see Fig. 
42). The best voltage recovery is achieved using a SVC (with 100 MVAr rating), as the post-
fault voltage reaches the prefault level 1 second after fault clearance. The simulated voltage 
curves at Radsted for the different cases (Fig.42) are compared to the voltage profile given in 
Fig. 44 [37]. The wind turbine rejection improves significantly the voltage recovery as the 
postfault voltage exceeds the acceptable level of 0.7 p.u. Besides the obvious advantage for 
dynamic reactive power compensation, the SVC increases the transfer capability of the 132-
kV system and improves significantly the static voltage stability limit [19].  
The impact of tripping of Stigsnæs power plant in the 132-kV system is shown in Fig. 43. The 
fault at Stigsnæs has only a moderate effect on the selected wind turbines, since the voltage at 
Radsted achieves an acceptable value 0.5 seconds after the fault clearance.  
 
 
Fig. 44 Acceptable voltage profile after a three-phase short circuit [37] 
The degree of rejection of on-land wind turbines for different fault durations and different re-
active capability in the power system is illustrated in Table 4. The successful voltage recovery 
in Radsted in case of 70 ms fault clearance justifies no need for wind turbine rejection The 
transmission system fault cleared at 100 ms induces tripping of twice as much wind power as 
in the base case with insufficient reactive power capability in the power system.  
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CASE: Base case Base case with additional power plants 
Fault clearance tf.c(ms) t=70 t=100 t=70 t=100 
Loss of wind power (MW) 0 198 0 98 
Table 4 Rejection of on-land wind turbines for different cases studied 
The loss of wind generation depends mainly on the fault location, wind turbine unit protection 
settings and the supplementary active control measures near the wind turbines. Besides the 
loss of power from on-land wind turbines, the simulated collapse of Nysted wind farm leads 
to further loss of 150 MW. The loss of maximum 348 MW (198+150) MW is not critical for 
active power control in the Eastern Danish power system, because it is designed to withstand 
a loss of 500 MW (corresponding to the largest generating unit) in the system. The discon-
nected wind power can be compensated with available immediate reserve in the system. Pres-
ently, it is not a serious problem to supply 348 MW in the power system in Eastern Denmark, 
because the Nordic system is designed to supply up to approx. 2500 MW emergency power 
reserve between the interconnected systems. Problems with frequency and angle stability in 
the overall system could appear, if the amount of rejected wind power is significantly above 
348 MW.  
4.3.2 Conclusion on time-domain simulations 
The simulation studies describe real problems after severe disturbances in the Eastern Danish 
132 kV system encountered when integrating large amounts of wind energy into a relatively 
weak system. To reveal these problems, a dynamic simulation model of a generic fixed-speed 
passive stall controlled wind turbine has been developed, verified and implemented in a com-
plete model of the transmission system in Eastern Denmark. The case study demonstrates that 
the main reason for the particular problems with transient and voltage stability is seen in the 
characteristics of wind turbine generation. The passive stall fixed-speed wind turbines experi-
ence excessive rotor acceleration after a short circuit in the 132 kV system that may initiate 
uncontrollable voltage decrease and cascading outages in the transmission system. Fast fault 
clearance time is crucial in order to prevent fatal overspeeding and maintain wind turbine re-
sponse within acceptable limits. Additional reactive power support from SVC and power 
plants Stigsnæs and Masnedø contributes to satisfactory voltage recovery. The remaining cen-
tral power plants are not capable of maintaining the necessary voltage regulation in relation to 
wind power, because they are electrically distant from Radsted, and the MVAr transfer to the 
southern part of the 132 kV system is associated with large transmission losses. Both wind 
turbine rejection on-land and application of a Static VAr Compensator are effective solutions 
to improve reactive power capability of the system and to recover the transmission system 
voltage after faults.  
The time-domain simulations confirm that integrating 150 MW from the Nysted off-shore 
wind farm, and using passive stall controlled wind turbines equipped with conventional induc-
tion generators without any extra reactive power compensation (apart from the no-load con-
sumption) may jeopardise the power system transient and voltage stability. The results justify 
the need for an accurate model of the active voltage control at Nysted 1 wind farm. Additional 
emergency control at off-shore wind farms is considered an issue of further investigations.  
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4.4 Evaluation of remedial control actions  
Coordination of different local reactive power controls (change of SVC set-point, automatic 
switching of reactors/ capacitors banks in the power system and appropriate reactive power 
control of wind turbines) is necessary when a large amount of wind power is introduced in the 
power system. This section gives a general evaluation of different remedial control actions for 
voltage stability. It summarizes how relevant and realistic the applicability of remedial control 
actions in the suggested System Protection Scheme in Eastern Denmark is. The following ac-
tions are initially considered: 
4.4.1 Change of SVC set point 
The case studies with SVC in the network illustrate that the power system transfer is increased 
for higher rating of reactive power compensation from the SVC at Radsted.  
4.4.2 Wind power shedding  
This remedial control is relevant in case of a limited transfer capability that constrains the 
wind power penetration in the system. E.g. the voltage collapse simulated in case of high sys-
tem loading and maximum wind power can be avoided by ordered active power reduction at 
Nysted 1 and/or Nysted2 wind farms. This alternative becomes even more attractive in case of 
weakened network due to outage of important lines and/or generators. A severe fault (e.g. 
short circuit at a substation busbar or at a transmission line) can cause disconnection of a great 
amount of wind generation in the system, if the relay protection of the affected wind turbines 
is activated. The automatic disconnection of on-land wind turbines is primarily activated to 
protect the wind turbines from hazardous overspeeding and secondarily to avoid system-wide 
voltage instability. The outage of wind turbine units can be interpreted as a new contingency 
that introduces imbalance in active power in the system. The loss of wind generation is not 
critical for the Eastern Danish power system, since it can be compensated by the spinning re-
serve in the system. The impact of wind turbine rejection used as remedial control action to 
counteract voltage stability problems is illustrated in the previous section using time-domain 
analysis of the large-scale power system of Eastern Denmark.  
4.4.3 Fast unit start-up 
Activation of fast units (such as gas turbines) takes up to tens of minutes. The extra power 
supply is rather slow and can be used in case of risk of voltage collapse due to inappropriate 
generation scheduling. E.g. Masnedø gas turbine can be applied as additional short-term ca-
pacity in the system. Normally, the application of SVC is preferred for activation of the gas 
turbine, because the SVC at Radsted is closer to the area of local consumption. The gas tur-
bine is more likely being used for emergency active power. The gas turbine can be a helpful 
remedial control action for reactive power support in a stressed or weakened network. In prac-
tise, this unit has limited application as a voltage control device due to design constraints.  
4.4.4 Automatic reactive shunt compensation  
Undervoltage control can be achieved by automatic disconnection of shunt reactors and con-
nection of capacitor banks in selected substations. In practice, this is considered to be a cheap 
solution with a great availability, but the speed of response of the stepwise implementation of 
capacitors is rather slow [43]. The frequent connections and disconnections of the shunts lead 
to aging of the circuit breakers and the shunts. The ability to support voltage by capacitor 
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banks is poor in case of decreasing voltage magnitude, since the reactive power output of the 
units is dependent on the square of the applied voltage. 
4.4.5 Emergency control of OLTC  
Blocking of OLTC is used in many utilities to reduce the severity of voltage decrease and to 
preserve long-term voltage stability in stressed situations. This control action is not a common 
practise in Eastern Denmark. In general, tap changers are used to supply the voltage on the 
LV side of distribution transformers within a certain range. As load increases and the LV side 
voltage tends to decrease, the OLTC will raise the tap position in order to restore the load 
voltage to an acceptable value. When the system is close to voltage collapse, the current flow 
in the system is increased to maintain the load demand, which leads to further reduction of 
system voltage. The general effect depends on the type of load characteristics and degree of 
shunt compensation in the system. In an alert state, it is necessary to adjust the voltage set-
point of OLTC, typically by returning to pre-defined settings. Normally, the OLTC trans-
formers operate on local criteria and independent of each other. Besides local OLTC blocking, 
coordinated or centralised schemes can be performed: 
• Local blocking schemes apply voltage relays with appropriate time delays to detect low 
voltage level at a substation; 
• Coordinated blocking schemes use a number of independent undervoltage schemes in dif-
ferent substations; or 
• Centralised schemes consist of interconnected undervoltage relays implemented in vari-
ous substations within a region. The scheme detects low voltage pattern at key substa-
tions and is highly dependent upon the communication system from the substations to a 
central location, where the collected data are analysed, and based upon the central deci-
sion making-process, OLTC at affected substations in the region blocking is activated.  
4.4.6 Undervoltage load shedding  
Undervoltage load shedding is used to reduce load in the area with uncontrolled low-voltage 
levels as the last alternative to preserve the system voltage stability in extreme situations. 
Shedding of proper amount of load on certain locations (drop in predefined load areas) is rec-
ommended as the last option to restore acceptable voltage profile, if all other control solutions 
have failed. The scheme of undervoltage relays recognises impeding voltage decrease, which 
is below a pre-set threshold value during the time of few seconds and orders trip of a (circuit 
breaker to a) feeder. After the electricity supply to a certain amount of load is interrupted, the 
voltage is expected to recover to an acceptable value. The effect of undervoltage load shed-
ding is extremely dependent upon the choice of load location and type of load to be shed [50]. 
4.4.7 Automatic Generation Control (AGC) actions 
The objective of AGC is to ensure generation interchange between power areas according to 
the scheduled values. This task is performed by control of a reference set point of a selected 
group of generators in the power system. The action of AGC under normal conditions is lim-
ited in the individual area of generation. During abnormal operation, the area affected by 
mismatch between generation and load can be relieved using changes in AGC set points from 
other generation areas. This feature is presently not available in Eastern Denmark, because it 
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is rather slow in comparison with the primary frequency control, which also overrides this 
system. 
4.4.8 HVDC emergency control  
In general, the application of HVDC links is used for active power emergency control in the 
Nordic power system. The HVDC link between Eastern Denmark and Germany (Kontek) is 
based on conventional HVDC transmission using thyristor technology. In exceptional situa-
tions, the conventional HVDC link can deliver reactive power support by adjusting the setup 
point of the capacitive filters at the end stations. The capability of Kontek as voltage control 
device is though limited due to power quality problems (i.e. signal distortion due to signifi-
cant harmonics content). The possibilities of reactive power control in normal and emergency 
situations are improved if HVDC transmission links based on voltage source converters tech-
nology35 are available. This kind of HVDC links is not implemented in Eastern Denmark. 
Reference [35] discusses the advantages and drawbacks of this concept as especially attractive 
in case of integration of large wind farms in a weak transmission system. 
4.5 Conclusion on SPS against voltage instability 
The simulation studies reveal that the existing 132-kV transmission system in Eastern Den-
mark is rather weak and prone to voltage stability problems because of its limited reactive 
power control capability and the large distance to the large generating units. The problems 
with voltage stability are caused by the characteristic of wind turbine generation as well as the 
inability of the power system to meet the reactive power demand in case of high system load-
ing. The stationary simulations show that voltage collapse occurs in Eastern Denmark, if two 
large off-shore wind farms near Nysted are to be integrated in the existing heavily loaded sys-
tem without any reinforcements or improvements in the SVC rating.  
The long-term solution is to invest in radical reinforcements of the existing 400 kV and 132-
kV system, if Nysted 2 (200 MW) is to be integrated in the future system. E.g. the transfer 
capacity of the system can be significantly extended by introduction of a new 132 kV line 
from Vestlolland to Stigsnæs power plant and/or by upgrades of a number of existing 132 kV 
cable sections [17]. The reinforcements are considered to be the most expensive alternative, 
so if the power system is to be operated close to its voltage stability limit, additional equip-
ment and control measures and/or especially dedicated system protection schemes become 
necessary. 
The Ph.D. project suggests a simple System Protection Scheme as means to mitigate the volt-
age instability problems associated with large-scale wind generation in the heavily loaded sys-
tem. The SPS design is especially dedicated to detect abnormal system conditions in due time 
and, if necessary, to give warning in case of voltage instability. The achieved SPS criteria are 
valid only for the limited simulation data set related to an intact network and network with a 
single line outage.  
The SPS criteria detect violation of voltage stability limits. The SPS reveals the critical impact 
of wind power in the Radsted corridor using critical active power flow in the tie-lines (alterna-
tively phase angle Radsted-Hovegård), critical reactive power flow in tie-lines, violation of 
SVC output and low local voltages. The simulation analysis reveals that reactive power flows 
are the best indicators for voltage instability. The voltage deviation is not a sufficient criterion 
                                                   
35 Known as HVDC light concept  
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for impeding voltage collapse problems, because local deficit of reactive power is not neces-
sarily associated with large voltage decrease. This is especially evident in the simulation of 
high load and high wind generation in the system.  
The dynamic impact of wind turbines in the power system is approached using time-domain 
simulations. The studies show that it is a difficult task to achieve a compromise between the 
conflicting requirements between ride-through capability of wind turbines and wind turbine 
rejections, which counteract voltage instability in the power system. Fast fault clearance time 
is crucial for preserving the ride-through capability of fixed speed passive stall wind turbines. 
Possible voltage quality problems in wind farms may be overcome by selecting an appropriate 
wind turbine type, and/or adjusting wind turbine control parameters. Accurate representation 
of active control at Nysted off-shore wind farm is an important issue of future investigations.  
Usually, it is preferred to keep as many wind turbines as possible in normal operation, but on 
the other hand wind turbine rejection helps to preserve voltage stability in contingency situa-
tions. The compromise between wind turbine rejection (rapid tripping of on-land wind tur-
bines) and the lack of tripping facility for off-shore wind generation is a serious challenge in 
power system operation. In case of emergency, wind power shedding can be used as SPS con-
trol action in relation to reduction of the total wind generation. Both ordered rejection of on- 
land wind turbine and regulation of off-shore wind farms are possible solutions to avoid volt-
age collapse. The precise amount of wind generation to be shed is a subject of future investi-
gations.  
The reactive power support from the SVC at Radsted is evaluated as valuable measure for lo-
cal reactive power balance in steady-state operation. The SVC serves also as an effective dy-
namic compensation device in case of power system disturbances. Change in SVC set point 
can be used as SPS remedial control action. Hence, the crucial issue in the SPS design is to 
apply appropriate settings for reactive power rating of the SVC device. 
Gas turbine start-up at Masnedø is an attractive solution for reactive power support during 
contingencies. The gas turbine is normally used for emergency active power, but its perform-
ance is not fast enough. Rescheduling power plants and voltage regulation at remote genera-
tors (reactive power adjustment) are not considered the most effective measures, because they 
are associated with large reactive power losses in the transmission system. Stigsnæs power 
plant could possibly improve the reactive power support in emergency situations, as it is the 
closest power plant in the southern part of the system.  
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5 Phasor measurements 
Traditionally, phase angles could not be measured due to difficulties with time synchronisa-
tion of measurement devices. Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) introduce a unique oppor-
tunity to utilize synchronised phasors (magnitudes and phase angles) at different substations. 
This chapter describes the technology of synchronized phasor measurements and its potential 
uses in power system monitoring, protection and control. The principles of synchronized 
phasor measurements are reviewed, followed by a description of PMUs. The PMU data analy-
ses illustrate the benefits of applying phasor measurements in disturbance monitoring. 
5.1 Theory of synchronized phasor measurements  
Phasors are useful in analysing the power system performance when the operating conditions 
are in steady state (pure sinusoidal signal) or the waveforms change rapidly. In general, 
phasors are specified either as a complex value (consisting of a real and an imaginary part) or 
an RMS value and a phase angle of a sinusoidal signal.  
The waveform related to a phasor is sampled by the measurement system continuously, and 
each time a new sample is acquired, new phasor data are obtained with a data window includ-
ing the latest sample [59]. In a digital measuring system, samples of the waveform for a nomi-
nal period are collected starting at time t=0. Then the fundamental frequency component of 
the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is calculated according to the relation: 
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where  N is the number of samples in one period 
 X is the phasor 
 xk are the samples of the waveform. 
When applying the DFT calculation, aliasing errors in the input waveform have to be elimi-
nated using anti-aliasing filters. That means that the signal must not contain frequency above 
the Nyquist rate N⋅f0. Harmonics in the input signal that are not multiples of fundamental fre-
quency f0 are treated as noise. In this case, the influence of the harmonics has to be eliminated 
in order to calculate correctly the 50 Hz component of the signal. 
The positive sequence phasor X1 is computed from the measured phase values Xa, Xb and Xc 
according to its definition: 
( )cba XaXaXX 21 31 ++=   (30) 
 
where 3/2πjea =  
For the majority of applications, the positive sequence representation of phasors is sufficient 
to describe the behaviour of the power system. The negative and zero sequence can be calcu-
lated if needed to analyse asymmetries in three phase measurements. The positive sequence 
voltage and current phasors are used to calculate complex quantities of active and reactive 
power as follows: 
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The PMU illustrated in Fig. 45 utilizes the Global Positioning System (GPS) to provide tim-
ing signals to synchronize sampling of all input signals. Phasor values can be computed re-
lated to a global reference with a precision of less than one microsecond [58]. PMUs that rely 
on satellite-based GPS clocks, give the opportunity of real-time monitoring of phasor meas-
urements 
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Fig. 45 Phasor Measurement Unit diagram 
Measurements from widely separated locations in the power system can be synchronized at a 
common time reference and collected at a central location, see Fig. 46. PMUs placed on stra-
tegic buses in the network and communicating with a control centre form a Wide Area Meas-
urement system (WAMS) [70]. Using PMUs, detailed information about the actual opera-
tional status of the power system can be preserved in a precise way. The most promising fea-
ture here is utilization of PMUs as angle comparator devices. Synchronized phasor measure-
ments can be used as an efficient tool both in warning of abnormal system conditions in due 
time and in analysis of critical events after severe disturbances in the power system. By syn-
chronizing the sampling processes for different signals - which may be hundreds of km away - 
it is possible to put their phasors in the same diagram.  
The first category of PMU applications is related to the advanced power system monitoring. 
The basic motivation is to gain faster and more reliable on-line knowledge about the power 
system state that would reduce uncertainties with regard to determination of operating limits 
and congestion management. The second category of PMU applications focuses on system 
protection and control. 
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Fig. 46 Wide Area Measurement System  
The pioneering work on synchronized phasor measurements was documented in a large num-
ber of publications [60], [74] and [84]. The early experiences on the first PMU prototypes are 
summarized in a number of reports from the North American Wide Area Measurements 
(WAMS) project [75]. State-of-the-art projects and recent advances of WAMS and PMU ap-
plications in system protection such as Wide Area Control Systems (WACS) can be found in 
reference [4]. Presently, a number of commercial PMU devices are available at the market 
either in form of a stand-alone unit [67] or as relays, where the PMU function is integrated in 
e.g. advanced distance relays. The recent trend is to manufacture intelligent devices that in-
corporate both monitoring and control. Besides, some digital fault recorders have a supple-
mentary PMU module to the conventional power swings detection. The early experiences 
with phasor measurements world-wide and the future potential for wide-area measurement 
systems in the Nordic countries are elaborated in reference [65]. The recent developments in 
PMUs and PMU based applications world-wide are reviewed in reference [66]. PMU proto-
types are used for research and development activities at a number of universities [64]. 
5.1.1 Phasor measurements applications  
The traditional estimation of system states (voltage magnitudes and angles) employs a State 
Estimation (SE) procedure that extracts the system states from a measurement set such as 
voltage magnitudes, line active and reactive power flows. As a pre-requisite of the state esti-
mation, the power system topology and its admittance matrix have to be known. However, the 
measurement set is biased by various types of measurement errors that have additive nature. 
The conventional state estimators are associated with a number of difficulties such as change 
of network parameters over time, aging of devices etc. In order to reveal the actual operating 
conditions, the network topology needs to be updated automatically or manually dependent on 
the switching status of the device (e.g. line outage due to service or contingency). Also new 
components installed in the network have to be entered into the SE system. Typical disadvan-
tages of remote telemetric units used for state estimation in transmission networks are differ-
ent origins (vendors, age etc.) as well as different accuracies and, most importantly, sampling 
frequencies. The key issue is the fact that traditional state estimators “align” measurements 
that have been taken in different time instants and the calculated snapshot of the system state 
is based on this incoherent data set.  
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PMU-based state estimators are time stamped, since they represent a snapshot of the system 
operation. They can be implemented locally and on a wide area system level. On-line measur-
ing of the state of the power system with synchronised phasor measurements collected at a 
central location provides effective and accurate monitoring of the actual operating state of the 
power system.  
Two approaches for state estimation tools with PMUs are distinguished. The first approach 
suggests complete observability of the power system state independently from the 
SCADA/EMS system. Experiences from system studies [71] show that at least one fourth of 
the system buses have to be provided by PMUs in order to obtain complete observability 
needed for correct PMU-based state estimation of power systems. A number of methods for 
PMU placement for complete and incomplete observability using graph theoretic approach are 
available in literature [72]. 
The required number of PMUs can be reduced by intentionally creating unobservable regions 
in the power system. The most probable approach is to start with a few PMU units and then 
increase the number of PMUs in stages until satisfactory observability is reached. The number 
of PMUs depends on the predefined depth of unobservability related to the buses, where 
phasor quantities are not directly measured nor derived indirectly.  
The principle for “depth of unobservability” is illustrated in Fig. 47, which shows an arbitrary 
7-bus network with generator buses (B and G) and load buses (A, C, X, E and F). Buses B and 
F are equipped with PMU units (directly observable buses), indirectly observable buses are A, 
C, E and G. At each of the four buses, the attached bus voltages and current injections for 
these buses are known. The unknown currents can be calculated using Kirchhoff’s law for 
sum of currents at a bus. The unknown voltage can be calculated as voltage drop across a line 
using the information at the neighbouring buses. Bus X is unobservable, as its parameters can 
not be determined from the known parameters for the neighbouring buses. Optimum position-
ing strategies for PMUs are based on a prioritised list of location sites so that the area of ob-
servability and controllability will expand uniformly as more sites are included. Redundant 
measurements are required in order to represent more correctly critical dynamics of the inves-
tigated power system as well as to improve the measuring accuracy. In general, the planning 
of minimum number of PMUs is dependent upon the investigated dynamic phenomena and 
the choice of representative locations for the PMUs depends on the application objective, 
network size and characteristics, as well as communication and data transfer constraints.  
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Fig. 47 Depth-one observability 
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The second approach for state estimation is to combine synchronized phasor measurements 
with SCADA36 measurements in a hybrid state estimator with few PMUs. PMU measure-
ments from a limited number of widely dispersed locations in the power system can be used 
to improve the conventional state estimator based on SCADA system.  
The mixture of PMU and SCADA measurements can be used for simpler, more robust and 
more accurate state estimation than the present SE implementations. The practical application 
is associated with lower costs of installation, operation and maintenance, but it requires hard-
ware and software changes in the existing monitoring system.  
On the hardware side, PMUs can easily be integrated within the conventional SCADA system 
as any other measurement device i.e. RTU (Remote Telemetry Unit). The biggest challenge is 
on the software side, as PMUs imply modification of the state estimation algorithm and its 
implementation. It is believed that in near future PMUs can provide data to commercial state 
estimators [11].  
Another category of PMU applications enables more accurate design for monitoring and con-
trol system tools. It includes improved design of automatic controllers e.g. Power System Sta-
bilizers (PSS) and other generator controllers, Static VAr Compensators (SVC), High Voltage 
Direct Current (HVDC) and Flexible AC Transmission (FACT)s devices as well as system 
protection schemes and emergency control.  
Phasor measurements, either directly or through state estimators, can provide the necessary 
input to develop and implement system protection schemes. In both cases, the objective is to 
improve the power system performance and to increase the transfer capacity. Future perspec-
tives for application of phasor measurements in system protection are documented in refer-
ences [8], [12] and [13]. 
5.2 Phasor measurements in Eastern Denmark 
5.2.1 Experimental PMU prototype 
The PMUs are low-cost units built at The Technical University of Denmark, and are based on 
an industrial PC design with analogue and digital I/O card and a GPS clock especially de-
signed for timing purposes rather than positioning [68]. The UTC time has global simultane-
ity, and phases measured with this reference are comparable even if they are measured hun-
dreds or thousands of kilometres apart. The uncertainty in phasor measurements is due to 
measurement errors in magnitude and phase shift of the conventional voltage and current 
transformers used in the transmission system.  
The experimental PMU prototype shown in Fig. 48 is used for real-time phasor measurements 
in Eastern Denmark. The following section describes some overall considerations about plan-
ning of PMU placement and utilization of phasor measurements in the transmission network 
of Eastern Denmark. The focus is placed on application of phasor measurements in distur-
bance monitoring.  
                                                   
36   Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 
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Fig. 48 PMU installation at substation Asnæs 
5.2.2 Planning of the measurement system 
The PMU locations in Eastern Denmark are planned at widely separated strategic points in the 
transmission system in order to observe significant 400 kV and 132 kV transmission corridors 
under different operational condition (outage of lines, generators, network islanding etc.). 
PMUs are placed on system buses with available communication facilities. Thus, the PMU 
prototypes are placed in three strategic buses, i.e. Asnæs (400/132 kV), Hovegård (400/132 
kV) and Radsted (132/50 kV) substations.  
Asnæs (ASV) substation has a key power generating unit, Radsted (RAD) is the central point 
with regard to concentration of wind turbines, and Hovegård (HVE) is chosen as a strong 
point that terminates the interconnection to Sweden. The geographical location of Hovegård is 
near Copenhagen (the load centre), where a number of central power plants are also placed. 
HVE is considered a reference PMU for the relative voltage phase angles in ASV and RAD. 
The geographical location of the PMUs in the Eastern Danish transmission system is pre-
sented in Fig. 49. Each PMU unit measures frequency, positive sequence voltage and a num-
ber of positive sequence currents from outgoing lines in the substation of interest. The posi-
tive sequence values are calculated from the respective three phase quantities. Fig. 50 illus-
trates schematically the PMU network, while the overview with PMU measured quantities is 
enclosed in Table 5. Appendix 3 contains further details about PMU input signals.  
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Fig. 49 The 400 kV and 132 kV system with PMUs in Eastern Denmark  
The three PMU units collect data continuously and store them in a circular buffer. This means 
that irrelevant data will eventually be overwritten unless they are selected for more permanent 
storage. Measurements from the three locations in Eastern Denmark are synchronized at a 
common time reference and collected at a central location at DTU.  
 
Fig. 50 Schematic diagram of the PMU network in Eastern Denmark  
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Table 5 Overview of PMU measurements in Eastern Denmark 
In the future, the process of data selection should be controlled automatically by means of 
triggering logic in each PMU unit and at the phasor data concentrator. PMUs are expected to 
preserve detailed information about the actual operational status and to record severe distur-
bances in the power system of interest. The PMUs could reveal power system dynamics re-
lated to different system stability problems. The suggested PMU at Radsted captures phasor 
data for analysis of potential voltage stability problems in the southern part of the Eastern 
Danish power system.  
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5.3 PMU data analysis  
The section starts with a general introduction to the power oscillation phenomena in power 
systems, since the central case study is related to power oscillations monitoring using a com-
mercial PMU prototype from ABB [67]. The case presents comparisons between real-time 
PMU recordings and results from dynamic PSS/E simulations that reproduce the power sys-
tem event. The other case studies are based on phasor data from the PMU prototypes devel-
oped at the Technical University of Denmark. The PMU data are used for off-line analysis of 
a number of severe disturbances in the Eastern Danish power system. 
5.3.1 Power oscillations analysis in interconnected systems  
Inter-area power oscillations are dependent on the power system response to small distur-
bances, such as change in scheduled generation or small increase in system load. These elec-
tro-mechanical oscillations in interconnected power systems are manifested by an exchange in 
mechanical kinetic energy between groups of generators as electric power flows through the 
transmission system. Using the analogy between electrical and mechanical systems, the num-
ber of generator masses in each power system can be represented by the inertia of the genera-
tors, while the electric transmission lines constitute the network of elastic springs connecting 
the generator masses. 
The power system in Fig. 51 illustrates a two-area model of major generation/load areas con-
nected by a tie-line [77]. In large systems, the power flow P in tie-lines is described by equa-
tion (35), where the line reactance is denoted by X, while U1, U2, δ1 and δ2 are the magnitudes 
and angles of the voltages at the line terminals.  
 
  
( )2121 sin δδ −⋅= X
UUP  (35) 
Fig. 51 Power oscillations involving two areas. 
In the following section, the theoretical background for tie-line oscillations is approached us-
ing the concept for small signal stability [76], [78]. In general, the dynamics of power oscilla-
tions can be analysed using the small-signal stability method. The theoretical study is con-
ducted for an ideal unregulated multi-machine power system. The power system has been per-
turbed from a steady-state condition introducing small changes of system quantities such as 
power and machine angle (∆δ). 
The equation of motion for an ideal single synchronous machine in a multi-machine system is 
given by the well-known swing equation: 
 (36) 
Pm,i and Pe,i in (36) denote the mechanical and electrical power output of machine i, with elec-
trical angle δi and inertia constant Hi, while ωR (rad) is rated system frequency. 
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The electrical power Pe,i into node i for an n-machine system is given by the following ex-
pression: 
 (37) 
where 
ijijij
iiiiii
jiij
jBGY
jBGY
+=
+=
−= δδδ
 
iiY  and ijY  are a diagonal and an off-diagonal element of the respective network short-circuit 
admittance matrix Y. 
Ei is constant voltage behind transient reactance for machine i 
Ej is constant voltage behind transient reactance for machine j. 
It is assumed that the power system has been perturbed from a steady-state condition intro-
ducing small changes of system quantities such as machine angle and power. 
 (38) 
The increment ∆Pe,i of electric output of machine i is obtained as a derivative of eq. (38) with 
respect to δij.  
 (39) 
 
for   (40) 
Psij is a synchronizing power coefficient. It stands for the change in electrical power in ma-
chine i due to angle change between machines i and j, with all other machine angles held con-
stant. 
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 (41) 
The linearized version of the swing equation is divided by the factor 2Hi /ωR, and the expres-
sion for ∆Pe,i is inserted. The differential is then solved with respect to ∆δi using Taylor series 
expansion about the initial point (δo,i). 
 for  i=1,2,…n (42) 
The set of (n-1) independent second-order differential equations (44) can be modified to a set 
of 2(n-1) first-order differential equations by subtracting the equations for nth and ith machine. 
For  the linearized system equations attain the following form: 
       i=1,2…n  (43) 
The state-space representation of the power system from Fig. 51 is used to obtain the free re-
sponse of the system.  
 (44) 
The A matrix coefficients are calculated as: 
 (45) 
In general, computation of eigenvalues in large power systems is a complex task, since it in-
volves a systematic procedure for simultaneous solution of differential equations representing 
synchronous machines with associated prime movers, excitation systems and Power System 
Stabilizers (PSS), extensive transmission networks, load dynamics, power electronic devices 
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(such as HVDC links, SVC) etc. Analysis of inter-area oscillations in large interconnected 
power systems requires comprehensive off-line studies, such as eigenvalue analysis and dy-
namic simulations using a detailed model of the entire system including a wide range of non-
linear devices [80]. E.g. the identification of Nordic system modes is to a great extent depend-
ent upon the actual configuration of the interconnected power systems [81]. It means that de-
tailed information about a number of machines in operation (system inertias), the impedance 
path of the tie-lines and the transmission corridors (transmission stiffness between the iner-
tias) is the key issue for determination of oscillation modes associated with a particular eigen-
frequency and damping. A more effective way to observe inter-area oscillation modes and 
system damping is using phasor measurements from PMUs [79]. Future perspective of real-
time phasor data is seen in developing tools for detecting and preventing dynamic problems 
rather than simply analyzing critical power system events. The application of synchronized 
phasor measurements for, e.g., validation of power system models used in stability studies, is 
seen as having a great potential in the future. 
5.3.1.1 Case 1:  Power oscillations, April 2002  
The advantage of phasor measurements for detection of power oscillations is discussed in the 
papers [62], [63]. The full version of the paper is enclosed in Appendix 1. The Nordic system 
shown in Fig. 52 consists of synchronized power systems in Norway, Finland, Eastern Den-
mark and Sweden. The installed capacity of the Nordic system is about 90 GW (including 
4360 MW total installed capacity in Eastern Denmark), while the Nordic peak load is approx. 
60 GW ( 2870 MW peak load in Eastern Denmark).  
  
Fig. 52 The transmission system of the Nordic countries 
Eastern 
Denmark 
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The transmission system of Eastern Denmark (Fig. 54) consists of 132 kV and 400 kV lines 
as well as the interconnections with South Sweden and Germany. The link to Germany is a 
400-kV DC interconnection with a transmission capacity of 600 MW. The link to Sweden 
also serves as an interconnection in the Nordic system. The interconnection to Sweden con-
sists of four AC links terminated at Söderåsen - two 400-kV and two 132-kV cable systems 
with a total transfer capacity of some 1600 MW (before Gørløse). The 400-kV system in-
cludes a double 400-kV tie-line connection (red dotted lines in Fig. 53) between substation 
Hovegård (HVE) in Denmark and Söderåsen (SAN) in Sweden. The 132-kV tie-line (shown 
by black dotted lines in Fig. 53) is terminated at Mörarp (MRP) in Sweden and Teglstrupgård 
substation (TEG) in Denmark. MEQ represents a local load equivalent in Sweden. 
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Fig. 53 Two-area model of interconnected power systems 
The power system event studied is a planned outage of the 400-kV tie-lines between 
Söderåsen and Hovegård substations. The lines were deliberately disconnected during a 3-
week period in April 2002 due to connection of a new substation in the 400-kV transmission 
system. Due to market and effect balance constrains during the outage period, the power 
transfer was deliberately limited to 100 MW (import or export to Sweden) compared to some 
1600 MW at normal conditions.  
 
Fig. 54 The 400-kV transmission system in Eastern Denmark.  
The outage of the 400-kV tie-line appeared as a small disturbance that weakened the Eastern 
Danish power system and excited power oscillations in the interconnected power systems. 
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The disconnection of the 400-kV tie-lines between Eastern Denmark and Sweden can be un-
derstood as decoupling of an important spring in the interconnected system followed by fluc-
tuating forces in the other springs (transmission lines). Power oscillations occurred on the tie-
lines connecting different groups of machines as a result of temporary unbalance between 
power input and output. 
During this event, prototype PMUs gave the opportunity of real- time monitoring of positive 
sequence voltage and current phasors using satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS). 
Two sets of synchronized phasor measurements have been performed during the planned out-
age of the double 400-kV tie-line between Eastern Denmark and Southern Sweden. One PMU 
was placed at Asnæs Power Station (ASV) and another PMU 200 km apart at Söderåsen sub-
station (SAN), Sweden. The two PMU prototypes, ABB RES 521 PMU β version, were 
commissioned independently of each other at Asnæs Power Station (ASV) and Söderåsen 
substation (SAN) in Southern Sweden in order to record frequency and positive sequence 
phasor quantities such as 400-kV busbar voltages, currents in 400/132 kV transformers and 
currents in outgoing 132 kV lines at the respective locations, which are 200 km apart.  
The voltage and current phasor values were sampled every 20 ms and synchronized using 
time transmissions from the GPS satellites. The recordings were stored on a PC near the 
PMUs during the 3-week period in April 2002. After normal operation was re-established, the 
data from the remote substations were aligned according to a common time reference. The 
synchronized recordings at ASV and SAN were compared directly due to the fact that the 
voltage and current measurements are assigned the same time stamp and phase reference sup-
plied by GPS clock. The accuracy of phasor measurements [79] is quoted: 
• Frequency accuracy   ± 0.005 Hz 
• Angle value accuracy  ± 0.1 deg 
The measurement accuracy of phasors is primarily caused by transducers at transmission 
level. In general, the precision of the synchronization is up to 1 µs, which introduces a negli-
gible measurement error in phase angles. The measurement accuracy of phasors is primarily 
caused by transducers at transmission level. In general, the precision of the synchronization is 
up to 1 µs, which introduces a negligible measurement error in phase angles. 
  
Fig. 55 Voltage measured at SAN and ASV 
 
Fig. 56 Phase angle difference measured be-
tween SAN and ASV 
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The upper curve in Fig. 55 indicates the measured voltage at ASV, where the voltage varia-
tions are limited within 2 kV due to the voltage regulation at the power plant. The lower curve 
shows the voltage magnitude at SAN during the reconnection sequence, which is presented on 
Fig. 55 as the lower curve. The voltage decrease after 90 s was caused by the connection of a 
150 MVAr reactor in SAN. The first 400-kV tie line was energized from the Danish side, and 
the line reconnection to Sweden was completed at 330 s. The second 400-kV line inserted at 
SAN gave rise to a transient peak at 370 s. Subsequently, the voltage builds up until the sec-
ond line reconnection is completed at about 400 s.  
The phase angle dynamics (Fig. 56) reproduce accurately the dynamic behaviour of the East-
ern Danish power system with respect to the Swedish interconnection. A phase shift of about 
1.3 deg. occurs after the first 400-kV connection is established at 330 s. Due to the reconnec-
tion of the second 400-kV tie-line, the voltage angle difference between ASV and SAN is fur-
ther decreased, and the oscillation was stabilized to lower amplitude at about 400 s. The 
weakened system with a 400 kV outage shows evident oscillation in the relative phase angle 
between SAN and ASV busbars in comparison to the angle oscillation in intact network. The 
recorded disturbance had a small effect on the power system resulting in a moderate phase 
shift. The recorded phase shift of 1.3 deg. is within the phase angle accuracy, which according 
to the PMU manufacturer is quoted to be 0.1 degrees. Thus, the presented recordings can not 
be used as a benchmark case nor generalised for a number of sudden disturbances or outages. 
 
Fig. 57 Active power flow in from MRP in the 
132-kV tie-line  
 
Fig. 58 Spectral analysis of tie-line flow 
 
The relative change in phase angle between SAN and ASV during the tie-line outage affected 
power oscillations, which were superimposed on the stationary line flow in the power system 
[41]. The correlation between the change in tie-line power flow (Fig. 57) and difference in 
voltage phase angles (Fig. 56) is obvious, which is evidently described by equation (37). The 
power flow in the tie-line was computed using the 132 kV voltage and current phasor meas-
urements at SAN. Fig. 57 shows that prior to the 400-kV tie-line connection, power swings 
were excited between the systems interconnected via a double 132-kV line only. The active 
power flow in the 132-kV interconnection was reduced by 10 MW immediately after the dou-
ble 400-kV tie-line was taken into operation. Afterwards, it was observed that the power 
swings were damped sufficiently, and finally the system was settled down to equilibrium. 
A harmonic analysis of the active power flow on the 132-kV tie-line was performed after the 
switching event (t >330 s) using the FFT function in Matlab® Signal Processing Toolbox. 
Inter-area oscillation modes of the Nordic system are identified in the low frequency range 
(0.1-1.0) Hz, see Fig. 58. The largest peak reveals a dominant eigenfrequency of about 0.7 Hz 
Oscillation mode of approx. 0.7 Hz: 
Eastern Denmark against Sweden
Oscillation mode of approx. 0.4 Hz: 
Denmark& Norway against Finland
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corresponding to the oscillation mode between Sweden and Eastern Denmark [69]. A less dis-
tinct peak is evident at a frequency of about 0.4 Hz, which is related to an oscillation mode 
involving all the generators in the Nordic system, where Denmark and Norway swing against 
Finland. 
The measured frequency variation at SAN substation is given in Fig. 59. The rapid frequency 
transients at 330 s and 370 s are caused by reconnection of the first and the second 400-kV 
line at SAN, where the frequency is also registered. The graph of the respective frequency at 
ASV is not depicted, as it follows the same trend as SAN due to the strong 400-kV connection 
between ASV and SAN measuring locations.  
 
Fig. 59 Frequency measured at SAN substation 
The main features from the simulation analysis are successfully verified by corresponding 
synchronized phasor measurements. The objective of the simulation analysis in the PSS/E37 
program was to reproduce the behaviour of the Eastern Danish transmission system during the 
reconnection of the double 400-kV tie-line. Static and dynamic simulation of the reconnection 
sequence was performed using a detailed power system model for Eastern Denmark with a 
simplified representation of the Swedish grid equivalent. To make the reference load flow 
case as exact as possible, the initial conditions for the 400 kV and 132 kV power system are 
based on actual data for generation dispatch and transfers to Sweden and zero transfer to 
Germany, which are captured by the control centre at the Transmission System Operator of 
Eastern Denmark. 
Steady-state initial condition: During the actual situation in April 2002 the power system was 
not severely stressed as the tie-line transfer was low and the total system load was about 65% 
of the maximum winter load. For the load flow calculation, the Swedish generator equivalent 
is accounted as a slack node with a zero phase angle. The power transfer with Sweden is 
rather low compared to the transfer limit in normal operation, because it is set intentionally as 
a precaution measure against wide-spread disturbance. This initial condition is characterized 
by a small phase angle change (about 0.5 deg) between ASV and SAN substations. The small 
initial angles are indeed indicative for a strong and lightly loaded system.  
The power plant at Asnæs (ASV) delivers about 244 MW via the 400 kV lines towards HVE 
station, which is electrically close to the load centre near Copenhagen. After the reconnection 
of the 400-kV tie-line, the steady-state phase angle difference between ASV and SAN is 
slightly changed to about 1,3 deg., and about 10 MW are transmitted via the 400- kV tie-line 
                                                   
37 Power System Simulator for Engineering® from Power Technologies, Inc. (PTI).  
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HVE-SAN. The active power towards 132-kV busbar MRP was reduced by the same amount 
of power. In the intact network, the active power from MRP supplies mainly the local load at 
MEQ, and the remaining active power is directed to Denmark via the 132-kV tie-line MRP-
TEG.  
The dynamic simulation in PSS/E presumes steady-state initial condition prior to the recon-
nection of the 400-kV tie-lines. Each power plant generator was presented together with a 
power system stabilizer, a detailed governor model and excitation model. The line imped-
ances and bus loads are represented using lumped constant parameters. Further, switching 
shunts and voltage control at specified points in the 400-kV and 132-kV transmission network 
were considered in the dynamic simulations. 
 
Fig. 60 Simulated vs. measured voltage at 
SAN 
 
Fig. 61 Simulated vs. measured angle differ-
ence between SAN and ASV 
 
The voltage magnitude at SAN was simulated during a 100-second period, under the assump-
tion that each 400-kV tie-line is re-energized simultaneously at both ends. Starting from a 413 
kV initial value, the voltage at SAN increases in steps after reconnecting the first line (330 s) 
and second 400-kV tie-line (400 s), see Fig. 60. When the SAN voltage is stabilized, it attains 
a final value of 415 kV, which corresponds exactly to the average measured value for the in-
tact network in Fig. 55. 
Analogous to the measured curve, the calculated difference in voltage angles between SAN 
and ASV is illustrated in Fig. 61. A characteristic shift of about - 0.9 deg. is registered imme-
diately after the simulated reconnection of the first line (330 s), while the subsequent line 
connection (400 s) results in a minor shift in the relative phase angle. The simulated post-
disturbance value of relative phase angle after 400 s is relatively close to the corresponding 
measured quantity. Fig. 61 reveals a discrepancy of some 0.75 deg. during the disturbance in 
the period 320-330 s. This initial difference is caused by inexact representation of the Swedish 
network equivalent and the uncertainty of the load situation in Sweden at the particular condi-
tion. The measured oscillatory behaviour in both phase angle and power flow prior to the 
switching event is most likely caused by internal impacts from Swedish generators.  
A complete match between the simulated and the monitored system conditions is a difficult 
task due to some discrepancies between the pre-fault load flow in the simulation and the ac-
tual conditions prevailing in the power system. The main reason is the fact that the system 
loads are not exactly known at the time when the phasor measurements were realized. The 
simulated post-disturbance value of 162 MW is about 2 MW higher than the corresponding 
value measured as average in the intact network.  
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Fig. 62 Simulated (black) vs. active power flow (pink) measured from MRP  
The simulated active flow at 330 s is about 13 MW less than the initial value of 173 MW, 
which is in good correspondence with the shift observed at the corresponding point in the 
measured curve. The simulated power flow in the 132-kV tie-line (Fig. 62) is in good agree-
ment with the actual measured power flow during the reconnection sequence. The recorded 
active power oscillations prior to the switching event are not considered critical, since they are 
damped successfully in the intact network. This discrepancy results are caused by the fact that 
the exact operating situation in the entire power system is not precisely known.  
The case study presents one of the first phasor measurements applications in the Nordic 
transmission system during a disturbance. Synchronized phasor measurements were used as a 
valuable tool in post-disturbance analysis during the switching of a 400-kV tie-line between 
Eastern Denmark and Sweden.  
Two ABB RES 521 PMU β prototypes provided a simultaneous system-wide data set, e.g. tie-
line power flow and dynamics in the voltage phase angles. The voltage and current phasors at 
the 400 and 132-kV buses reproduced the dynamic behaviour of the Eastern Danish power 
system with respect to the Swedish interconnection. Due to the high precision of synchroniza-
tion using GPS with sampling accuracy up to 1 µs, the introduced error is considered negligi-
ble. Though the presented recordings can not be used as a benchmark case nor generalised for 
a number of sudden disturbances or outages. 
Inter-area oscillation modes were easily detected from the positive sequence phasors. The 
PMU data revealed valuable information about low frequency oscillation of a group of ma-
chines within a large area (Sweden) against the neighbouring area (Eastern Denmark). This 
approach is more convenient than computation of eigenvalues using a detailed model of a 
specific network configuration.  
The case study demonstrates that the recorded power system response is consistent with the 
simulation results. The simplified model of the Swedish power system was insufficient for 
detailed simulation of power swings. A more precise simulation of power oscillations was dif-
ficult due to the limited availability of a detailed small signal stability model for the Nordic 
system.  
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5.3.1.2 CASE 2: Power oscillations 11. March 2005  
A reactor outage in the PMU monitored substation Hovegård (04:52 h) caused tripping of a 
number of outgoing lines including one of the 400 kV tie-lines between Eastern Denmark and 
Sweden (Hovegård-Söderåsen). The connection to Sweden was limited to the 400 kV tie-line 
Gørløse-Sweden and the double 132 kV tie-line Mörarp-Teglstrup. The event weakened the 
system, and at 06:15 h introduced power oscillations between Sweden and Denmark involving 
oscillations at several generating units near the fault location.  
After the critical 400 kV line outages, the central power plants were rescheduled, and the gen-
eration capacity was limited to maximum 350 MW per production unit. The transfer to/from 
Sweden was constrained to 100 MW in both directions. Since the 400 kV busbar was de-
energized, the PMU analysis uses available voltage recordings from the 132 kV busbar at 
Hovegård besides the recordings from Asnæs and Radsted substation. In addition, these 
phasor measurements are documented in a case study in reference [83]. 
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Fig. 63 PMU measurement of voltage at 132 kV busbar at Hovegård 
The 132 kV voltage magnitude at HVE (Fig. 63) has decreasing trend in the interval 06:05-
06:20h, but it smoothens after the system stabilizes. The power oscillations are clearly visible, 
when the voltage was zoomed in a 10-minute window (Fig. 64). Here it is seen that the oscil-
lations are characterized by an almost constant magnitude in the first three minutes. The mag-
nitude of oscillations increases as a result of reduced power system damping. The undamped 
oscillations are terminated at 06:19h after the affected generation unit(s) were disconnected 
from the system. 
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Fig. 64 Zoom of voltage recording in the interval 06:13-06:22h  
As seen from the power spectrum plot in Fig. 65, the power oscillations were associated with 
a frequency mode of approx. 0.5 Hz. The undamped oscillations with frequency mode of 0.5 
Hz are superimposed to the ordinary 50 Hz frequency variations shown in Fig. 66.  
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Fig. 65 FFT analysis of power oscillations  
Until 06:30 h, the system frequency experiences a decreasing trend, but afterwards it changes 
to increasing frequency. The variation in the 50 Hz frequency signal is most likely caused by 
the temporary limitation in tie-line transfer from/to Sweden as well as the ordered regulation 
of some generation units in Eastern Denmark.  
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Fig. 66 Frequency measured at 132 kV buses Radsted and Hovegård 
E.g. the production at Asnæs power plant is reduced from approx. 480 MW to 320 MW, 
which is obvious in the PMU recording of the active power flow at one of the outgoing 400 
kV lines from Asnæs to Bjæverskov (Fig. 67). In the period (06:15-06:19 h), the monitored 
active power flow in the 400 kV line Asnæs- Bjæverskov and in the 132 kV line Radsted-
Orehoved reveal undamped oscillations.  
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Fig. 67 Active power flow in 400 kV line ASV-BJS1 and 132 kV line RAD-ORH 
The average magnitude of oscillation for both line flows is about 13 MW which is superim-
posed as variation in the active power. The plot for RAD-ORH shows that the wind power 
transfer from Radsted towards Sealand was not changed drastically as it remains about 150 
MW until 06:40 h and up to 160 MW afterwards. This is due to the large electrical distance 
from Radsted and Nysted to Hovegård substation, where a number of adjacent 400 kV lines 
tripped. 
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Fig. 68 presents the respective recordings for the phase angle differences: Asnæs400-
Hovegård132 (ASV400-HVE132) and Radsted132-Hovegård132 (RAD132-HVE132). In 
both phase angle recordings ASV400-HVE132 and RAD132-HVE132, a sudden increase of 
4-5 degrees is evident at 06:15 h. In on-line PMU applications, the phase shift can be used to 
give warning about intensive power oscillations in the system.  
The recent information provided by PMUs (such as phase angles, critical power flow in 
transmission lines, system frequency and power oscillation modes and damping) can be fur-
ther utilized in systematic identification of power oscillations in Eastern Denmark. In the fu-
ture, PMUs can provide a valuable input for a new System Protection Scheme that counteracts 
impeding problems with power oscillations in the Nordic power system.  
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Fig. 68 Angle difference recordings ASV400-HVE132 and RAD132- HVE132 
E.g. the scheme can be designed as an automatic solution able to detect an important tie-line 
outage that excites power oscillations in the Nordic system. If necessary, the SPS can issue 
remedial control actions such as HVDC modulation, set point change of Power System Stabi-
lizers PSS, generation trip etc. The design of such system protection can be a subject of future 
work. 
5.3.2 Case 3: Wind power impact, hurricane 08/01/2005 
The hurricane on 8 January 2005 caused massive disconnection of wind turbines all around 
Eastern Denmark, because all wind turbines in the region are designed to trip from the net-
work when the wind speed exceeds 25 m/s. The rejection of the Nysted wind turbines was 
captured using both SCADA and PMU recordings for the day. The PMU recordings of the 
rejection of Nysted wind farm are plotted for a one-hour period (13-14 h). The plot in Fig. 69 
shows that around 13:30 h the generation at Nysted was reduced from 156 MW to 0 MW 
within 5 minutes. The respective wind turbines in the wind farm trip subsequently when the 
maximum wind speed limit is reached. After 10 minutes, the wind farm attempted to recon-
nect in the system, but without any success, and the wind farm is tripped again at about 14: 
50h.  
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The PMU plots during this abnormal operating condition are compared to the corresponding 
data identified in the 24 h (1 minute sampling) SCADA measurements for 08/01/05. Both the 
PMU and the SCADA measurements show that Nysted wind farm was controlled to zero pro-
duction due to extremely high wind.  
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Fig. 69 Active power production at Nysted wind farm  
The benefit of using phasor measurements instead of SCADA measurements is the better 
sampling and the time synchronization of different PMUs. The frequency and phase angle 
data give a more dynamic picture of the event. Fig. 70 shows that Nysted wind farm was dis-
connected from the network in 400 minutes (6,7 hours).  
The unsuccessful re-connection sequence of up to 50 MW wind generation is also obvious at 
the SCADA plot. Due to extreme wind conditions, all affected wind turbines in Nysted 
tripped again after 80 minutes. The reactive power flow has opposite direction (from Radsted 
to Nysted) compared to the direction of active power flow (from Nysted wind farm to Rad-
sted). The transfer of 40 MVAr is necessary to cover the reactive power losses in the 132/ 30 
kV transformer and the 132 kV connection to Nysted.  
At the particular day of interest, the total consumption was swinging between approx. 1400 
MW (50% of the winter peak load) in the morning, until 2000 MW in the afternoon (70% of 
the winter peak). That day, about one third of the load consumption in Eastern Denmark was 
covered by approx. 620 MW wind power, as Stigsnæsværket and Masnedø were not in opera-
tion. The loss of significant wind generation introduced temporary imbalance in active power. 
The system maintained an acceptable frequency using emergency power control. 
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Disconnection of Nysted, 8. January 2005
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Fig. 70 SCADA recording of active and reactive power flow from Radsted to Nysted 
The positive value of the recorded phase angle difference between Radsted and Hovegård in-
dicates power transfers in the northern direction (from Radsted to the main 132 kV system), 
see Fig. 71. The phase angle curve corresponds to the respective active power flows at e.g. 
lines Radsted-Orehoved and Radsted-Blangslev. The consequence of sudden angle increase 
around 13:10 h is not evident in Fig. 69 as it is influenced by the increased reactive (and ac-
tive) power demand from Sealand to Radsted (Fig. 73).  
The phase angle difference was decreased gradually at 13:30h which is incidental with the 
downwards regulation of the wind generation. As 155 MW wind generation was removed, the 
angle difference was reduced from 11 to 4 degrees. The final phase angle reaches 5 deg. after 
the temporary reconnection of some Nysted wind turbines in the network.  
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Fig. 71 PMU recording of angle difference between Radsted and Hovegård 
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The stepwise change in reactive power flows to Radsted (Fig. 73) is explained by a subse-
quent voltage control at Radsted substation. Switching off capacitor shunts was done inten-
tionally at the regional control centre in order to avoid extreme voltage rise caused by discon-
nection of wind turbines. Fig. 72 shows that the first gradual increase in voltage around 13:05 
h is most likely to be caused by tripping of on-land turbines in the region.  
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Fig. 72 PMU recording of voltage at Radsted 
The most distinct voltage increase of 4 kV at 13:30 h is obviously due to tripping of 150 MW 
at Nysted. The switching of reactive shunt compensation capacitor shunts introduces respec-
tive voltage drops that are experienced as sudden shifts of 5 kV (at 13:10 h), 2 kV (at 13:25 h) 
and 1,7 kV (at 13:30 h). The postfault voltage stabilises at an acceptable value of 137 kV, 
which is 3,8% higher than the rated voltage.  
 
Fig. 73 Reactive power flow in the 132 kV tie-line Radsted-Orehoved 
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The reactive power flow on the line RAD-ORH from Orehoved to Radsted (Fig. 73) is a mir-
rored version of Fig. 72. E.g. the decreasing reactive power flow from Sealand is related to 
the increased voltage level at Radsted that arises from the wind turbine rejection. The tripping 
of capacitor shunts near Radsted is immediately manifested in 20 MVAr increased reactive 
power flow from Sealand to Radsted.  
The subsequent voltage shift at 13:25 h introduces some 10 MVAr extra reactive power flow 
from Sealand, while the last shift at 13:35 h is seen as a small shift in flow from 0 to 5 MVAr. 
This reactive power adjustment from 30 to 0 MVAr corresponds to the downward regulation 
of the generated power from Nysted.  
The trial for reconnection of Nysted is also recognized (at 13:50 h) in the gradual increase of 
reactive power flow from 0 to 5 MVAr. The recorded voltage profile at Radsted and the capa-
bility to supply reactive power from Sealand to Radsted illustrate that the voltage variations 
are obviously a local phenomenon which is not related to voltage variations in a large area of 
the main 132 kV system.  
5.3.3 Case 4: Outage of 132 kV lines 
An extraordinary outage of two 132 kV tie-lines from Radsted to Sealand (Radsted-Blangslev, 
Radsted-Eskildstrup) took place on 13 February 2005, because of heavy snow storm condi-
tions. The lines RAD-BLA and RAD-ESK tripped at time 02:20 h (Fig. 75). The double line 
outage constrained the further transfer of wind power from Radsted in the northern direction. 
However, the situation was not critical because the wind generation from Nysted wind farm 
was only about 10 MW (Fig. 74).  
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Fig. 74 SCADA data of active power flow from Nysted to Radsted for 24 hours 
During the event, the PMUs at RAD132 and HVE132 were unfortunately out of service, but 
the double line outage was detected by the PMUs in the 400-kV system (ASV400 and 
HVE400).  
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In order to obtain a physical meaning, the angle measurement at ASV was referred to the 400 
kV reference measurement point at HVE. The phase angle difference recorded between the 
PMUs at 400 kV level (Fig. 75) shows a 0.3 deg phase shift precisely at the time of the line 
outages. The small phase shift leads to 10 MW reduction in the 400 kV line flow from one of 
the 400 kV lines from Asnæs to Bjæverskov (ASV-BJS) seen in Fig. 76.  
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Fig. 75 PMU recorded angle difference between Hovegård and Asnæs 
After 02:20, both the phase angle difference ASV-BJS and the active power flow in the line 
were increased to postfault values that are slightly lower than the respective prefault values.  
The gradual upgrade of the active power is most likely caused by regulation in the nearby 
power plant Asnæs. It can be concluded that the 400 kV system is rather robust to small 
changes in tie-line flows from Radsted to Sealand.  
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Fig. 76 Active power in the 400 kV line Asnæs-Bjæverskov 
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5.3.4 Case 5: Cascaded outage of 400 kV lines 
The PMU recordings from 12 February 2005 show that the 400 kV transmission lines Bjæver-
skov-Ishøj and Bjæverskov-Hovegård were tripped at 14: 30 and 14:33 h, respectively. The 
line outages were influenced by the galloping lines effect that also caused disconnection of 
the submarine cable connection to Sweden, Söderåsen-Hovegård (SAN-HVE) at 14:52 h.  
The monitored power flow (Fig. 77) in tie-line shows power import to Denmark that was 
gradually decreased from 200 MW to 100 MW and then immediately reduced to zero, as the 
400 kV tie-line from Sweden was tripped.  
The cascaded line tripping is manifested as three severe transient peaks in the 400 kV power 
flow from Sweden. The synchronized recordings of the 400-kV voltage at Asnæs and 
Hovegård substations (Fig. 78) were compared directly due to the fact that the voltage and 
current measurements are assigned the same time stamp and phase reference supplied by GPS 
clock. About 15 kV (3,7 %) voltage rise at ASV at time 14: 33h is a result of the reduced re-
active power consumption in the transmission system due to the tripped 400 kV lines Bjæver-
skov-Ishøj and Bjæverskov-Hovegård.  
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Fig. 77 Tie-line active power flow from Sweden  
The cascaded line outage caused splitting of the 400 kV system into two separate parts, and 
the power transfer was redirected via the 132 kV system. This introduced a larger impedance 
of the new transmission path and consequently a significant change in phase angles at the 400 
kV buses.  
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Fig. 78 Voltage measured at ASV and HVE  
The tripping of the first 400-kV line (BJS-ISH) introduces a phase shift of 1 deg., while the 
second 400-kV line tripping leads to a further change to approx. 12 deg. phase angle differ-
ence between ASV400 and HVE400. The event of line tripping is identified in Fig. 79 as sub-
sequent transients at time 14:30h and 14:33h. The phase angle plot between ASV and HVE 
supports the fact that the power system was severely stressed during the recorded disturbance.  
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Fig. 79 Voltage phase angle difference between ASV and HVE  
The event analysis presented in this section illustrates clearly the benefit of using PMUs in 
disturbance monitoring and tracking system dynamic phenomena that are characteristic for the 
Eastern Danish power system i.e. wind farm rejection, cascaded line outages and power oscil-
lations between Denmark and Sweden. It is believed that the PMU application in Eastern 
Denmark can become a significant segment in a Nordic wide-area PMU network. 
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5.4 Conclusion on phasor measurements 
Three PMUs are placed at strategic points in important 400 kV and 132 kV transmission cor-
ridors in Eastern Denmark. In general, the choice of representative location for PMU units is 
dependent upon the investigated stability phenomena, network characteristics and communi-
cation constraints.  
Real-time phasor measurements are utilized for tracking power system dynamics during a 
number of severe power system disturbances that are characteristic for the Eastern Danish 
power system, such as wind farm rejection, cascading line outages and power oscillations. 
E.g. Nordic inter-area oscillation modes were easily detected from phasor data during the out-
age of the 400 kV tie-line between Eastern Denmark and Sweden. The recording of power 
oscillation frequencies is more convenient than computation of eigenvalues using a detailed 
dynamic model for the Nordic power system. The application of synchronized phasor meas-
urements for, e.g., validation of power system models used in stability studies, is seen as hav-
ing a great potential in the future. 
PMUs are evaluated as an efficient tool to enhance power system monitoring using the exist-
ing SCADA/EMS system. Further on, it is believed that phasor data can be utilized as addi-
tional information in monitoring of system security. In future applications, PMUs can be used 
as a supplementary input in future System Protection Schemes that give warning in case of an 
emergency situation. 
5.4.1 Nordic perspective of phasor measurements 
It is believed that the synchronized phasor measurements technology is mature and capable of 
utilization in large-scale applications in the Nordic transmission system. The future perspec-
tive of phasor measurements in the Nordic power system is to extend a system-wide PMU 
network in the Nordic countries. Norway and Denmark have already installed PMU proto-
types in the respective transmission networks. It could be highly relevant to place a limited 
number of PMUs at important transmission corridors in Sweden and Finland as well as to 
harmonize the PMU utilization in the eastern and the western part of Denmark with the gen-
eral objective of enhancing the monitoring of the Nordic power system.  
An obvious application could be PMU monitoring of sustained frequency and phase angle 
changes in relation to angle and frequency stability as well as power system oscillations in the 
interconnected systems in the Nordic countries. E.g. power oscillation modes and potential 
angle stability problems can be deducted from synchronized phase angle recordings at se-
lected buses in the Nordic system. PMU can also be integrated in sophisticated applications 
for voltage security etc. In general, the future benefits are seen in enhancement of transmis-
sion system capability and reliability of the entire Nordic system. Special efforts have to be 
made to coordinate and harmonize different wide-area measurement projects in the Nordic 
countries.  
In general, the following points are relevant to be considered for a future Nordic PMU net-
work: 
1) Level of investment: The measured information can be considered as insurance against 
operational uncertainty. How much insurance is enough? How much information is too 
much? 
2) Monitor applications are necessary in addition to event recording.  
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a) Direct tests and analysis of the power system; 
b) Real-time system operations (operator alerts, cross triggers, etc.) 
3) Monitor recording options: 
a) Evaluate data in real time, using event identification logic to trigger "snapshot" re-
cordings of special activity or conditions; 
b) Record all data continuously, and then apply event identification logic to archived 
records. 
4) Considerations on event identification:  
a) Event identification is an ongoing process. The automatic detection of significant ab-
normal system behaviour requires comprehensive examination and knowledge of 
normal behaviour; 
b) Real-time event identification rarely detects the onset of distant events; 
c) Event identification for scanning continuously recorded archives can be simplified 
for use in real time, as a refinement to the "triggers" now in use. Besides, it can be 
used for scanning and characterization of snapshot archives. 
5) Value engineering:  
a) Functionality is the key issue: Who needs to see what, where, when, in what form? 
Why – what decisions hinge upon the information? 
b) Staff costs (engineering, operations, and maintenance) are dominant in power system 
monitoring; 
c) Continuous recording, in combination with a competent archive scanner, provides 
value engineering for wide area measurements of power system dynamics; 
d) User participation is essential to development and operation of high performance 
monitor facilities.  
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6 Conclusion 
The Ph.D. project suggests a simple System Protection Scheme (SPS) for the power system of 
Eastern Denmark. The SPS is an automatic solution to mitigate the voltage instability prob-
lems related to a heavily loaded power system with high wind generation. The suggested SPS 
against voltage instability should only be activated when the voltage stability limits can not be 
maintained with any other conventional measure. The benefits from the introduced System 
Protection Scheme concept are seen in increased power system security (especially for ex-
treme contingencies) as well as in the possibility of operating the power system closer to its 
limits. 
The SPS design is based on analysis of a large-scale power system model38 with two off-shore 
wind farms. For design purposes, a number of realistic system conditions are considered. The 
System Protection Scheme against voltage collapse is designed as a response-based scheme, 
which is dependent on local indication of reactive and active flow in relevant 132 kV lines, 
violation of SVC rating and low voltage at Radsted substation. Besides the local measure-
ments, voltage magnitudes at two other 132 kV buses are used for the SPS input. The intro-
duced SPS concept is rather simple and efficient, but it does not include redundant measure-
ments and is associated with great uncertainties in the SPS settings. The drawback of the Sys-
tem Protection Scheme is its robustness, i.e. the SPS ability to operate properly in a wide 
range of operating conditions and disturbances. The SPS limits and criteria can not be gener-
alized for an arbitrary data set for the system of interest. The uncertainties are affected by the 
selected voltage stability method and tool as well as the limitations in the modelling data and 
simple models used for loads and generator capabilities. 
PMUs can be utilized in the system protection scheme leading to a system-wide SPS solution. 
As supplementary input, the SPS includes phase angle measurements from two separated lo-
cations in the 132-kV system, besides the conventional indicators of reactive power flows and 
low voltages. The phase angle difference between Radsted (RAD) and Hovegård (HVE) is 
used instead of active power measurements in the 132-kV lines connecting Radsted with the 
main 132 kV system. The PMUs are especially valuable in detection of disturbances in the 
system, because the respective phase angles change significantly in case of severe wind tur-
bine rejections as well as generator or line outages. This benefit can possibly improve the per-
formance of the system protection scheme.  
The maximum power transfer in the heavily loaded system with two large off-shore wind 
farms is approached at about 70% of the total wind generation capacity. The low-load situa-
tion with high wind generation gives rise to largest voltage gradients and reactive power 
losses, because this situation is associated with the greatest line flows in the 132 kV system. 
Due to the high wind generation, the active power flows from Radsted to the main 132 kV 
system, while the direction of the reactive power is opposite. The key limitation used in the 
SPS design is seen in the restricted reactive power transfer from the main system as well as 
insufficient SVC rating. A single line outage weakens further the southern part of the 132-kV 
system due to reduced transfer of reactive power.  
The reactive power can not be transmitted over long distances, therefore local reactive power 
support from the SVC at Radsted or start of Masnedø gas turbine are suggested as potential 
voltage controls in case of heavy system loading. In fact, the existing SVC has inadequate rat-
ing, because it is not designed to cope with two off-shore wind farms. For system protection 
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purposes, it is important to upgrade the SVC output to minimum 110 MVAr or to install 
minimum 45 MVAr additional capacitor shunts near Radsted. 
The main challenge in protection of wind turbines on-land in Eastern Denmark is seen in the 
conflicting requirements for on-land and off-shore wind turbines. After a fault in the transmis-
sion system, a significant amount of on-land wind turbines would trip, and the released reac-
tive power contributes to voltage recovery at system buses. The benefit of using the present 
protection principle for wind turbines on-land is that they help maintain voltage stability in 
the system. The drawback of the protection principle for on-land wind turbines is the loss of 
active power, as a large number of wind turbines will trip after a fault occurs in the 132-kV 
system. The main factor to avoid unnecessary disconnection of wind turbines is the fast fault 
clearance time. Possible voltage quality problems in wind farms may be overcome by select-
ing an appropriate wind turbine type and/or adjusting wind turbine control parameters.  
The System Protection Scheme uses the positive impact of wind turbine rejection with respect 
to voltage stability. Wind power shedding is suggested as an efficient remedial control in case 
of imminent voltage collapse. The automatic reduction of the total wind generation is done by 
the SPS either by issuing tripping signals to wind turbines on-land or by downwards regula-
tion of active power at one of the Nysted wind farms.  
Synchronized phasor measurements from three separated locations are successfully used for 
improving the power system monitoring in Eastern Denmark. PMUs revealed the power sys-
tem response to different disturbances in Eastern Denmark, such as wind turbine rejection, 
cascading outages and power oscillations excited by tripping of the 400 kV tie-lines to Swe-
den. The greatest potential for PMU application is seen in detection of power oscillation 
modes and damping in the Nordic power system as well as verification of dynamic simulation 
models.  
The PMUs could enable the system operator to achieve more precise information about the 
actual system state and detect catastrophic events in due time. PMUs applications are mostly 
suitable in large interconnected networks, where large abnormal dynamic changes in phase 
angles, power flows, frequency etc. can be easily observed. PMUs can be utilized to give 
early warning of e.g. severe power system stress (e.g. outage of important transmission corri-
dors), so that an automatic System Protection Scheme or the system operator can react in a 
proper way. Hence, the power system capability could be extended beyond normal limits.  
A common problem with system protection schemes in operation today is that they act on 
very precise pre-determined criteria. The SPS parameter values are adjusted only to major 
changes in the system configuration. Some SPS systems take into account the actual switch-
ing status and power flow of the network. In general, the SPS complexity is increased by in-
troducing enormous amounts of data, where complicated SPS rules have to be processed. This 
can lead to reduced reliability of SPS operation. 
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7 Future work 
For future practical application of the SPS scheme it is necessary to improve the detection of 
voltage instability and propose some more realistic SPS settings. The static simulations per-
formed in the project are mainly concerned with identification of voltage instability (for lim-
ited number of contingencies and operating scenarios) in the Eastern Danish transmission sys-
tem. Enhanced procedure for SPS design is important for future studies. In the future studies it 
is crucial to improve the identification of voltage stability limits and to access systematically 
the critical impact of large number of contingencies and operating scenarios with respect to 
voltage stability and wind power generation in the power system. The automatic procedure for 
scaling of wind power and total system loading has to be improved in order to facilitate better 
the parameter variations in case of different operating scenarios. The uncertainties in the 
simulation studies are possibly reduced if voltage dependence in load models is represented as 
well as generator capabilities39 are encountered. For the dynamic simulations an accurate 
wind turbine model with active power control for Nysted wind farm is recommended. 
In practice, the design of SPS against voltage instability in a large power system should be 
based on exhaustive set of coordinated defensive measures, whose design and implementation 
concern a high level of complexity. For practical implementation it becomes too complicated 
to meet a variety of advanced requirements in case of many protection schemes.  
The detailed evaluation of feedback control in the suggested SPS design is a subject of future 
work. In real applications, the response-based SPS design should encompass the feedback 
control of relevant remedial actions. Thus, the next step is to perform further static and dy-
namic simulations for critical contingencies and corrective actions included. On the basis of 
these simulations, settings and time delays for corrective measures can be selected for the par-
ticular operating conditions. In the future investigations, it is relevant to generate a set of sta-
bility curves for each control action and compare the system characteristics for remedial con-
trol with the respective characteristics for intact and contingency network. Further on, it is 
recommended to coordinate different control actions in the specific SPS scheme(s) and, if 
necessary, coordinate the purposed SPS with other schemes in operation. 
In the future, a specific cost-benefit analysis is necessary to point out advantages and draw-
backs in relation to increased security and/or increased power system capability of the sug-
gested System Protection Scheme against voltage instability. Increased security can be esti-
mated as reduced costs for utility power interruptions and undelivered energy for the custom-
ers. The benefit of increased power transfer capability is reduced investments for network re-
inforcement. The calculated savings have to justify the investments for development and in-
stallation of the particular SPS. In general, the compromise between dependability and secu-
rity of SPS remains a challenge for future investigations. Great potential is seen in adaptive 
System Protection Schemes (SPS) based on state estimators with PMUs. Such sophisticated 
solutions are able to track the dynamics of the power system state and adapt the SPS settings 
to the actual operating condition. The benefits and drawbacks of adaptive SPS based on state 
estimators is a subject of future work.  
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Appendix 2 - Power system data 
 
 
Load Flow input data: 
Central  
generation 
Total load Wind power  
0 MW 
(0%) 
Wind power 
133 MW 
(20%) 
Wind power  
 412 MW 
(50%) 
Wind p.  
597 MW 
(70%) 
Wind power  
 876 MW 
(100%) 
Generation at 
power plants  
(MW) 
Total load  
(MW) 
(% of peak 
load) 
on- 
land 
off-
shore 
on- 
land 
off-  
shore 
on- 
land 
off-
shore 
on- 
land 
off-
shore 
on- 
land 
off- 
shore 
700 MW 980 MW  
(35%) 
0 0 81 52 203 209 284 313 470 406 
1090 MW 1400 MW  
(50%) 
0 0 81 52 203 209 284 313 470 406 
1715 MW 2100 MW  
(75%) 
0 0 81 52 203 209 284 313 470 406 
1820 MW 2800 MW  
(100%) 
0 0 81 52 203 209 284 313 470 406 
Table 1A.  Network with NHP1 and NHP2 off-shore wind farms and SVC at RAD 
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Total load 
(% of peak) 
Generation  at power plants (MW) 
at 100 % wind  
Off-shore wind farms 
 at 100 % wind 
 
 
 
35 % load  
Amager3:  210 MW 
(-76,6 MVAr)  
Asnæs2: 80 MW 
(-18,6 MVAr) 
Avedøre1: 210 MW 
(-20,6 MVAr) 
Small CHP: 200 MW 
 
Nysted 1: 166 MW 
Nysted 2: 200 MW 
Mid.grund: 40 MW 
 
 
 
 
 
50 % load 
Amager3:   210 MW 
(21 MVAr) 
Asnæs2:       80 MW 
(13,6 MVAr) 
Avedøre1:  210 MW 
(6,5 MVAr) 
Avedøre2:  350 MW 
(11,6 MVAr) 
H.C.Ørsted7:40 MW 
(7,5 MVAr) 
Small CHP: 200 MW 
 
Nysted 1: 166 MW 
Nysted 2: 200 MW 
Mid.grund: 40 MW 
 
 
 
 
 
75% load 
Amager3:   210 MW, (3,0 MVAr) 
Asnæs5:     500 MW, (38,7 MVAr) 
Avedøre1:  210 MW, 
(9,7 MVAr) 
Avedøre2: 350 MW, 
(62,8 MVAr) 
HCØrsted7: 40 MW 
(-1,1 MVAr) 
Svanemøl.7:   55MW 
( -0,7 MVAr) 
Small CHP: 350 MW 
 
Nysted 1: 166 MW 
Nysted 2: 200 MW 
Mid.grund: 40 MW 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
100% load 
Amager3:    210 MW (87,8 MVAr) 
Asnæs2:        80 MW 
(57,4 MVAr) 
Asnæs5:       500 MW 
(111,3 MVAr) 
Avedøre1:    210MW 
(71,3 MVAr) 
Avedøre2:   350 MW 
(74,6 MVAr) 
H.C.Ørsted7: 40 MW 
(31,2 MVAr) 
H.C.Ørsted8: 25 MW 
(10 MVAr) 
Svanemøl.7:   55MW 
(21,2 MVAr) 
Small CHP: 350 MW 
 
Nysted 1: 166 MW 
Nysted 2: 200 MW 
Mid.grund: 40 MW 
Table 2A:  Generation units for different system conditions 
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Simulation results: 
 
 
Load 
 
Wind 
35% load 50% load 75% load 100 % load Network con-
figuration 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
0,8 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
1,8 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
3,6 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
6,5 
Intact 
∆Qprefault 
 
0 
 
0,8 
 
0 
 
1,8 
 
0 
 
3,6 
 
0 
 
6,5 
Single line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
 
0% 
wind 
 
0 
 
0,8 
 
0 
 
1,8 
 
0 
 
3,6 
 
0,1 
 
6,6 
Double line 
∆Qpostfault 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
1,0 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
1,7 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
3,3 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
6,0 
Intact 
∆Qprefault 
 
0 
 
1,0 
 
0 
 
1,7 
 
0 
 
3,3 
 
0 
 
6,0 
Single line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
 
20% 
wind 
  
0,3 
 
1,3 
 
0,2 
 
1,9 
 
0,2 
 
3,5 
 
0,1 
 
6,1 
Double line 
∆Qpostfault 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
6,4 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
6,5 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
7,3 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
9,1 
Intact 
∆Qprefault 
 
0,4 
 
6,8 
 
0,4 
 
6,9 
 
0,4 
 
7,7 
 
0,2 
 
9,3 
Single line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
 
50% 
wind 
  
3,1 
 
9,5 
 
3,1 
 
9,6 
 
2,9 
 
10,2 
 
2,5 
 
11,6 
Double line 
∆Qpostfault 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
15 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
13,9 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
14,4 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
15,6 
Intact 
∆Qprefault 
 
1 
 
16 
 
0,9 
 
14,8 
 
0,8 
 
15,2 
 
0,7 
 
16,3 
Single line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
 
70% 
wind 
  
6,8 
 
21,8 
 
6,5 
 
20,4 
 
6,2 
 
20,6 
 
5,9 
 
21,5 
Double line 
∆Qpostfault 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
32,2 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
31,8 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
30,9 
∆Qpost -
∆Qprefault 
 
Non con-
verg. 
solution 
Intact 
∆Qprefault 
 
2,0 
 
34,2 
 
1,9 
 
33,7 
 
2,0 
 
32,9 
  
Non con-
ver. 
solution 
Single line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
 
100% 
wind 
 
  
Non- con-
ver. solu-
tion 
    
Non- 
conver. 
solution 
  
Non- con-
ver. solu-
tion 
Double line 
∆Qpostfault 
 
Table 3A.   Summary of reactive power losses for base case studies with SVC (65 MVAr) 
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Wind turbine generator 
In the dynamic analysis identical input data is applied for all induction generators for on-land 
wind turbines, which is based on equivalent scheme for standard 600 kW wind generator. An-
other data set is used for the equivalent off-shore wind turbines at Nysted and Middelgrund. 
Here the data is based on a standard 2,3 MW wind turbine generator. Zsource is equivalent gen-
erator impedance used in load flow calculations. 
 
Parameter Standard on-land WT Standard off-shore WT 
Xs         [p.u.] 0,0745 0,144 
Xm        [p.u.] 3,7959 3,145 
R2         [p.u.] 0,01806 0,00704 
Xr          [p.u.] 0,1214 0,0505 
Rs          [p.u.] 0,0048 0,00549 
Zsource [p.u.] 0,1921 0,1937 
Table 4A:  Typical data for on-land and off-shore wind turbines generators 
 
Relay model data 
 
Parameter  Relay settings (p.u.) Measuring time constant 
(sec.) 
Tripping time of relay 
(sec.) 
Undervoltage 1 0.800 0.805 0.010 0.500 
Overvoltage 1 1.100 1.095 
 
0.010 60.00 
Overvoltage 2 1.150 1.140 
 
0.010 0.500 
Underfrequency 1 -0.060 -0.059 0.010 0.200 
Overfrequency 1 0.020 0.019 
 
0.010 0.200 
Overcurrent 1 2.00 1.950 0.010 0.040 
Overcurrent 2 100 100 100 100 
Overspeed 1 0.900 -1.000 0.200 0.050 
Table 5A:  Relay settings for on-land wind turbines 
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Parameter  Relay settings (p.u.) Measuring time constant 
(sec.) 
Tripping time of relay 
(sec.) 
Undervoltage 1 0.693 0.700 0.010 2.00 
Overvoltage 1 1.089 1.080 0.010 11.00 
Overvoltage 2 1.188 1.180 0.010 0.100 
Underfrequency 1 -0.060 -0.059 0.010 0.300 
Overfrequency 1 0.060 0.059 0.010 0.300 
Overcurrent 1 5.64 5.63 0.010 0.045 
Overcureent 2 100.0 100.0 0.010 100.0 
Overspeed 1 0.080 0.075 0.010 0.440 
Table 6A:  Relay settings for off-shore wind turbines (Nysted1) 
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Appendix 3 - Considerations on PMU placement 
 
Appendix 3 considers different issues for implementation of Phasor Measurement Units at three 
locations in the Eastern Danish transmission system.  
 
Re. Hovegård   
 
 
Frequency, f (Hz) 
| UHVE400|, ∠ UHVE400   3 channels 
| UHVE132 |, ∠ UHVE132   3 channels 
| IHVE-GØR|, ∠ IHVE-GØR   3 channels 
| IHVE-SAN|, ∠ IHVE-SAN   3 channels 
                   Input total:       12 channels 
 
 
By monitoring substation data as bus voltage and line current phasors from limited number of key 
locations in the power system it is possible to cover a considerable portion of the transmission 
system. The calculation of phasor applied takes precautious against problems with oscillating 
sign. 
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          (1A) 
 
 
Selected input signals from potential and current transformers40 are suggested as follows:  
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One channel for each phase is accounted for voltage and current magnitudes as well as phase an-
gle measurements at 400 kV and 132 kV level. The primary motivation for direct measurement of 
∠UHVE 400kV and ∠UHVE 132kV is to obtain a voltage phase angle reference for the measuring points 
∠UASV 400kV and ∠URAD 132kV respectively. For directly measured UHVE400, IHVE-GØR and IHVE-SAN 
                                                   
40 available for protective relays 
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phasors it is possible to calculate complex 400 kV voltages at SAN (Söderåsen, Sweden) and at 
GØR (Gørløse) as follows: 
 
GØRHVEGØRHVEHVEGØR
SANHVESANHVEHVESAN
IZUU
IZUU
−−
−−
⋅−=
⋅−=
         (4A) 
 
Another reason for selecting IHVE-GØR & IHVE-SAN phasor measurements is to supply better utiliza-
tion of the existing digital fault recorder in HVE, which today is used as a power swing monitor.  
 
 
Re. Asnæs station  
 
 
It is planned to monitor a voltage phasor at ASV 400 kV bus bar, current phasors in the double 
outgoing 130 kV line to Bjæverskov and current flow in the 130 kV transformer ASV: 
 
 
Frequency, f (Hz) 
| UASV400|, ∠ UASV400   3 channels 
| IASV-BJS1|, ∠ IASV-BJS1   3 channels 
| IASV-BJS2|, ∠ IASV-BJS2   3 channels 
| IASV400/132 trafo|, ∠ IASV400/132 trafo  3 channels 
                     In total:           12 channels  
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The complex voltage UASV400kV & the double line current to BJS can be used to calculate the volt-
age in BJS station: 
 
 1)1()1(400400 BJSASVBJSASVASVBJS IZUU −− ⋅−=        (8A) 
 
 
This information can be utilized for calculation of line currents IBJS-HVE and IBJS-ISH: 
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BJSHVE
BJSHVE
BJSHVE
Z
UUI
−
−
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Placing PMUs at Asnæs and Hovedgård station the following 400kV key voltage phasors in the 
backbone network are directly41 or indirectly42 available: 
 
SANGØRHVEBJSASV UUUUU ,,,,  
 
 
The voltage UASV132 is not between the planned measurements in normal operation, since it does 
not influence significantly the voltage regulation in the Lolland- Falster region (long electrical 
distance between ASV132 and RAD132. Asnæs substation is MVAr neutral seen from the 132 kV 
busbar ASV132 kV, because the reactive power produced at the power plant is used to cover 
transformer reactive power loss under normal operating conditions. The reason for suggesting 
measurement of IASV400/132 trafo phasor is that the flow via the ASV 400/132 kV transformer gives 
valuable information about change in reactive power (MVAr) flow in emergency situation.  
 
 
Re. Radsted 
 
At the 132 kV busbar in Radsted it is suggested to measure frequency, three phase voltage magni-
tude, phase angle as well as 132 kV currents in the outgoing lines from Radsted to Nysted wind 
farm (NHP), Vestlolland (VLO) substation as well as the double 132 kV connection north up to 
Orehoved (ORH) and Blangslev ( BLA).  
 
 fRAD (Hz)     
| URAD132|, ∠ URAD132   3 channels 
| IRAD-VLO|, ∠ IRAD-VLO   3 channels 
| IRAD-NHP|, ∠ IRAD- NHP   3 channels 
| IRAD-ORH|, ∠ IRAD-ORH   3 channels 
| IRAD-BLA|, ∠ IRAD-BLA   3 channels 
     In total:       15 channels   
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41 direct PMU measurement 
42 calculated quantity using Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s law  
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Phasor measurement of the mentioned line currents is also required for calculation of voltage at 
the following buses that are adjacent to Radsted: 
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The complex voltages at VLO, NHP, BLA and ORH can be subsequently used to estimate 
voltage drop (∆U), as well as active and reactive power flow across the four lines. These 
quantities are very important in evaluating potential problems with voltage instability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
